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lf your company buys or
sells satellite receiving
equipment and it's lrct
Apollo*, we'd like to know
the rearcn why.

National Microtech supplies more
satellite TV antenna systems than anyone
in the world-we've got to have some
good reasons why! In fact, you're look-
ing at some of the world's best satell i te
TV equiprnent on this page.

Our Apollo Z-l uses an LNC in-

il:"i"'ffi t[:::: "',ff i, :]t il:1il
antenna by remote control. The Apollo
Z- | is fast becoming the leading sell ing
satell i te receiver in the world.

The Microdesign receiver has a
wireless remote control with memory
for channel, polarity, and antenna aiming
interface.

The new Apollo X- l0 antenna is
made of precision injected fiberglass
panels that are guaranteed to match
perfectly. The performance of the
Apol lo  X-10 at  4 and l2 GHz is  the
best of the 3 meter dishes we've seen in
the industry.

Our equipment makes good sense,
and our prices are world class. We'l l
gladly pay for your call to find out the
reasons why you're not using National
Microtech's equipment...and we'l l pro-
mise you some good reasons why you
should. Call today TOLL FREE.

tril*s,rnc.o
P.O. Drawer E/Grenada.Ms 3890 1
ln Mississippi 60 | -226-8432



PRODUCT marketing gets an un-
usual amount of attention in this issue.
All of the wonders of electronics aside.
how you sell the equipment will ulti-
mately have more to say about your
success in this field than anything Tay
Howard or Clyde Washburn create in
their labs.

MARKETING of equipment, dealing
with customers and not getting yourself
in hot water with various laws and reg-
ulations, is tough. The lack of clearly
defined regulations has made it possi-
ble for this industry to grow; but at the
same time without regulations to guide
us, it is easy to step over some imagin-
ary legal boundary and run afoul of the
property rights of others.

The Atlanta STTI gathering, late this
month in Atlanta, Georgia, willconcen-
trate on this muddle and attempt to find
some answers for the TVRO dealer.
We are doing the same thing here,
directly in a piece detailing a Patmar
Technologies program that allows you
to legally sell 'The Movie Channel' into
mote ls  and hote ls .  And ind i rect ly
through an interview with the con-
troversial head of Boman Industries.

In our Boman interview we believe
we see the first substantial indication
that a seed propogated in Japan is now
growing within the industry; a seed that
may wellspell a battle between Amer-
ican ingenuity and Japanese produc-
tion etficiencies. America has had a
corner on home TVRO technology for
the three year history of the industry.
From this point forward, we will have to
fight and fight hard to maintain that
leadl
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OUR COVER - Deep in the jungles of Papua New Guinea a Luly
transportable mesh antenna and associated battery operated elec-
tronics brings the first television communications with the outside
world to a native village. See Coop's Comment, this issue.
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PROVO SATELLITE RETREAT IS ON!
At 7:30 AM on Thursday morning, August 26th, lwas sitting in the

WIV control room running a commercial drop-in during a network
break on our early morning news show. The telephone rang and I
picked up my control room Superfone. Susan was on the other end.
She had flown up to Fort Lauderdale the day prior and one of the
things she had to do was to evaluate the list of people who were signed
up to attend the November Provo Satellite Retreat.

"There are 35 people signed up" she reported "of which 21
say they will attend Retreat Sessions. What do we do?"

I had left Carol Graba at our Fort Lauderdale office with a oair of
letters, in mid-August. One was short and sweet; it said 'Sorry, but not
enough people wanted to come lo Provo to make the Retreat viable.'
The second was longer and it gave the would-be attendees a long list
of things to do in preparing to fly to the Turks and Caicos lslands tor a
week long November meeting. I voted that we go ahead, sure that we
would pick up a few more (we really need 30 attending sessions to
make it work out) betore November 1 4th anived. And so Carol sent out
letters to those who had signed up during August.

That afternoon Humphries and I went about Provo making linal
arrangements for bringing perhaps 50 people down here, making sure
they had housing, and ananging for ground transportation and what
have you. Those who are coming are going to have a balll

We'll tly 15 people at a time out ol Fort Lauderdale Sunday
November 14th. They will leave in six hour otfset shitts starting at
8AM. Most will fly in a new Beech 99 craft and make the trip in just over
two hours. Tom Humphries will be on the ground in Fort Lauderdale
directing the lifl off, scheduling who goes when, and making sure
everyone is comfortable. Tom will be arriving in Fort Lauderdale the
Friday prior (the 12th) and staying at a Holiday Inn close by to the
Executive Airport we fly out of. He is a travel-wise user of the Fort
Lauderdale to Provo route now, and that will help take the edge off the
new experience for the many attendees who have never been into the
Caribbean previously,

On Provo it will be a busy, fascinating week. Our Chief Minister
(equivalent to the Prime Minister in the UK or President in the states),
the Honorable Norman Saunders, will be with us for dinner on the
1 5th and I believe (or expect) he will be announcing a new Turks and
Caicos Government development'pol icy'  regarding establ ishing
small electronic manufacturing facilities here. The Turks and Caicos
have a very low labor rate, an excellent labor pool, and Government is
anxious to prove that they want to encourage people to establish
facilities here, l'll stop there for tear ot letting the cat out of the bag, but
will note that anyone coming who is looking for an opportunity to build
satellite equipment in 'paradise,'using low cost labor and without any
taxes to cut into profits, will tind this discussion very exciting!

Monday will be a light day. We want everyone to be comfortable
and rested. In the morning we'll start hauling small groups across the
sands and beach to the WIV facility about one mile f rom the host hotel,
the lsland Princess. There attendees will have the oppbrtunity to see
in a quick overview how we have turned satellite technology into a
national television system.

During the course of the week we will investigate where the
industry is headed, learn about some non-video satellite systems
which we feel may ultimately be as big a market as video, and, test

equtpment.
Each participant is invited to bring with them their favorite receiver,

and an LNA if  they choose. Using the WIV antenna farm, we wil l
allocate time each day to do both subjective and hard measurement oJ
receivers and LNAs. This will be the first opportunity in the industry for
perhaps three or four dozen different receivers to be side by side
compared, using a variety of strong and weak satellite signals. We are
turning the WIV television studio into a test ing faci l i ty, and we' l l  l ine up
receivers and march through a series of tests with each. We don't
intend to publish the information in CSD, not in great detail anyhow,
but everyone attending will know exactly how all of the receivers
measure up. More important than that some may not measure up will
be the 'why' they do not. Everyone attending will leave with a new
appreciation for receivers, and what they do (or do not do).

This may well be the largesLever 'group'to come to the Turks and
Caicos lslands, al l  at once. In addit ion to having our Chief Minister talk
with us, we wil l  be televising his welcoming address to the group l ive
on WlV, nationwide. We'l l  run the mile from the lsland Princess back to
the WIV studio using one of our new $500 remote TV transmitter units.
We are delighted with their performance (we now have three on
island) because we can go out as lar as 15 miles and in about ten
minutes t ime be pumping l ive color video and audio back to the main
studio, where we lhen patch it into the live on-air service. or taoe it for
later use. One oJ our units runs off of either 12VDC or 1 10 VAC which
means anyplace you can carry a unit about the size of war and Peace
you have a remote TV transmission site. Yes, we'll tellthose attending
al l  about this gear.

Those bringing lamily members with them will probably have the
same problem that Ed Grotsky of Arunta Engineering had back in
August. Ed and Pam brought their four kids down and in the week they
were here only saw the kids, brief ly, at dinnert ime. The four youngs-
ters were taken sailing and boating and fishing and snorkeling and
picnicking, and so on, by the Cooper kids. Where else in the world
would you entrust your four children to a 1 3 year old who piles them all
into his 15 foot run-about and then disappears over the horizon
heading to some distant island where nobody lives and where can-
nons from pirate ships are laying about the beach? The folks at the
lsland Princess have worked up a fantastic selection of island thinos to
do for the week your family is here. I  l ike Ed Grotsky's commenithe
day before he left. "l have done fifteen years of fishing in 3 days."
Ed snagged everything from Tuna to Mackerel and Grouper, and he
found out al labout sharks! He' l l  be glad to share his thoughts on provo
with you at (602) 956-7042

The closer we get to the November 14-20 period, the more excited
I become about the concept of holding a small, informal 'retreat' down
here in the Caribbean. Anyone who has late thoughts on attendinq
should check with Carol Graba at CSD's Fort Laud6rdale office (305-/
771 -0505) to see if there are any vacancies. Failing that, make your
plans now to attend the 1983 Retreat!

MEANWHILE in PAPUA, NEW GUINEA
One of the more enlightening people I met for the first time at the

August SPACE show in Omaha was a young man named Lindsay
Jorgensen. Lindsay and friend John Morgan (P.O. Box 424, Gorcka,
Papua New Guinea) have been hauling a Luly portable umbrella
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antenna throughout the outback regions of New Guinea for more than
a year now. We are indebted to Lindsay for this month's front cover
photo and those that follow

Lindsay is akin to those 1880'ish US pioneers who rode horse-
back in the American frontier spreading the Gospel. Only Lindsay,
and John, are spreading the electronic message of civilization. New
Guinea is largely still in the same primitive state of development
which it was 500 years ago. Natives there have never seen a vehicle,
believe airplanes are the work of the devil (they may have flown with
Ed Hegner to Provo!), and the only white skin they have seen is the
medicine man who paints himself with a white, chalky substance for
dance rituals. You probably think I exaggerate. I don't. Lindsay told
me about going into one native village where he was apparently the
first white person to visit. Through an interpreter he learned that the
strange-but-familiar bone a native straight out of the bush was
chomping on was part of a human arm. Seems the native hunter was
collecting his 'reward'for participating in a raiding party on a nearby
village the night before. Lindsay decided not to eat with those guys,
atterall.

SO THIS GUY says to me "Show me Bonanza or l'll eat your
a r m , , . "

,/
Havlng established that Lindsay and John are probably the first

'television missionaries'to visit many of the outback regions of Papua
New Guinea, you may be wondering how anyone could profit from
such a business venture. Chances are that New Guinea natives who
still eat their neighbors are not going to have gold coins stashed away
under their mattresses, to buy an earth terminal. Chances are also
good that if they really wanted what you had to sell, and you refused
to leave it for them or they didn't like the'terms'offered, you'd end up
being the first television missionary to be skewered on your own feed
norn.

Fortunately, Lindsay and John are still new enough at all of this
that they have not tired of simply 'showing off' satellite TV reception.
And they relate that there is intense commercial interest by the
Australians and Europeans who have come to New Guinea, to settle,
to have their first 'live' television service. Like many of the 'outback'

areas of the South Pacific, television until now has been either a 'skip'

thing or a business populated by people who run videotapes around
on the island hopping airplanes. Television, per se, is not new to the
'civilized'homesteads. Live television is. And Lindsay and John are
trying to develop a marketplace for home TVRO products there.
Someday soon they may tire of tromping into native villages and
setting up their umbrella antenna in front of the Chief's hut. But for
now, that is part of the fun they are having.

We have had reports through the years of just what television a
person can see down that way; down being a relative term for those
ot us who live north of the equator. With the assistance of Lindsay,
let me summarize again in one place what you can see in a Papua
New Guinea native village with a 12 foot Luly antenna, a Sat-Tec R2B
or an ICM 4400 and a 120 degree LNA.

1) Palapa A-1. This is the lndonesian'primary'bird, established
by the Indonesians nearly 7 years ago now to provide a sky-
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link for their tens of thousands of islands. This is a 12 channel
Hughes type (spinner) bird, very similar to the older Westar 1,
2 and 3 birds. On this bird is Indonesian TV'1 from Jakarta.
From Goroka, the look angle is 19.5 degrees and the reception
is 'good.' This is a PAL format signal and the entertainment
value is low since it is a state-run service.

2) Palapa A-2. RTM-1 is a Malaysian national service in PAL
color. They are presently running in a half transponder format
with the audio multiplexed someplace. Lindsay knows where it
is, but lacks the equipment to tune it in. The color is'good,' but
there are sparklies. Channel 7 Bangkok (Thailand) is the
second video service found on A-2. This one is also in PAL,
reception is good with light sparklies, and the audio is on a
standard subcarrier. See below. Then the one that will interest
US bred folks; channel 9 Manlla. This one, like Bangkok
channel 7, is full transponder and it transmits in NTSC 525
lines. The programming is split between Filipino and Engllsh
and the audio is standard sound subcanier. Reception is good
with light sparklies.

"HOW DO ALL OF THOSE funny, llttle whlte people get into that
tlny box?"

Before moving on to the last bird, it is interesting to note that the
Bangkok transmission was previously sending their audio out on a
multiplexed circuit. Then one day Lindsay found himself in Bangkok
and he stopped to talk with them. While there he complained or noted
that he was not able to get their audio on his Sat-Tec or ICM receivers
because it was not on a subcarrier. The chap he was telling this to
walked over to the transmitter and flipped a switch. "Now you have
audio" he said. And sure enough, they left the switch on and now
Lindsay has audio on a standard subcarrierl Try that with RCA.

3) Intelsat 4 (F8). The Australian Broadcasting Commission
uses a pair of halt transponders to send up the eastern
(Sydney) and western (Perth) services; essentially the same,
but time delayed tor the western feed, The levels are low
enough over Papua New Guinea that reception is very mar-
ginal on a 12 toot Luly antenna (lntelsat people will scoff at
there being ANY reception on a 12 foot terminal; but then they
have never been to Steve Birkill's 8 toot terminal in Sheffield,
England). However, under the present schedule a switchover
to a 44 bird (F1) will take place close to the end of 1982 and
then, according to Intelsat predictions, the levels in his area
should come up to those he now finds on Palapa.

So now you know. Given a circular polarized feed (tor Intelsat), a
good, sensitive switchable half and full transponder receiver and a
lower noise LNA, a chap with a 1 2 to 15 foot antenna could do right
well in New Guinea.

Just for those who might be tempted to book a winter trip into the
South Pacific with a Luly Umbrella under their arm, and a suitcase of
electronics, be advised. Lindsay was in Omaha with his arm in a cast.
I was tempted to ask him if somebody tried to eat him for lunch but

CONTINUED / page 56
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NDUSTRY
PROFILE

PATMAR TECHNOLOGIES
Larry W. James

MOVING UP in SMATV
Satel l i te Master Antenna Television (systems) are perhaps in-

appropriately named. There is at least a pair of eftorts aloot to chanqe
the 'name' of the service. Perhaps the service could use a narie
change; i t  hasn't  done al l  that well  with the present name!

The concept of connecting a 'master antenna' system to a satellite
antenna is certainly not complicated. That's what the big boys do with'community antenna' television systems. The primary difference be-
tween masler antenna systems, and community antenna systems, is
the areas they serve. Community antennas, by their name, serve
entire communit ies. Master antennas, although not so clear by their
name, serye one bui lding or a complex of bui ldings under'common or
joint ownership.' Typically, a master antenna serves a motel, hotel,
apartment bui lding, condominium complex, trai ler park or some other
area where the city or country streets do not intervene. That's one of
the clear deJinitions which separates a communitv antenna svstem
from a master antenna system; where the cable ionnecting the va-
rious parts oJ the system must cross over, under, through, public
rights ol way, and where crossing over, under or through such public
rights of way require a city or county 'franchise' or license or permit,
lhe system is usually deemed a 'community'  system rather than a'master 'system.

Everyone 'knows' that people who own and operate cable or
community TV systems have to haultheir receipts to the bank in dump
trucks. Cable TV, not without just cause, has been called ,the great
money printing press of the 80's.' To be fair, not all cable system
operators rake in the dough but enough do that the business has
attracted a considerable number of monied investors. lt figures, then,
that i f  there is a way to get a sl ice of this pie, a fel low should pursue the
opportunity.

Any bui lding you can wire with coaxial cable, connecting up indi-
vidual rooms or living quarters, and control which living quarter gets
which programs, ofJers an opportunity for an enterprising person to
move into the cable big leagues. An apartment building with 200
outlets, bringing in $1 5 per month per outlet, is not too shabby a gross
income; especially if you are in a position to keep your costs down and
spread your init ial  capital (equipment plus instal lat ion) investment out
over three to five year payback periods.

However, you cannot own all of the cable svstems installed in
buildings such as this. You may well tind that ihe building owner
already owns the system, and that he is unwilling to give up his 'rights'
to the system; whether he charges for the service or not. And that
moves us a step closer to selling the equipment to SMATV systems,
but not participating in the gross income.

One of the fastest growing areas of commercial use of satellite
signals, by commercial establishments, is the motel and hotel indus-
try. Motels and hotels feel a certain competitive obligation to supply
some reasonable choice of television to patrons who rent their accom-
modations. And until the advent of satellite TV, most motels and hotels
were reasonably satislied to otfer patrons the local off-air television
signals through a wired (cabled) television system. Another group of
motels and hotels started out offering 'optional'in-room movies a few
years back, charging for first run (or almost first run) movies which
were distributed into the rooms via the same cable as was carrying the
regular TV programs, but transmitted on a non-standard TV channel

that required a 'converter' box to make the movie play in the room.
While this approach is st i l l  found in some motel and hotel units, a more
popular approach is to creale an interconnection between the motel or
hotel, and, one of the premium movie services such as HBO or
Showtime or The Movie Channel. lf there is a cable service passing by
the motel or hotel, one ol the easiest ways to plug in the premium
service channel is to plug into the cable; for al l  of i ts services (rare), or,
for just the premium service channel. yet another approach to getting
premium movies into the motel or hotel is to use MDS (Mult iple point
Distribution Service); a local microwave carrier desiqned to carrv a
single channel of 'secure' programming from a centril transmittei to
subscribers.

Most recently, premium movie services have been piped into
motels and hotels directly from the satellite system which we all know
and love. HBO has a deal with Holiday Inns, for example, and most of
the company owned Hl units now have HBO delivered to them via
either direct satellite feed, local cable or a local MDS. Other hotel
chains, regional and national, have gone a similar route with good
results. The word has spread and the motel / hotel ogerarors are now
pretly universal in their belief that they must have a premium movie
service in patron lodging rooms if they are to remain competitive. lt is
the direct delivery of premium service movies, to motel and hotel
rooms, which interests us here.

YOU Can't Do That!
One of the primary battles fought by SPACE (to date, with no real

results) has been the attempt to get one or more of the 'desirable'
premium service (movie and specials) suppliers to agree to allow
private and (S)MATV systems to pay for and enjoy their service(s).
There was a brief 'window' when The Home Theater Network
accepted a handful of 'attiliates'and another brief period when Show-
time announced they would accept such affiliates; but in actual fact
apparently never did. There was also a period of time wnere some
(S)MATV systems operating in areas not built by cable nor franchised
to cable were also able to extract affiliation agreements from Warner,s
(The) Movie Channel.

Through all of this, would be (S)MATV operators have been frus-
trated by an unwillingness to 'deal'with non cable or non-MDS firms,
at virtually any level. That is the popular myth at any rate. And that is
the myth which we are going to explore here since the truth is far more
encouraging than the myth.

The truth is that at least one premium service company, The Movie
Channel, has been licensing certain types of multiple receiver estab-
lishments for direct view of their satellite delivered premium program-
ming. There are several 'catches' of course.

The premium service firms largely want nothing to do with any
private residence, any cable system which is not serving a full com-
munity, and any low power TV rebroadcast station. They owe their
loyalty, they belleve, to the cable television industry and their oroduct
is theretore available only to such firms. This aititude extends far
beyond the premium (movie, specials) tirms; it includes others of
lesser grade entertainment, such as ESPN, The Cable Health Net-
work and even The Weather Channel.

Inspite of this negative attitude, there has been a large'loop hole'
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which some of the more progressive and sophisticated SMATV tolks
have been driving through for several years. One of the firms that has
lurned that loop hole into a money making, highly successful venture
is Patmar Technologies, Inc. (formerly First Cine-Tel Metroplex) ol
Bernardsville, N.J. ("). Patmar is a Delaware corporalion that has
been involved in the design, installation, operation and servicing of
MDS, MATV, CATV and TVRO installations for the better part of eight
years. The lirm concentrates its activities in the New York City region,
but is now branching out on a national scale. Presently Patmar divides
the time and energies of its 25 full time employees between the
maintenance of 26 holel / motel premium service systems, a 1,000
outlet CATV system on Governor's lsland in the New York Harbour,
and a 15,000 unit apartment complex (CO-OP City; the largest in the
world) in New York City. To make all of this work, Patmar's Peter Sutro
has carefully nurtured a long-standing, professional business rela-
tionship with HBO, and Warner-Amex's The Movie Channel.

In the early days, before satellites, Patmar brought HBO service
into their facilities using the MDS transmission facilities carrying HBO.
Patmar found the motel / hotel or other facilities that wanted the
service, contracted to provide the equipment and then acted as an
intermediary with the premium service firm (HBO) to get the service
into the facility. With the appearance of HBO and others on satellite,
PATMAR extended its base of ooerations outside the immediate New
York City region served by MDS, and went to the satellite to make The
Movie Channel available; under contract.

What Patmar has been able to do, which many others have not
been able to do, is to develop a working relationship with a premium
service supplier; a working relationship that guarantees Patmar ac-
cess to a premium service when and il they locate a client that wants a
premium service.

The Patmar agreement with The Movie Channel is unfortunately,
for lhe moment, only good for localions where people do not reside
permanently. That is, motels and hotels qualify; apartments and
condos do not. However Peter Sutro sees this changing as the
industry matures, and as some of the paranoia which premium service
suppliers now display towards (S)MATV operators subsides.

The present Patmar list of TVRO served installations (The Movie
Channel in most cases; other non-premium satellite delivered ser-
vices in addition to the Movie Channel in others) includes Sheraton
Plaza Inns, Hi l ton Inns, Ramada Inns, Howard Johnson Inns and a
host of other lesser known, local or regional motels and hotels. As of
early August, these locations were concentrated in New Jersey, New
York and Connecticut, But now Patmar has gone into a national
program, and that is the basis for this report.

One of the most frequently stated 'excuses' from lhe premium
service suppliers, why they choose not to deal with (S)MATV tirms, is
that they cannot be sure of controlling the quality of the service
otfered, nor can they be sure that they will be paid. In the early days of
cable distribution of premium services, HBO had similar fears with the
cable firms. In fact, HBO reserved the right to cancel a (cable) affili-
ate's contract if HBO engineering found the quality of HBO service on
the cable system was not up to HBO standards, and, the cable firm
was unwil l ing, or unable, to f ix i t .

Patmar believes they have a handle on both of these problems;
they have a long series of successful, good quality systems in and
operating, and they have developed an engineering expertise which
has become their'textbook' tor each new installation. This 'textbook'

they are willing to share with others. And that is one of the corner-
stones of becoming part of the Patmar'team'of national firms offering
legal premium service to motels and hotels.

The Movie Channel has recognized Patmar as an'aff i l iate, 'much
like all of the premium service firms 'recognize' discreet cable systems
under common ownership as part of a'master' affiliation agreement.
Because Patmar is an affiliate of The Movie Channel, those firms that

' Patmal Technologles, Inc., 6 Claremont Rd., Bernardsvllle' NJ
07924 (Peter Sutro; 201266-4408)'

*'Larry W. James, VP of National Motel / Hotel Sales, Patmar
Technologies, Inc.,429 W. Miami, Broken Arrow, Ok.74012(9181
451-0183).
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PATMAR'S JAMES - "We have legal access to premium prog-
ramming , .  ."

become part of the national Patmar program will also be covered by a
master'aff i l iat ion agreement. 'And that is the second key ingredient in
their national program.

Heading The Team
To expand their premium service satel l i te terminal instal lat ion

program beyond the northeastern states, Peter Sutro has enrolled the
assistance of a veteran of the home TVRO field; Larry W. James oJ
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma (**). James is Vice President of National
Motel /  Hotel Sales, and on his shoulders lal ls the chore of putt ing
together a team of prolessional sales, service and installation lirms.

James and Sutro have broken the United States down into market-
ing regions; their format fol lows the popular telephone company area
code divisions. An affiliated firm will be responsible for marketing,
sales and installation in an area code region; or more, if they can
convince Patmar that they have the strength to handle more than that.
The entire program is based upon creating a national budget for the
promotion of the new national service, with each aftiliate of Patmar
paying into a central kitty a pro-rata share of the annual budget. An
area such as Colorado, for example, has 2o/" of the national market
and the Colorado affiliate in the program would therefore cafiy 2o/o ol
the annual program costs.

James elaborates;
"Sublicensees (firms affiliated with Patmar) will install TVRO

systems in qualified motels and hotels, and service the installa-
tions. The revenue derived from the installation and sale ol the
equipment goes totally to the sublicensee / affiliate. The monthly
programming revenues received from the motel i hotel will be
divided between the sublicensee / affiliate and Patmar."

CSD: What is it that Patmar is doing for a sublicensee / affiliate that
such a firm cannot do for itself?

James: "A number of things. Because ol our close working
relationship wlth The Movie Channel, and because there
are similar affiliation agreements pending with other
premium and non premium service programmers, we
have legal access to programming. Anyone that has
tried to sell a stand alone TVRO system to a motel or
hotel has learned that it is almost impossible for some
firm that is not known and respected by the premium
servlce firms to obtain an aftiliation contract. That puts
the TVRO sales firm in a tough spot; they can't sell the
hardware because they cannot gel the software. Sadly, a
tew have gone ahead with the installations anyhow, and
that has hurt the image of the entire industry."

CSD: The software is certainly important. All of the glamour of the
hardware aside, that's what you are really selling. But isn't it
possible that others will also end up with atfiliation agree-
menls as well, on their own?

James: "To be sure, Which brings us to another advantage to
working with Patmar. We were really quile satisfied to be
dealing with motels and hotels in the area of the north-
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east where we were headquartered. But then we began
to run into some sizeable packages; 50 or 100 motels or
hotels at a clip. Some of these are regional chains,
others are well known chain outfits that operate clusters
of motels and hotels in various geographic areas. They
liked what we were doing, but they wanted to know that
we could service the systems in Washington state or
Texas with local service people. That told us we needed
to broaden our operation. The best way for us to do this,
to be able to handle these large, national chain con-
tracts, is to have affiliates working with us. So we bring
to the package the promise of many sales, made by
Patmar, at a national level with the work then being done
by the sublicensee."

CSD: Sublicensee is a strange term. l think I understand i t ,  but .  .  .
James: "We are not too happy with it either but that is the way

our affiliation agreements with programmers read. lt
simply means that a firm affiliated with us, on a national
basis, is licensed by us to work against our master
license or contract with a programming firm; such as
The Movie Channel."

CSD: The Movie Channel can perhaps be characterized as the
weak sister o1the big three; HBO is number one, Showtime is
number two. The Movie Channel has a great deal to offer,
their movies and only movies schedule should f i t  into motel
and hotel rooms better than some of the serial stuff one finds
on Showtime and HBO.

James: "We think it is an excellent choice for motels and hotels.
Their scheduling does fit transient population perhaps
better than the others. You have to keep in mind that The
Movie Channel is owned by Warner Brothers which is
not exactly a lightweight outfit. They may be running
third with the cable folks, but we leel that ultimately they
will become the most popular and best known premium
service for motels and hotels."

CSD: Aren't  you taking some chances asking f irms that you know
very little about to become a part of your operation? The
Palmar name wil l  be on the l ine with The Movie Channel, and
elsewhere, and if an affiliate of yours goes off and does
something dumb, won't that come back to haunt you?

James: "That was one of the drawbacks about going 'national'

in this way. We could have done i t  on our own, opening
our own outlets in key market centers. We considered
that. But it would have taken far more time to get where
we feel we have to be within the next twelve months or
so. This is one of those concepts that is going to be a
success. l f  we don't  do i t ,  moving against our own excel-
lent track record and our good working relationship with
key premium service suppliers, somebody else was
bound to do it. Once a TVRO terminal gets installed in a
motel or hotel, that system is going to be aw|ully hard to

PATMAR's JAMES The Movie Channel is an excellent
choice for motels and hotels"

dis-lodge. This may be a once-in-a-litetime sale. They
wil l  st ick in place as long as the service is good."

CSD: That brings us to the obvious. Sel l ing TVRO terminals is a
terribly seasonal business, at the honle level. One of your
divisions sel ls home terminals so you know that f i rst hand.
This may not be so seasonal.

James: "Most of the instal lat ions end up on the roof of a bui ld-
ing. Very few motels and hotels are situated with spare
ground on the south or southwest side of the building,
and a good look angle at F3R. We have learned alot
about putt ing 11 or 13 foot terminal antennas on roofs,
and we'll share that with our afliliates. This type of work
can be done in the wintertime, and the interfacing of the
TVRO system to the existing MATV system can also be
done in the wintertime. We have had, on occasion, to set
an antenna on a roof and hold i t  in place with sandbags
until the show melted, and then go back and make it
permanent in the spring. This sounds sloppy, but in
practice it works very well if you engineer the sand
bagging as carefully as you would a permanent installa-
tion. We have found that business may actually peak in
the winter months in the motel and hotel field since
these businesses continue very busy that time of the
year. We think it provides an excellent 'f ill' for the slower
months."

CSD: There is one more point that you glossed over earl ier. The
affiliate or sublicensee shares in the monthly service re-
venue from the motel or hotel. Let's talk about that.

James: " l think i t  is everyone's dream in this business to be able
to have a regular income coming in, month after month
after month, for an installation. The cable boys have
made their bi l l ions this way, and the programmers get
their operating cash and profits this way. Until now the
TVRO sel ler has been in a'wham-bang-thank you mam'
type of sales business. There is virtually no 'after sale
market 'except for step up equipment. But i f  you put in a
few thousand motel / hotel rooms each year, and every
month those rooms, under contract with The Movie
Channel or whomever, send in a check for their room
count times the agreed to dollar amount per room, per
month, then you too become part ofthat revenue stream.
The check goes to the licensee, Patmar, and Patmar
sends back a share ol that check to the sublicensee.
Remember that there are three firms directly sharing
that revenue; the premium service supplier, your f irm,
and Patmar. Everyone likes getting those checks and it
wouldn't take very long for the amount of those checks
to work into a quite sizeable monthly annuity."

CSD: Let 's talk about the type of experience a f irm must have to be
part of this. I  can envision Patmar receiving several hundred
phone calls from well meaning people the week after CSD
comes out. Let's try to pre-screen some ot those right now.

James: "Well ,  I  don't  want to turn anyone ofl  in advance but
there are some ground rules. We started talking about
this in Omaha, quiet ly; although you did have me on
your  morn ing  te lev is ion  program and we probab ly
signed up 20 or so affiliates as a result of that exposure.
First of al l ,  this is no get r ich, high boot scheme. I  want
people to recognize that Patmar has been in this busi-
ness lor some I years, and that we have had to work very
hard to handle the prejudices which many of the pre-
mium service firms have against MATV people. They are
biased, and perhaps rightfully so, because so many ot
the people who claim to be MATV people are unstable or
not good business people. I 'm not condemning MATV
as a lot, just explaining that if you say you have MATV
experience you usually have to prove yourself in advance
of getting an afliliation. We are not about to ieopardize
the relat ionships we have bui l t  up. Having said that, we
would prefer to see firms who have practical hotel and
motel cable wiring experience. Usually the cable system
is installed, but it remains for the installer of the TVRO to

J
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add a modulator or two, balance the system for the new
levels, and make sure the system can handle the extra
signals. There are occasions where the installer has to
put in a fresh, new coaxial cable master system. That's
where our distributorship with Blonder Tongue, lor ex-
ample, can help. We can get system layouts prepared,
based upon the experience of our own engineers and
the combined experience of Blonder Tongue or others
we work with. We also want the affiliated tirm to hgve an
appreciation, which says experience, of or with com.
mercial installations. Although the afiiliate firm making
the installation will be responsible for the ongoing prop-
er operation of the system, handling service calls and so
on, we want to be assured that they are not taking short
cuts that will hurt. lt will be us, and through us The
Movie Channel, which wil l  get the complaints i f  the ser-
vice is degraded. We don't need that and we won't afili-
ate with a lirm that has no experience.

"That is not to say that we won't provide training and
back up engineering, and our own experienced people.
We will. But we can't school every affiliate lrom the
ground up. This program needs to hit  the ground, run-
ning, because we have hundreds of installations waiting
to go in.

"We'll handle each inquiry on a one on one basls. But
we will be selective, because we view thls as a lifetime
commltment. We want, and can atford, to be afflliated
wlth the 'right flrm'the first time around, In each area."

CSD: What is 'dangerous' about this? There must be more nega-
t ives here than meet the eye. What should a person watch
out for?

James: "The affiliate selects the equipment he wishes to use. He
designs the system, installs it, collects the money and
keeps all of the money. He gets a share of the monthly
revenue lor the premium or other services. We are there
if he needs us, and if he doesn't need us, we don't torce
equipment or engineering at him. We send him pre-sold
system sales for chains of motels and hotels. He brings
us sales he makes, in the torm of new motels and hotels
that want to carry The Movie Channel or some other
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PATMAR'S JAMES - "We can't school every affiliate from the
ground up. We are looking for experienced people.',

service we can sublicense him to offer. The only money
he pays out is lor a cooperative, national, marketing
program. Every affiliate shares the cost of that, and it is
done on an annual basis against a carefully worked out
national budget. The money placed into the pot by the
aftiliate is added to the funds coming in from other
aftiliates, and then we go out and sell national chains
and regional chains on the service using that money to
make the marketing program work. I don't see the dan-
g e r s . , . . "

CSD: Well ,  this wi l l  appear in print on the f irst ol October, and by
the time many of those reading this arrive in Atlanta at the
STTI show at the end ol the month, if there are dangers, they
wil l  have them al l  worked out to tel l  you about! You' l l  be
there?

James: "l hope that betore we leave Atlanta, we will have com-
pletely filled in the territorial areas which have not been

yre-;ubscribed for bythatt ime. Yes, wewil lbe in Atlanta

COOP ON BASICS
THE TVRO
RECEIVER

owned and published at the time. Others mentioned in Coop's article
were less fortunate. Taylor Howard was mentioned and his phone was
slill ringing otf the hook months later. Interest in home receiver sys-
tems was very high.

Only, nobody had such a gadget! Taylor had a system he had
patched together from surplus parts and some Stanford engineering
ingenuity. Cooper's system had been pieced together with the assist-
ance of kind CATJ advertisers and some dumb luck. LNAs cost
upwards of $2500 in that era for a 'decent' 150 degree unit. The
antennas . . . well, Prodelin manufactured a ten foot 'terrestrial' dish
with a mount designed to hang the antenna on the side of a piece ot
four inch pipe. With a special order you could get a 'button hook' feed
for 4 GHz, but the package set you back nearly $6,000. And the
receivers? They started close to $8,000 and went up. Way up. One of
the most popular and sensitive receivers of that era, a Microdyne unit
that sold for near the $8,000 price tag, ottered an extra audio demod-
ulator (6.8 was standard) for a mere $450. To change the audio from
6.8 to 6.2 you had to take out more than a dozen small sheet metal
screws, lifl the screen top off the receiver, unhook a gold plated
(literally!) RF connector and unplug a powering and audio out plug.
Then you lifted the 6.8 audio demodulator (which, by comparison, was
about twice the size of today's separate down converter units) out of
the receiver and replace it with the optional 6.2 unit. lf that seems like a
very tedious way of changing audio subcarriers, you should have
been involved with moving an antenna (20 footers were standard)
from bird to bird in those days!

And all of that was but four years ago right now.

The Start
There were four people in the world working on bringing receiver

technology and pricing down to earth late in 1978. Taylor Howard was

$8,000 and UP

. The first mass public exposure to the joys of home satellite televi_
sron appeared in TV GUIDE Magazine late in October of 197g. Coop
had written the article early in the summer of 197g, and after it
bounced from editorial desk to editorial desk it was finally scheduled
into print. C_BS News picked up the story and dispatcheo a ream to do
a visit with Coop at his rural Oklahoma home. On October 31sl, .l g7B
Walter Cronkite did one of his famous lead ins "nJ tn" rest was
history.

-,^ !_"_Cooqgt telephone was already unlisted. But enterprising peo_
ple managed to track him down through CATJ Magazine, wnich ne
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tryrng to grow out of his first surplus microwave conversion scheme to
what would one year later become the now famous ,Howard Terminal
Receiver. '  He was making progress, but he wasn't tel l ing many people
how to do it. He wasn't ready to share it, just then. There were too
many toose ends.

In England, pioneer Steve Birkill was building his own receivers. lt
was during 1 978 that Steve developed the PLL demodulator, a subject
we will return to shortly. Birkill was handicapped, he thought, because
the only dish he could scrounge in the UK was an 8 foot Andrew
terrestrial microwave reflector, and he had no signals but the old style
lntelsat lV birds to work with. Can you imagine chasing 17-20 dBw
footprints with an 8 foot dish and a 180 degree LNA? Birkill was doing
it, and because he had so little signal to work with, he could see every
fraction of a dB in system improvement. Perhaps, ultimately, that
would be to everyone's benefit. Maybe we would later be glad that
Steve did not have 'fat' signals to play with!

In Travelers Rest, SC i nam naheb Robert Coleman was ttnker-
ing with some surplus electronics; the infamous'TD Bell  Microwave'
gear which he was picking up at ham radio swap meets. l t  would be'1979 before Coleman made the system fly well enough to attract
nalional attention, however

Finally, in Oklahoma, there was a chap named Steve Richey who
hung around with Coop a great deal. Richey actual ly had a private
terminal receiver operating, and he had bui l t  perhaps a half dozen
under contract for a Canadian pioneer sel ler of private terminals.
Richey was the 'head' of the class, and there were many people
watching what he was doing. Among those was Royden Freeland of
International Crystal Manufacturing Company, of Oklahoma City.
Royden would later become a receiver manufacturer.

The Richey / Rod Wheeler receiver came on the market at an
announced price of under 93,000. That bothered the people sel l ing
the $8,000 and up hardware. At a cable trade show in mid '78 Richey
was forced to take his "cheap" TVRO receiver out of his booth ani
hide i t  from the cable folks; they were so angry that he came out with a
receiver lhat might be sold to private individuals that they were down-
right threatening. Richey spent the rest of the cable show hidino under
his display table or in the men's rooml

The f irst receivers offered to the cable industry, in 1975 and 76,
were designed not for cable nor even for domestic use; they were
straight out of the design books for Intelsat. A few modif icat ions had
been made to accommodate the dif fering modulat ion (ful l  transpon-
der) formats, and the single f ixed audio (6.8) that was quickly the'standard' for cable feeds. But the price remained wav uo there. The
posit ion of the early receiver suppliers to cable lscieni i t ic Atlanta,
TerraComm, Microdyne) was not indefensible. Every receiver then,
and now, had a special device in i t  cal led a VCO. The VCO is the
osci l lator that al lows the receiver to convert in a mixer stage the
incoming 4 GHz TVRO signal down to a lower frequency range. ln
1978, the VCO was a very special temperature compensated circuit
that was stuck into a brass, machined cavity. lt was not stable, by
nature, so special compensating and tracking circuits had to be de-
signed to insure that i t  did not wander around, causing the received
TVRO signal to wander around with i t .  Oh yes. The VCOs in mid 1978
came from one of two specialty microwave manufacturers. They cost
upwards of $800 each (!) and by the time you got sufficient additional
circuits tacked on to them to keep the receiver from drifting around
from channel to channel, you had nearly $1 ,000 in parts cost invested!

The VCO problem was the f irst big hang-up to be tackled. There
were no Avantek off-the-shelf VCOs in those days, at any price. Taylor
Howard and Steve Birki l l  were working in similar direct ions; both ielt
that a low cost transistor oscillator could be made to lunction for'home
use' since the receiver was going to be tuned and re-tuned lrom
channel to channel with some f requency, and ii the receiver did 'drift' it
was not going to be a user problem.

Steve Richey went another way. He talked yet a third microwave
specialty house into releasing a less stable (by Intelsat.standards, not
stable enough) VCO, but he was paying $300 each for them at the
time. He shaved a bunch of dollars off the receiver, but he still had
more invested in the VCO than modern receiver manufacturers have
in the entire receiver package!

By early in 1979 another name was added to the pioneer receiver
design roster and with the name came some new VCO talents. H. Paul

Shuch owned a small l  custom microwave engineering f irm in San
Jose, Cali fornia. Shuch was also a teacher at a col leqsin Cali fornia.
He had previously made his mark as a designer and b-ui lder of GEOS
(1.6 GHz) weather satel l i te hardware. Shuch looked at what was
being done and decided that he could offer 'microwave modules'with
which talented people could assemble a home TVRO. Shuch had the
honor of being the first into the marketplace to offer hardware with
which somebody with reasonable talents could put together and see
TVRO pictures.

The trai ls of Shuch and Taylor Howard crossed many t imes in
1979. Both would ult imately appear, and teach, at the f irst SpTS; held
in Oklahoma City in the summer of 1979. Howard and Shuch technol-
ogy largely became inseparable since the two lived and worked
adjacent to the California 'Silicon Valley' region where much of Amer-
ica's microwave technology originated. Both had access to the latest
in microwave parts (in those days, each announcement from Avantek
or Hewlett Packard or Dexcel of a new transistor sent everyone
running for their soldering irons and Teflon circuit  board!),  and both
had friends within the commercial microwave industry to provide
sounding boards.

Shuch's contr ibutions were many. At the very least, his in-
formative and highly tuned leclures at the f irst and second SpTS
events inspired dozens who would later become TVRO equipment
designers as well .  Shuch worked out a VCO package (actual ly a pair
ol packages) which made i t  possible to get from 4 GHz down to a a
lower lF range at far lower cost than the commercial VCOs, with onlv a
minimum amount ol dri f t .  Shuch was the design engineer for the f irst
series of receivers from International Crvstal,  and in fact the f irst ICM
TVRO receivers were real ly Shuch 'mobules' packaged into an ICM
case.

While Shuch was an inspir ing teacher and a decent circuit  innova-
tor, he was often a dif f icult  person to warm up to. l f  he didn't  l ike you,
what you said, or how you said i t ,  he wasted no words lett ing you
know. And, i f  he didn't  bel ieve some aspect of the technology war-
ranted his attention, he simply glossed over i t .  Video demodulators,
video f i l ter ing and video ampli f  icat ion were not f  avori te Shuch areas ol
interest so while his microwave technology was state of the art,  he
real ly left  the total receiver undone by 'shucking' responsibi l i ty for
completing the design of the ful l  receiver. Ult imatelv, Shuch would
retire from an active part in the industry because he feit  that those who
fol lowed him were taking engineering shortcuts which he did not
approve of. Shuch, much l ike today's Clyde Washburn, was some-
thing of an engineering purist.

l f  the VCO was an early cost problem, the demedutator was an
early performance problem. At the f irst SpTS show, there were two
designed-for-private receivers on hand. One came from lCM, basical-
ly a Shuch design with some Royden Freeland created demodulator
and video circuits. The other came from Andy Hatf ield who used the
first SPTS to announce his AVCOM receiver. There were few similar-
i t ies in the two approaches. Andy took great pains to hrde or disguise
what he was doing to produce TVRO pictures; Shuch told everyone
who would l isten exactly what he was doing. Side by side comparisons
were meaningless; the pictures looked pretty much the same. But
what surprised the commercial receiver suppliers on hand was that
the Shuch design and the Hatf ield design receivers had pictures
almost as good as the expensive, and larger, SA and Microdyne units
there.

Where the Shuch/lCM unit fel l  down was in the video processrno.
Shuch's lack of interest in video circuitry al lowed Royden Freeland i 'o
follow the footsteps left ahead of him by Taylor Howard and Steve
Birki l l .  l t  was in the summer of 1978 that Birki l l  had brouoht to the
United States his design for a phase locked loop demodul-ator. The
circuit  for that PLL demod was published by Coop in CATJ Magazine
in the fal l  of 1978. Taylor Howard remembers that the circuit  shown
didn't  work very well .  Taylor also remembers that early in 1979,
another Coop project of that era, low cost 10 GHz point to point
microwave, nurtured a reader contr ibution to CATJ. This circuit  re-
f ined the original Birki l l  PLL, and less some of the draft ing errors that
crept into the Birkill report published by CATJ, Tay remembers that
when he saw that circuit  in print,  he knew he had the answer to the
TVRO demodulator. Howard would later describe this pLL demod to
the world at the f irsi  SPTS, and in his STT Home Terminal Manual



Videophile Satellite Television
The possibi l i t ies of component audio come to satel l i te video.

Componen t  equ ipmen t  has  become
popular in the audio field for a lot of
reasons. One reason is that the com-
ponent philosophy allows a purist to up-
grade any piece of a system as technology
advances without having to replace the
entire system at once. This basic idea
has ushered in an era of specialty f irms
dedicated to advancing the art of a single
link in the chain. They succeed because
all of their efforts are focused on one
discipline, not thinly spread over an en-
tire system. EARTH TERMINALS'" brings
this philosophy to satell i te television. We
concentrate on the single most impodant,
most diff icult element-the microwave
receiver. No other paft of the system
has such a dramatic effect on picture
quality.

Quality You Can See
An EARTH TERMINALS receiver pro-

vides cleaner pictures with less granu-
larity. Truer colors that don't smear. Less
sparkling snow on weak programs. Com-
p le te  absence  o f  he r r i ngbones  and
waves .  Supe r imposed  l e t t e r i ng  t ha t
doesn't tear at the edges. In fact, you
haven't seen video this exciting unless
you've been in a television studio. lf you
own a quality video projector, you'l l  be
even more imoressed.

Quality You Can Measure
Broadcast engineers are impressed

with the accuracy of EARTH TERMI-
NALS receivers too. Our VITS Sin2 Pulse
and video SNR test results are incom-

parable; actually the equal of most com-
mercial grade receivers. We can also
handle tough signals l ike Reuters data
transmissions that give other receivers
fits. lt 's no wonder then, that after ex-
haustive testing, some cable companies
and  te lev i s i on  s ta t i ons  use  EARTH
TERMINALS rece i ve rs  as  t he i r  ma in
source of satellite program material. They
know value when they see it.

It's Easy To Live With
All this technical sophistication is really

qui te easy to get  a long wi th.  Precise
automatic fine tuning tunes every chan-
nel the same way every time. You don't
have to be an expert to get perfect

pictures. EARTH TERMINALS receivers
come with a remote control that selects
channe l s  i nd i v i dua l l y ,  ad jus t s  aud io
volume at your convenience, and auto-
matically signals the rest of your system
to supply the proper antenna polariza-
tion through an even/odd channel switch.
And it f i ts in the palm of your hand.

Tips On Value
There are plenty of satell i te receivers

that cost less than ours, but nearly all
of them need bigger antennas and more
exotic Low Noise Amplif iers for a picture
free of sparkling snow. lf you're on a
budget, you can save money in other
pads of the system by paying more for
our receiver and come out even. You get
high fidelity video in the bargain. lf you're
simply after the best picture money can
buy,  we can make i t  very af fordable.
Either way, give us a call or write us
for the details.

EARTH TERMINALS
Deoartment 103
One Mlcrowave Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
513-489-6200

Unretouched Oll-The-Atr Stn, Pulse Test

EARTH TERMINAI.S
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released in mid 1979.
Like the VCO problem, which boi led down to creating a system

that didn't  require so many dol lars for parts, the PLL demodulator was
a cost effect ive improvement. These were the two big problems. And
they were l icked. Al l  that fol lowed were the ref inements, as we shal l
see.

What ls A Receiver?
TVRO signals are transmitted at a microwave frequency. Each

transponder or channel is a specif ic frequency, reached by national or
in te rna t iona l  accord .  Mic rowave f requenc ies  are  very  shor t
wavelengths; about the length of your thumb, at 4 GHz. Everyt ime you
change the frequency (as in going from one transponder to another),
you also change (sl ightly) the length of the wavelength. In our 3.7 to
4.2 GHz (a GHz is a Gig-a-hertz, which is electronic shorthand for
1,000 megahertz) band the lower frequencies (3.7 GHz) have longer
wavelengths than our higher frequencies (4.2 GHz). The TVRO band
is 0.5 GHz wide, or 500 Megahertz wide. l t  can accomodate 12 TV
signals at once on one polarization (such as horizontal) and 12 more
at the opposite polarization (vert ical).  The two polarizations share the
same frequency band, but not the same precise frequencies. The 3.7
to 4.2 GHz band is wider than ( i .e. i t  has more room than)the total UHF
TV band from channel 14 to 83. fhe 3.7 lo 4.2 GHz band is as wide as
469 'AM' rad io  bands ( .535 to  1 .6  MHz) ,  As  you can see,  there  is  a
great deal of 'potential ly useful spectrum' on a single satel l i te. There is
suff icient 'spectrum space' in the 500 MHz wide TVRO band to
accomodate 49,714 separcte AM radio stations, each with its own
private frequency. l f  both polarizations now used for television were
dedicated to the transmission of standard 'AM band' radio signals, one
satel l i te could accomodate nearly 100,000 separate, dist inct, AM
radio stat ions. The United States today has fewer than 10,000 radio
broadcas ters  in  opera t ion .  A  sa te l l i te  i s  c lear ly  an  awesome'machine'.

The satel l i te receiver can ' tap' into this vast national or internation-
al resource. l t  does so with an awesome level of technology, but a
simplist ic approach to engineering which developed more than 30
years ago.

A satel l i te recerver is actual ly nothing more than a terrestr ial
microwave service video receiver. The first such receivers, operating
in the present 3.7 to 4.2 GHz band, were created by Bell  Labs in the
late 1940's. Bel l  recognized before most, including government that
awarded the frequencies to Bell  for such use, that the microwave
spectrum was going to be the 'super highway of communications',  The
present 3.7 lo 4.2 band of frequencies was the f irst terrestr ial micro-
wave band of consequence awarded to Bell  and l ike f irms for the
transmission of telephone cal ls, and later, video. The national terrest-
r ial  television networks developed by using this band, via Bell ,  to feed
network TV programs from city to city. Bell had a great deal at risk
when i t  designed the f irst 3.7 to 4.2 GHz receivers and i t  did an
excel lent job of satisfying that r isk.

The Bell  receiver technology preceded the later f i rst use of this
same spectrum by satel l i tes. Whereas when Bell  moved into this
microwave range in the late 40's and early 50's, the spectrum was
total ly unused, the situation was dif ferent in the early 60's when
satel l i te systems were f irst developed. By the 60's, Bel l 's success with
electronic super highways had taught others that the microwave
region was a valuable resource. After some hassles, the f irst satel l i tes
were awarded a "co-use-right" for the same 3.7 to 4.2 GHz region,
with the provision that satel l i te systems of the 60's and after could
never cause interference to the pre-existing terrestrial microwave
systems. In those days nobody envisioned the rapid growth of satel l i te
systems and even RCA and Western Union were not forecasting
domestic satel l i tes. So Bell  and others using this frequency band for
domestic l inks saw I i t t le to fear in al lowing this sharing. Afteral l ,  there
were but three satel l i te receivrng stat ions planned for the entire
United States! And each would be in a 'sheltered' area where they
could communicate with Intelsat birds to be located over the Atlantic,
and Pacific oceans.

Here was the f irst seed of confl ict for the late 70's and 80's. Bel l
asked for and received FCC approval for a plan which would (Bell felt)
insure that satel l i te signals would not somehow wander into terrestr ial
receiving equipment sites, and cause interference. This was accom-
plished two ways:

1) Al l  satel l i te signals would be 'offset '  in frequency, channel for
channel with terrestr ial service, so that interference would fal l'off  to the side' rather than squarely 'on top of '  terrestr ial car
r iers.

2) And, the satel l i te signals would be'dithered' in frequency. That
is, they would be moved up and down their channel width at a
precise (30 hertz) rate, thereby spreading the satellite trans-
mission energy out so that i t  never stayed in one place long
enough to cause constant interference.

Bell  was concerned only that satel l i te signals not interfere with
terrestr ial services. l t  apparently did not occur to Bel l  that there might
be such a prol i ferat ion of satel l i te receiving sites, or that the FCC might
ult imately al low such sites to be instal led without FCC l icensing ( i .e.
control),  and that the sheer weight of the receiving sites would ult i -
mately prove to be a bigger problem to Bell than the satel l i te transmis-
sions themselves.

It  turned out, as pioneer Robert Coleman (and before him, Taylor
Howard) would prove, that a surplus (as in 'out of service',  discarded)
Bell  TD-2 family microwave receiver intended for terrestr ial service
could, indeed, receive satel l i te television pictures. There was a period,
from 1978 through the middle of 1979, where knowledge of this fact
spread and pretty soon the few hundred TD-2 receivers discarded (as
in ret ired) by Bell  annually ( in favor of new versions) were gobbled up
by'experimenters'.  Prior to this discovery, and the polarization ol this
technique by Coleman, TD2 units were being sold for $10 to $25.
When the satel l i te capabil i ty became known, and Coleman (through
STT) publ ished a manual describing modif icat ions and adaptations to
the basic TD2 unit,  pr ices skyrocketed rapidly. Pretty soon the whole
concepl of 'doing i t  cheaply'  disappeared as TD2 prices went out ol
sight. This was al l  happening at about the same t ime that Paul Shuch
began to crank oul a reasonable quanti ty of his TVRO receiver'mod-
ules',  and Taylor Howard was releasing his now famous manual that
told you how to bui ld a relat ively inexpensive ($800 in those days) ful l
receiver, from scratch.

One of the early lessons learned with the TD2 was the fact that
tenestr ial microwave equipment was not designed for reception of'weak'signals. One of the things which Bell  insrsts upon is something
cal led 'margin'.  That 's extra signal level,  bui l t  into a circuit  between
points'A'and'B'.  Bel l  insisted that al l terrestr ial circuits have a margin
of 40 dB or greater. Those were the engineering rules. So the TD2 was
designed to function in the presence of very strong (by satel l i te stan-
dards) signals. The popular theory of the day was that you had to put
around 45 to 55 dB of LNA signal gain in f  ront of the TD2 to make i t  play
back satel l i te pictures at al l .  Coleman, l ike others, bel ieved this ini t ial ly
and he became the f irst private individual to design and make play the
elusive GaAs-FET low norse amoli f iers. Coleman also was oerhaos
the f irst to discover that a plain old TD2, f  resh out of a Bell  equipment
rack, could in fact make pictures of a sort (weak, but recognizeable) on
a ten foot dish without an LNA! Some press reports misquoting
Robert Coleman soon afler he discovered this led to a brief period ot
euphoria in the hobbiest f ield: "You don't  need an LNA!".

The truth was, of course, you did and st i l l  do. And somehow people
were beginning to concentrate on the total eleclronic system, which
included gain at the antenna (LNA), gain in the receiver and . ,  .  more
gain in the receiver. Al l  of which brings us to the early wars between
Shuch and Howard.

Where To Put The Gain
lf  the 1978 era receivers suffered from anything, other than high

price, i t  was excessive gain. You have to real ize that there was a fear,
almost paranoia, regarding sending 4 GHz signals through coaxial
cable. The f irst instal lat ions for cable used large 1 inch Heliax @ cable.
At prices approaching $5 a foot, connectors close to $100 each, and
the almost impossible task of making i t  go where you wanted i t  to go
(cable this large has a mind of i ts own), there was nothing 'good' about
the transmission l ine situation.

Andy Hatf ield of AVCOM was probably the f irst person lo real ly si t
down and analyze the cable loss problem. Cable engineers told you
that you could stand up to perhaps 5 or 6 dB of cable loss between the
LNA and the receiver. In the large 314 and 1 inch cables (a few brave
people had dropped down to 3/4" cable), that amounted to as much as
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200 feel of cable. Hatfield looked carefully at the cable grade receivers
and decided that they, l ike Bell ,  had bui l t  in a huge margin. The margin
was so great, Andy reasoned, that you could shave big dollars out of
the receiver and the instal lat ion by simply dropping the margin. He
couldn't  see where the margin was buying you anything.

This thought process precipitated a hard look at where the system
gain should go. Paul Shuch came into the f ield with his own theory of
receiver system gain. He preached that the LNA should have 30 dB of
gain, that the high lF ol the receiver should have 30 dB of gain, and the
low lF of the receiver should have about the same amount of gain.
Paul cal led his approach 'balanced gain'.  l t  happened to f i t  his own
design experience since the high lF was in the 1200 MHz region with
the first Shuch modular receivers (and later the first ICM units), and
Paul had learned how to create 30 dB'gain blocks' in the 1200-1600
MHz region with his weather satellite receiving systems. Shuch was
persistent with his technique and he talked then-new-to LNAs Dexcel
into producing a 30 dB gain LNA for his receiver packages.

Hatf ield, meanwhile, saw LNA gain as relat ively inexpensive (he
felt the customized 30 dB gain Dexcel LNA was at odds with everyone
else's 50 dB gain versions, and thought i t  dangerous to design a
receiver around a single source, single model LNA). His approach
was to continue using the higher gain, standard LNAs but to design the
receiver gain so that it could handle use of lower cost coaxial cable. To

Andy, getting rid of multi-buck per foot hardline was a positive step. At
the opposite viewpoint, Shuch wanted less gain in the system (the
system included the LNA gain), but by trimming it to his "30/30/30"

formula, installers were back to using hardline since the system as
installed could only stand 5 to 6 dB of system loss between the 30 dB
gain LNA and the input to the receiver proper.

Taylor Howard's early designs took a middle ground. Taylor felt
that there would ultimately be two portions of the receiver where 'gain

would be cheap'. One, he forecast way ahead of the actual fact, would
be in the LNA. He could not see why the receiver manufacturer should
spend valuable resources and money putting system gain into the
receiver proper as long as the 50 dB gain LNA was going to probably
be standard for many years to come. He also couldn't see putting alot
of gain into the high lF section when that was gain that required
several times as many dollars per dB of gain than did the gain at the
lower lF. So Howard concentrated on accepting the LNA high voltage
gain as part of the system design, and moving the bulk of the receiver
gain down to the ultimate lF at 70 MHz. There, gain was cheap
because the amplifier devices existed f rom television receiver produc-
t ion.

As the f ield would f inal ly mature into establ ished designer phi lo-
sophies, it would be the middle ground between the Hatfield approach
and the Howard approach that would prevail. All of this was before the
industry discovered single conversion receivers.

How Many Conversions?
It was not unti l  the San Jose (July 1 980) SPTS that anyone thought

you could real ly produce a quali ty TVRO signal with a single conver-
sion receiver. Back in the June 1980 CSD, Arizona bui lder David
Barker had described an image reject ion single conversion unit which
he was offering to bui lders in small  quanti t ies. In that same issue,
Norman Gil laspie described his own single conversion receiver sys-
tem. Between the two, the Barker approach quickly proved superior
and within months even Gil laspie was bui lding receivers "ala Barker".

Single conversion? What is it, and why did it take the industry by
storm?

The TVRO signal lands on your antenna in the 3.7 lo 4,2 GHz
region. That is, as we now know, microwave. We also know that a
microwave signal wi l l  withstand very l i t t le mis-use, or loss, or i t  simply
evaporates. The trick is to receive the signal in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz
region, and then as quickly as possible transter the 500 MHz wide
band to a much lower frequency where circuits are not so tricky and it
costs far less to amplify and process signals. A receiver does this with
a stage called, appropriately, a conversion (or mixer) stage.

Back in 1978 and 1979, i f  you wanted to get from 3.714.2GH2
down to a lower frequency such as 70 MHz, you had to do it in two
steps. First you converted f rom 3.7 I 4.2 GHz to a f requency in the 1 200
MHz region, and having done this, then you re-converted the signal
from 1200 MHz down to 70 MHz. Each conversion stage costs money.

Each conversion stage has an input f requency filter through which
the incoming signal f  lows, a mixer device, a VCO (signal osci l lator that
makes the mixer work), some output frequency filtering and probably
some gain at the output frequency end. In a double conversion receiv-
er, there are two sets ol these parts. Some people felt that was
redundant.

Robert Coleman, as early as May of 1979, was demonstrating to
Coop his own single conversion modification for the TD2 unit. lt
worked but the system suffered f rom something called images. In any
single conversion scheme, the signal oscillator (VCO) that you man-
ipulate to provide signal to the mixer is so close in frequency to the
TVRO signal frequency being received, that i t  fal ls ' in band'for a good
part of the tuning range from 3.7 to 4.2GHz. This means that the VCO
signal runs up and down the TVRO band as you lune the receiver f rom
channel to channel. lt always lags or precedes the actual transponder
you are tuning in, by the frequency of the lF. l f  the lF is 70 MHz and you
are tuning in a signal at 3800 MHz, then the VCO wil l  be just below
(3800 - 70) orjust above (3800 + 70) the tuned-in carrier. The VCO
tends to be far stronger in lhe receiver f ront end than the TVRO signal,
and this strong 'in band'signal causes some problems with the receiv-
er proper. With the particular (not image-canceling type) mixer Robert
Coleman was employing in 1979, his experimental single conversion
receiving kept running into and 'tripping over' these VCO created
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signals, and images of these signals as he tuned about the band.
Coleman was about 15 months ahead of everyone else, and since he
had plenty of other projects to occupy his time, he never pursued this
receiver approach to a final solution,

David Barker did. Barker discovered that a popular mixer con-
figuration, developed for other forms of microwave systems, could be
adapted to TVRO work. That was the birth of the 'image reject' or'image canceling' double balanced mixer system. With it, it was now
possible to get the 3.714.2 GHz frequency range signals all the way
down to 70 MHz in one stage, or jump. The concept quickly divided the
TVRO designer ranks, Some, like Taylor Howard, to this day do not
believe in single conversion. Others, like Andy Hattield, rejected it at
first but later decided it was a viable and cost effective way to get
TVRO pictures on the screen.

The subject of receiver 'LO radiation' has been dealt wilh exten-
sively in past issues of CSD. For those who are new to the ranks, here
is what it boils down to:

1) Any VCO/LO in a receiver is a possible source of interference.
It is, in truth, a signal generator; a low power transmitter.

2) Unless great care (and added expense) is put into the receiver
design, some of the VCO/LO signal wi l l  get 'out of ' the receiver.
It may 'leak' out of the container/box, or it may travel towards
the LNA (i .e, the antenna), or the balance of the receiver. Or
both.

3) Once the VCO/LO signal gets'away' it can cause interference
with other receivers.

It is particularly ditficult, and expensive, to control the VCO/LO
signal that is 'in band' or nearly 'in band'. With any single conversion
receiver we find in the home TVRO marketplace these days, the
VCO/LO operates 70 MHz removed from the actual signal being
received. lf the receiver is operating all by itself, the presence of the
VCO/LO signal is undetected. Thanks to the image canceling mixer
design, the VCO signal is not going to cause any problems with the
receiver it is installed into. But,it there are two or more receivers
operating otf the same antenna system, or in the same vicinity, it is
posslble tor one receiver to cause interference to another. That is the
crux of the single conversion 'problem'.

Interference between single conversion receivers first popped up
at the Houston SBOC show in lhe fall of 1980. Actually, the interfer
ence was between al l  receivers; single or double conversion. l t
affected any receiver in the place, although it originated in the single
conversion units. lt was there that the industry realized there was a
problem, and manufacturers began to look for ways to cure that
p.roblem. Once again discovering a cure was not needed;the cure was
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known. Bringing the cost of the cure down to an affordable level was
the challenge. Andy Hatfield's solution was to install a device known
as a Ferrite lsolator in the TVRO antenna line, so the VCO/LO siqnal
did not travel 'backwards' towards the LNA, and other receivers in"the
area. lt worked, but for other less well engineered recievers, it was not
the total answer. lt has been the nature of VCO/LO radiation that it can
leak through cracks in down converter equipment housings, travel
along the powering cords, flow down the 70 MHz lF small coaxial line
as well as favel 'backwards' throught the input downline. A Ferrite
isolator might solve the problem for a receiver that had been well
engineered to prevent 'signal leakage', but it would only reduce (not
eliminate) the interference with receivers that had the VCO/LO signal
leaking out of the container in other ways.

All of this aside, what Barker really did was make it possible for
really inexpensive receivers to appear in the marketplace. He sold his
design rights and his ongoing technical assistance to KLM; then just
entering the field. The first produclion line single conversion receivers
were several hundred dollars less expensive, at the dealer level, than
the best priced double conversion units of that time. That large dollar
reduction had an immediate impact on the way TVRO systems were
priced. And it led the way to the modern two piece packaged receivers.

How Many Pieces?
Two piece receivers have actually been with us from the very first.

Only in 1979 technology they were not very reliable in the two piece
format and only the brave terminal operator opted for placing some of
his electronics outside.

The same Paul Shuch operated one of his systems with the down
converter (trom3.714.2 GHz to his high 1200 MHz lF) outside. He did
this because he was hearing legitimate complaints from people who
couldn't keep their 4 GHz teedline looses under the 5 to 6 dB Paul
recommended. Remember, he was for balanced gain, including a 30
dB gain LNA. And rather than 'recommend' to people that they gradu-
ate to a higher gain LNA when they had long runs to make, Paul
suggested they take his first down converter module and stick it
outside. A few did and from that exoerience most concluded that
placing any microwave electronics outside was probably not a very
good idea.

Robert Coleman also ran a remote receiver for some time. Robert
placed virtually the entire receiver at the dish and he ran control lines
inside. He eventually went so far as to ship only the remodulated
channel 3 signal inside on coax, doing everything else at the antenna.
But he was quick to point our that a person had to do some careful
engineering of his equipment housing if he went this way.

Just as Andy Hatfield had been 'bothered' by long (or even short)
runs of expensive solid coaxial cable, the designers as a group were
bothered by pumping 4 GHz signals around for any distances. Even
with the discovery that relatively inexpensive coaxial cables would
hold up for runs to 125 teet or so (as long as 50 dB gain LNAs were
used), the desire to get the signal down to 70 MHz, right at the
antenna, was universal. But it didn't happen overnight, largely be-
cause the outdoor environment presented new problems to the re-
ceiver designers. Moisture was one problem, temperature was
another. Keep in mind that until the home TVRO industry came along
and started 'playing' with 4 GHz receiving systems, the microwave
field as a body refused to accept that you could do anything with
microwave equipment unless you boxed up the circuits in expensive
brass machined 'cavity' boxes. lt was considered lunacy to believe
that you could snap microwave circuils on ordinary circuit board and
get the circuits to perform. lt was also lunacy to try to take one of these'open circuit boards'and stick it into a galvanized sheet metal housing,
and then mount it outside in the weatherl

KLM was one of the first to prove that you could do it. This
turned out to be one of those'old wives lales'. You could do things like
this with microwave circuits and not suffer any severe penalties.

Getting the downconversion stage, from 4 GHz to the standard 70
MHz lF, out at the antenna was a considerable leap forward. By
eliminating the 4 GHz line between the LNA and the down converter,
you could further reduce the total gain requirements of the total
system. In fact, it was now beginning to look as if Paul Shuch may
have had something back in 1979 when he was preaching 'balanced
gain' and reduced LNA gain!

Once the receiver manufacturers began switching over to two
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piece units, the LNA suppliers began to take notice of the trend. First of
all, if the down converting was going right at the antenna, that obvious-
ly indicated that 50 dB of LNA gain was no longer a rigid requirement.
Remember that some of that gain was a 'reserve' for insuring that the 4
GHz signals could make the long cable trip from the LNA to the
receiver. But what really caught their eye was that the downconverters
being placed outdoors were the only part of the standard TVRO home
receiver package that had 'microwave circuits' and microwave tech-
nology, "Why not" they wondered "build a package that Included
the LNA gain stages plus the downconversion stage?". And so
the LNC was born.

Tracing the first single-packaged LNC is ditficult. Robert Coleman
buil t  a couole of units that did this in the summer and fal l  of 1979. He

COOP'SSATELLITE DICEST
limited to single conversion receivers. Inspite of the manufacturing
etficiencies attendant to single converison receivers, there remains'a
small but dedicated group of suppliers who continue to design and sell
double conversion receivers. And they, too, have seen the wisdom oJ
doing away with the bulky, hard to work with and expensive 4 GHz
cables. Here however the receiver designer has two options.

1) He can convert from the 4 GHz band down to his first, high lF
(still in the 900 to 1200 MHz region) at the antenna, and then
come into the receiver in smaller coaxial cable, or,

2) He can do both conversions in his outside 'piece,' dropping first
to his high lF, then to his lower (70 MHz) lF, at the antenna,
sending the f inal lF on inside in the lower priced and smaller
coaxial cable.

was probably the first to do so, although he abandoned the project
long before it was a'mature'technology. Some of his efforts he wrote
about but most he kept to himself or shared one on one with other
innovalors. The first commercial packages to appear on the market
probablywere introduced by Dexcel; atthe spring of 1981 SPTS show
in Washington, DC. The Dexcel units made a big splash but Dexcel
was unable to begin delivery of this package (largely coming f rom their
Japanese parent) until very late in the summer of 1981 . Whal Dexcel
did do, ultimately, is agree to make their LNC portion of the package
available either as an antenna mounted segment, or as a separately
packaged down converter, to other receiver manufacturers. This
started people thinking about the wisdom of building full 4 GHz to
baseband video TVRO receivers, versus stepping back and allowing
the LNA people to supply LNC units. To many would be receiver
suppliers, there is something very attractive about starting off at 70
MHz and allowing someone with expertise to worry about getting the 4
GHz signal amplified and down to 70 MHz. That is why, today, you see
a number of new receivers loaded up with 70 MHz options such as
wireless remote control, automatic scanning for video and audio, and
a host of other features. But, mated with an LNC package which
comes from another supplier.

While the two piece system has followed hard on the heels of very
rapid progress with single conversion receivers, its use has not been

Design philosophies are about split. Packing a pair of conversions
into a single outdoor container, keeping the container small and
weather tight, is still tricky. But sending the higher lF of 900 to 1200
MHz back down a piece of small coax is self limiting. You can transmit
7O MHz lF signals through RG-59 cable Jor relatively long distances
(to 1,000 feet with care) but the 900 to 1200 MHz lFs begin to suffer
high amounts of cable loss after a hundred feet or so. At least one of
the newer receivers works out a compromise: it uses one LNC box to
get the signals to a 1200 MHz range lF, adds a second box that drops
the signal lo 70 MHz, and then finally brings along the third and last
box to demodulate the 70 MHz lF signal. The first two can be tucked
out of the way where convenient; the third is the 'on display' container
which the customer sees near his television receiver.

Where To From Here?
What we have discovered through the relatively short three year

period of industry growth is that it has taken certain key 'break-

throughs' to move the industry inlo a new receiver design direction.
The image reject mixer of Barker was one of those breaklhroughs.
The develooment of the LNC was another.

As important as those developments were, however, the big news
in receiver design has been the constant re-evaluation of existing
engineering in small ,  obscure areas. The'how much gain'and'where
to put the gain' questions have undergone constant evaluation and
re-evaluation. Each new mix of packaging has redirected the gain
philosophies. And through all of this the cost of building a modern,
TVRO receiver has continued to come down. A fellow had to spend
around $700 in raw parls to put together a Howard Terminal receiver
back in 1980. Today comparable performance receivers have just
cver $100 in parts in them at the OEM (original equipment manufac-
turer) level.

Reducing the parts count, finding parts that do two or three things
at once, has been a constant battle of receiver designers. And it is not
just the raw cost of parts that is at stake; it is also the labor required lo
purchase, handle, store, inventory, mount, solder and test those parts.
Eliminate a 1 0 cent part and you may also eliminate 10 to 1 5 cenls in
labor. Plus, each part that you eliminate is one less part to go bad on
you. That affects user satisfaction and the cost of operating a warranty
repair service. None of these improvements are dramatic break-
throughs, but taken as a sum total of the whole package, they become
far more important than any single breakthrough.

That kind of 'make it simple' engineering goes on constantly. lt will
continue tor several years to come. lt will accelerate with the entry into
the field of large Japanese manufacturers where parts elimination is a
soecial art.

The next breakthrough has been on the horizon for some time. lt is
likely to come in the area of video processing and it will probably reach
our industry as fall out from the home VCR field.

As a group, our engineers are not well versed in the special
expertise that comes from working with 'raw video' daily. We have
finally learned how to properly filter and amplify video and for many
that was a hard lesson since the majority of our engineers were much
better suited to microwave or VHF work than video work. But knowing
how to filter and amplify video is not knowing how to make dirty video
clean up, or how to squeeze the last fraction of color enhancement out
of a noisy signal. The people who do know and understand this are
largely in Japan, and it may well be that when we begin to see original
(as opposed to re-vitalized American) TVRO receiver designs coming
to us from Japan, we will also see some pretty innovative stuff in the
video processing area. lf you doubt the truthfulness of this forecast,
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think back to the first 1/2" VCR picture you ever saw, and compare that
in your mind to today's 1 12" pictwe quality. The Japanese are superb
video engineers.

Ahead, the cost factor trend for TVRO receivers is rapidly
approaching a point where basic receivers will level off at the distribu-
tor and dealer pricing level. There is only so much you can engineer
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out of costs, and for costs to drop further there will have to be large
scale economies based upon very large production volumes. Taking
$100 in costs out of a $300 (OEM cost) receiver is one thing. Taking
another $1 00 out of a malure receiver desion that now costs $200 is
quite something else.

NDUSTRY
PROFILE

BOMAN INDUSTRIES
Robert Maniaci

One year ago at the Anaheim STTI kade show, Boman Industries
first entered the home TVRO field. They did so with an antenna, an
LNA and a receiver package. Boman came to the home TVRO indus-
try from a several decade hislory of distributing auto stereo and
associated products.

The auto stereo field, like many'mature industries', is exceedingly
competitive. True innovations are few and far belween since most of
the raw engineering was done, and perfected, more than ten years
ago.

The home TVRO industry, on the other hand, is still in the throes of
engineering innovation and exciting new product breakthroughs. Bo-
man is the first to enter the home TVRO field, with an aggressive
national sales program, directly from a field where innovation largely
depends upon marketing expertise rather than engineering expertise.

Boman has ruffled a few feathers and their long period of experi-
ence in dealing with off-shore (primarily Japanese) manufacturers ot
hardware has several of the US based suppliers 'up tight'. Boman
products may well be the wave of the future in the home TVRO field.
Boman's aggressive selling practices could signal the start of new,
refined marketing skills in the home TVRO field.

To judge the near term effects of Boman in the industry, we'll talk
wilh Boman President Bob Maniaci.

CSD: A swir l  of controversy surrounds Boman's entry into the
marketplace. How do you feel about thise

Maniaci: "l suppose the controversy extends right back to
our phi losophy of the industry. I  personally, in
October (1981) went out to buy a system for my
home. I called on two ot my friends to go along with
me to look at this system that I had seen advertised
in Newport Beach. One of my friends was a micro'
wave engineer. While we were there I asked the
seller to remove the cover from the receiver and the
down converter. We looked inside of it for awhile
and then my engineering fr iend said 'Damn it ,  this
whole system could be bui l t  for $1,000. '  He meant the
mount, the dish, the electronics . .  .  the whole thing.
ldidn't  buy the system but decided to think about i t .
The next week during a regular meeting of the
Board of Boman Industries there was a lull in the
meeting and I iokingly told them of my experience
with the home TVRO systeni. Our financial man
asked how much the system sold for, and I related it
was $7,000. He then pointed out that there was a
considerable mark-up between the estimated
$1,000 cost and the $7,000 user selling price, and he
suggested that we get into the hardware business.
So we budgeted an amount to hire a consultant plus

a study team from UCLA to look into the market for
us.

"The UCLA study came back to us with the sum-
mary that at that point in time there was no real
market or industry here; and they suggested that a
market would emerge but only if there was a concen-
trated engineering and marketing effort to bring the
price down for the ultimate consumer. They felt the
real near term market was in rural America. They
suggested a target price of $2495, with a 'deluxe'

system at $2995. So that becme our foundation and
those were our goals."

CSD: You f irst displayed at Anaheim in November ot 1981.
There was obviously a very short turn around time for
you between making a decision to enter the market, and
displaying at Anaheim. You advert ised LNAs and
antennas and receivers in the $400 region at Anaheim,
but you didn't  have any product to del iver. At the t ime I
was outraged by your act ions although subsequently I
saw why you did it and what you were trying to accom-' 
pl ish. Wasn't Anaheim pushing just a l i t t le, for you?

Maniaci: "A lot of people had alot of concern. Our staff was
not ski l led in this new technology nor the f ield. Al l
of the products on display were proto-types and we
told show attendees that we would not be delivering
until February. We met that target shipping date, by
the way. In looking back, I can see how the criticism
arose but I  am not in any way, shape or form
ashamed of our product planning or marketing phi-
losophy. Actual ly, lam very pleased with the reac-
t ion of our customers and lespecial ly l ike one com-
ment I heard when a Boman dealer told us that we
were responsible for stopping the 'skyway rob-
bery'."

CSD: l t  is my bel ief that while you did not start the current LNA
price war, your massive advertising and aggressive
sales eflorts have sustained the LNA pricing wars.
Many of your competitors scream that you are price
cutting and ruining a market. How do you respond to
this?

Maniaci:  " lam not ruining a market, lam making or bui lding a
larger market. What I am doing is exposing the
rip-offs in the marketplace. At our hospitality suite
in Omaha a Boman customer raised his glass in a
toast and offered that when he opens the top on a
receiver and sees $50 to $60 in parts inside, and
then is faced with a $900 user price tag, he knows he
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is getting screwed. He toasted our bringing the cost
of earth terminals back to earth!"

CSD: Let's accept that you have lound ways to trim margins,
that you do sel l  equipment tor less money. Let 's also
assume for discussion that you sell comparable per
tormance, not just cheaper equipment. When you trim
the margins, when you have less 'profit' to work with'
won't that ultimately show up as reduced ability to take
care ol a dealer who may have problems?

Maniaci: "Let me relate something that happened in Omaha.
ln the middle of the exibit day, on the first day, a
fellow appeared at the front door of the exhibit hall
wlth two satellite recelvers. He put them down out
by the door and hung a sign on them. The sign said
that the receivers were lousy, that he had paid cash
in front lor them, that they did not perform as adver-
tised, and the company that sold them to him re;
fused to take them back and return his money. I
talked with this fellow and he was desperate! They
had perhaps a couple thousand dollars of his work'
ing cash and he needed it back' He could not sell the
receivers because the pictures were bad. The com-
pany that he bought them lrom was exhibiting in'
side. I would never allow something like that to get
out of hand. First of all, all Boman customers are on
open account. They have to pass our credit depart-
ment to get there, and for awhile we were only
approving about 2 out of 10 who applied' But with a
30 day open account, a dealer always has the abil-
ity, orthe option, to simply tell the supplier' Boman
oi someone else, 'Hey, this is junk, i t  does not work,
and I am returning it for credit.' I think that is impor-
tant. lt is always a dangerous situation when you
buy something new, something you have had no
prac t ica l  exper ience w i th ,  fo r  lu l l  cash  pre '
payment. That is part ot the growing up the industry
is experiencing."

CSD: Are you suggesting that perhaps some of the equip-
ment sellers are also upset with Boman because you
have a selling policy that they do or may not have?

Maniaci: "l'd like to repeat what I said earlier. We are not
ruining the market; we are simply ruining the r ip'
offs. There are some competitors out there who
don't l ike the way we do business. I  think the
answer is simple. How would you react if I caught
you, in publ ic, with your hand in the cookie iar?
Charging a customer a large amount of money and
then having somebody else, a large corporation
such as Boman, come along and offer the same
equivalent product for far less, is getting caught
with your hand in the cookie iar. They have reacted
with every diversionary tactic they can think of'
including starting ugly rumors about Boman in the
industry."

CSD: Some ot the older, or perhaps I should say old l ine
innovators in this industry, cry that Boman copies their
products and otfers them at lower prices than they
almost belore they can get their products into the
marketplace. ls this a valid observation?

Maniaci: "Wow. That's beautiful. I didn't think we were that
good! Let's start at the mount and the antenna' Our
two mounts were totally designed at our tactory'
O u r  f  i r s t  f  i b e r g l a s s  d i s h e s  w e r e  d e f  i n i t e l y
'splashed' off of somebody else's dish. ln fact, after
we got better acquainted wlth the industry we dls-
covered thal our 'splash' was the thlrd or fourth
'splash.' And after about 35 or so pieces delivered
from those first designs, we learned how miserable
a hand laminated reflector really is! So we tied up
with Prodelin, in February of this year. So now vir'
tually all of the dishes we sell are Prodelin dishes
and nobody ever accused Prodelin of copying

BOMAN'S MANIACI . . . "We are not ruinlng the market; we are
slmply ruinlng the rlP-ofis"'

somebody else' The feedhorns? Definitely' we dupli-
cated one that was doing well on the market. The
receivers? Our first receivers came from KLM and
another design that had originated with Taylor Ho-
ward. Our second generation receivers from Japan
are now in stock. Our third generation receivers are
detinitely of our own design and they are slated for
the end ol the fourth quarter, after the Atlanta show'
So I don't understand where the charge ol copying
comes in."

CSD: I think it relates to the feedhorn system.
Maniaci: "Let's touch on that. The Polarmatic or motorized

feed which we are now offering at $49'50 with the
control, under the show special offered in Omaha,
has been advertised in CSD at $99'50. But at Omaha
we offered a 'get'acquainted' special of $49.50. Now
let me tell you how I came upon that particular feed'
A fellow who is at Simul-Sat in Florida had that teed
on display at a cable show in San Antonio, Texas
this past February' He claims he developed and
designed that feed. And we went ahead after bring-
ing this fellow back to our plant, and put that feed
into production. Now somebody else claims that
they designed and developed that feed."

CSD: Forihe moment let 's skip over who did or did not origin-
ate a motorized polar rotation system. I suspect that
may become, or have become before this ends up in the
Oct,ober issue of CSD, a matter of litigation. I don't want
to prejudice anyone's claims in this area by extracting
quotes from a possible litigant which may come back to
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haunt them. However, there was a oroblem in the Au-
gust issue of CSD where you advertise your Polarmatic
product. Chaparral Communications claims to me that
the photograph that appears in your advertisement is a
total litting of their own product photo, from one of their
pieces of literature. Do you want to address that?

Maniaci: "ln Omaha I told you that I felt that in my absence
and in the rush to get your CSD advertisement pre-
pared, a temporary artist may have simply taken a
short cut and made a mistake in selecting photos.
After Omaha I researched that further, and unfortu-
nately I don't have a good answer. We have two
proto-types of this product in our office. I have
found that we had photos in the files of our own
proto-types; between our advert isements, our
show special sheets and our full catalog. We used
both photos. lf you will look carefully at our three
separate print ing offerings, we have our own
photos inter-mixed. And now what lfelt might have
been a photo of a Chaparral product could turn out
to be one of our own proto-type units."

CSD: Chaparral was very angry at the Omaha show, over this
incident. Has any more come of that?

Maniaci: "No, not as ot this date. I went up to Bob Taggart
and Taylor Howard at the Omaha show and struck
up small talk conversation. That's when they hit me
with both barrels! |  would l ike to say this. I  think i t  is
wrong that if a part costs $4 to make that it is sold to
the dealers for about $50. I think it is totally wrong.
The scalar feed costs about $4 to make. Let me
explain that. Our standard feedhorn. which in-
cludes epoxy painting, all of the bolts and nuts and
washers and even the carton box, costs us $4.50.
That's total ly del ivered to us. And l think i t  is wrong
when that product costs 12 times as much or more
to the dealer. I  think this is overcharging. Now, the
motorized version does cost more to make. The
casting costs $7 because there are three parts in-
volved. And the electronics costs about another
$20 to $21. So there is about a $28 cost to us for the
product, the bolts and nuts, the carton box; deli-
vered. When we sell it, at maximum distributor dis-
count, at $49.50, we have about a 40% gross margin
there and that is a hell of alot. I think any greater
profit is catching somebody with their hand in the
cookie jar. Oh yes, these costs include amortizing
the mold(s) over 10,000 pieces. lt really gets back to
the old story that whenever there is an unusually
large gross margin profit in a product, it attracts
competition."

CSD: Last January there was apparently an unauthorized
announcement from a Boman person regarding a pur-
ported deal being put together with Sears and Roebuck.
You subsequently explained to me that the entire inci-
dent was a mistake and there was no such deal under-
way with Sears. Still, I know that Boman is extremely
interested in al igning i tself  with a major, national, retai l-
er. Can you update me on where this program may be
today?

Maniaci: "We feel like we would like to see this business
really grow into a substantial industry. And we feel
that it is very important that we have product being
sold by the major retailers of America. They can
ofler lhe industry two things. Number one, they
have existing cuslomers who have credit approved
and they have the mechanism to handle credit
sales. And secondly, they wil l  br ing creditabi l i ty to
the product. When the product reaches that level ol
the market, then we think we will have a real indus-
try on our hands. The major problem the industry
now has is that so many of the dealers, and many ol
the distr ibutors, have a very tough t ime ,f loating'the
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business. So many of the suppliers today demand
cash in advance, or COD terms. And that is a drag
on the industry. I mentioned that about 2 out of 1 0 of
those who apply to Bomdn for credit qualify. I'd like
to qual i fy that; ult imately the number who get
approved, under some modilied terms, may reach
50%. But the rest simply cannot be approved, often
because they are so new in the business that they
have no establ ished credit history, and no banking
connections to speak out on their behalf. We feel
that the way this industry wil l  f  inal ly get on i ts feet is
through a strong base ol highly competent dealers
who wil l  offer sales, and instal lat ion. We are bui ld-
ing that network right now. And secondly, we must
attract that f irst maior retailer, who will offer credita-
bility and a way of extending credit to the cus-
tomer."

CSD: The recent September issue of CSD canied a ful l  page
advert isement by Boman urging TVRO dealers and
instal lers to al ign themselves with Boman. you are
apparently putt ing together a cohesive network of in-
stalling dealers. ls this related to a major effort with
some national retai ler?

Maniaci:  "Yes, i t  is. The only way a major retai ler can enioy
the position of having troublefree sales of this pro-
duct is to have a close relat ionship with top quali ty
local dealers and instal lers, and secondly, handle a
one year service contract lor the product. When you
buy a new RCA TV, you can buy a service contract
lor a 90 day or 12 month period. And since these
systems occasionally require some minor adjust-
ments, we are trying to support all retailers with a
network of top notch, highly ethical local firms. We
are paying the installer an inslallation fee, and we
are paying them for a one year service contract.,'

CSD: How are you going to actual ly qual i fy these dealers and
instal lers? What is the procedure you use to determine
whether you want a f irm doing your instal lat ions and
representing you in the l ield?

Maniaci:  "Thefirst cr i ter ia isf inancial stabi l i ty. l f  theyquali fy
for open account with us, they are already past the
first hurdle whether they know it or not. At the same
time, the activi ty on their open account tel ls us
something about their sales volume, which in turn
tel ls something about lhe size of their operation,
how aggressive they are, and so on, Then it they are
buying from us, we have a customer history of their
competence. A fellow who calls us lrequently for
help with problems bui lds a f i le history with us. We
can look at that file and quicky tell whether a fellow
is capable of learning and profi t ing from his mis-
takes. Then we have been dispatching our own f ield
men to help out or drop in on a customer instal la-
tion. lt is amazing what you learn in this way and it is
amazing how often the installing dealer will take a
shortcut and do something which wil l  later come
back to haunt him with service problems. And that
material also helps us evaluate a prospective affilF
ated dealer."

CSD: l f  there is a major retai l  outlet sel l ing Boman in an area,
wil l  that preclude others in the same area from handling
Boman oroducts as dealers?

Maniaci: "Definitely not. First of all, we would never sell to a
major retailer at a lower price than we would sell to
the dealer. That's the first step. Secondly, a dealer
may well handle other products which the major
retailer would not handle. As an example, we don't
presently offer a motorized dish drive unit because
we are not yet convinced that there is a unit in the
market which meets our criteria. But many of our
outlets do handle these units, because they are
satislied with the products offered and they want to
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step the customer up to a more elaborate system.
So it is a program that works at both levels and both
ends. The installing dealer offers a specialty shop
system and installation work under contract for the
maior retailer. The retailer offers a single package,
or two packages, and credit financing. They can
co-exist very nicely in an area, Our model for this ls
our car or auto stereo division where we have more
than 250 dealers handling the product. They pro-
vide installation and service as well as sale. They
work with retailers who offer only the sale, lrom
within house."

CSD: So therefore if it develops that you do end up with a
major, national relailer, this will not replace the local
dealer handling Boman TVRO products?

Maniaci: "Correct, And we will see that the dealers have an
ample margin of profit plus we see thls as a total'supporl the dealer program' lrom the beginnlng."

CSD: Are you looking at this plan on a territorial basis?
Maniaci: "Unlortunately it has not been that easy. For us to

have a distributor, the distributor must purchase a
minlmum of 24 systems per month. That works out
to about 950,000 per 30 day period. ll you otfer hlm a
payment plan that goes out to sixty days, the distri-
butor must have a credit line of 9100,000. Alot ot
distributors just don't have that kind of credlt abil-
ity. We have had to work wlth some to create a credlt
line draw situation; they have a llne of credlt which
they draw against, and they draw and then pay and
then draw some more. The real problem here is the
distrlbutor's growth pattern, He can be so success-
ful that he outraces hls credlt line in a short time. A
distrlbutor with an acceptable 9100,000 llne ol cre.
dit gets good at what he ls doing and he needs not
24 systems per month but 36 or 48. That means he
needs more credit and where 9100,000 was carrylng
him for 60 days initially, now it may only handle 30
days of his needs. Now part ot this problem ls the
turn over time for the products. lf systems are tied
up in the shlpping stream for 10 to 20 days, that
works to the disadvantage of the distrlbutor. That
ties up his credit line while the goods are in translt,
but he doesn't have the goods to turn. Our solution
here is to establish at least flve natlonal shipplng
locations. lf we can get the product closer to the
dlstributorl we can speed up the cash flow for the
distrlbutors. We think regional distrlbution ware-
houses wil l be a big help."

CSD: You entered the market by using work which others had
engineered; in etfect you were a super or national distri-
butor. That got you started without having to stand still
and wait for product to be developed from scratch. Now
that you have almost a year in the marketprace, you
have begun to bring out your own products. How will
Boman designed products differ, in concept or pricing,
from those that you have been selling to date?

Maniaci: "lt has been an evolutionary process, We got
started as you say by uslng other product deslgns
and that allowed us to enter the marketplace more
quickly. Now that we have had the luxury of spend-
ing a year selling products others deslgned, we can
graduate to products which are origlnal Boman
lrom the cabinet upwards. Let me iust note that
with the products to be shown for the first time at
the Atlanta showthe end of Qctober, those who leel
we copy rather than create will gel a real surprise!"

CSD: What about other distributors who service the entire
country? Can they continue to grow and be competitive,
in your view, without proprietary product of their own?
Won't they, too, be required to re-enter the marketplace
with their own equipment?

Manlaci: "l feel there is a definite demand tor the quatity
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CSD:

distributor. What I see happening is that some ol
the manulacturers are falling by the wayside. Those
manufacturers who otfer product without warranty
backup, or those who retuse to honor warranty
promises are the ones that are in real trouble. My
suggestion to distributors is that there is a great
market poiential out there but a distrlbutor can only
survive by keeping his own financial house In
order, and by being careful how he accepts a dealer.
Financial plannlng has not had enough ailention to
date and in the coming year the firms that survlve
will be the firms who have professional flnancial
planning and execution, That will separate success
from failure more than any particular product mix or
any particular approach to product design. lf I have
learned one thing in the years I have been runnlng
businesses, lt is that growth can cause a company
to go broke taster than any other lactor. lt is not that
they are loslng money but rather that they grow so
fast that they outgrow their capltal base. Thls
causes them to get stretched out and when they are
dealing with manulacturers who have similar prob-
lems with limited capital, they flnd themselves sud-
denly squeezed for product or operating capital. lt
can be an overnlght dlsaster. A distrlbutor, to suc.
ceed, has to be intelllgent enough to align hlmself
with a seasoned supplier or suppliers, and he has to
spend most of his time monltoring the flow ol pro-
duct and cash, not iust product alone.,,

On the subject of antennas, while you have negotiated
an agreement with Prodelin and are pleased with the
product and the firm, it appears to me that while you are
continuing to bring your cost down on the electronics,
the LNA, the receiver, and the balance of the svstem.
the proportionate share of the cost in the svstem thai
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attr ibutes to the antenna goes up. The antenna part of
the system, ultimately, has got to give you alot of sleep-
less nights. How do you get i t  in l ine with the rest of the
system?

Maniaci:  "Actual ly just the opposite is probably true' The
antenna is the area of greatest comfort. Why? Well,
number one, they have done a hel l  of a good deal for
us financially at Prodelin. We have looked at what it
would cost to dupl icate the extremely high quali ty
of the Prodelin dish and I f ind that if we wanted to do
it ourselves, we couldn't save 57o per piece' Could
we save money by taking the antenna offshore? No
way and I wouldn't  even trY i t !"

CSD: I constantly hear people talking about the ongoing push
to squeeze antenna size down. They seem to be saying
that i f  somebody could package a terminal system in a
smaller physical size, the industry would suddenly f ind
itself  in the mass market. I  am even told that while price
is important, that the physical size of the terminal is
even more important. Some have a goal of a 6 foot
antenna, others say the antenna has to be shrunk to 4
foot before everything busts wide open. Do you think
there is a magic antenna size plateau that wi l l  turn the
industry into a 100,000 per month business?

Maniaci:  "Our thinking has not gone that far. Where we are
right now is that we would like to develop a stamped
reflector in the 8 foot size region. We now know and
understand that there is a substantial region of this
country, say the central 2/3rds or so ol the United
States, where a really optimized reflector and feed

BOMAN's MANIACI . . . "There is a delinite demand for the quali-
ty distributor."

with good electronics, would produce quality pic-
tures. There were some 8 foot antennas, perhaps
not totally optimized, in Omaha that were looking
pretty good."

CSD: Engineers keep tel l ing us that an antenna in the 8 foot
size is marginal or below acceptable service levels for
many areas of the country. Yet talk persists that if a
really small antenna, such as the 4 foot Bob Luly anten-
na that produced viewable pictures in Fort Worth this
past spring, could be offered as a part of a package, and
if it produced quality pictures on at least a dozen trans-
ponders, and watchable pictures on additional trans-
ponders, that this would be enough to crack the market-
place wide open. I call this an entry level market, where
the pictures are below totally acceptable quality, but the
price is tr immed back also. Do you think there is such a
thing as an entry level market?

Maniaci: "lf somebody could package a system like that and
otfer the system for say $1995 instal led, there
would be an immediate market explosion. l l  some-
body comes along with a product like that, and he
needs some f inancing, send him to me!"

CSD: lsn't  the crux of the question real ly determining.iust how
much satel l i te TV a person must have, to spend money
for a system? | bel ieve that a f inely tuned 6 or 7 foot
terminal today could squeeze by on the hotter F3R and
some of the W4 and F4 transponders, at least in the
central USA. but would the customer be happy enough
with say a dozen quali ty transponders that he would
overlook the 4 dozen that are not so hot? How would the
customer react when he was offered fewer channels,
for less money and with a smaller antenna? Would he
sti l l  feel a $1995 or sl ightly lower instal led price tag was
lusti f ied, or would he pass on the system sit t ing t ight
unti l  a higher qual i ty terminal came along at the same
price?

Maniaci:  "Stated that way, i t  might not be viable afteral l .  I
think that perhaps you do need to be able to play the
numbers game, offering 50 or 60 channels of recep-
tion, to be successlul in the marketplace. I know
that our customer service department receives an
awlul lot of telephone calls from end users who
want to know why this transponder or that trans'
ponder is not as good as WGN or ESPN. l f  you
reduced the high quali ty count to a dozen, as you
suggest, and brought the price and dish size down
at the same time, I'm not so sure it would be accept-
able in the marketplace, Actual ly, I  have not seen the
buyer resistance to antenna size to be nearly as
great as the buyer resistance to price. Sure, the wife
may init ial ly say'Oh, not that big thing in my yard' but
usually after she sees it operate she changes her
mind. Our emphasis is going to be f irst on price,
and secondly on size."

CSD: Talk to me about SPACE. You attended the SPACE
Board meeting in Omaha, as a Pioneer member and
supporter. What were your impressions of the Board,
and General Counsel Rick Brown?

Maniaci:  "Wetl,  f i rst of al l  I  want to note that this industry is
very fortunate that somebody had the foresight to
get SPACE started several years ago. All too often
in business, and technology, a group of people
come along with a better idea and it shakes up the
establishment. Then the established business peo-
ple react and the new guys get buried or swallowed
up because they haven't taken the time to organize
into a defensive force. This industry is very fortun-
ate that it had SPACE ready to defend it when the
industry suddenly got large enough to attract the
interest of the established systems. I don't know
the history here, but somebody had th9 foresight to
see these battles coming. I relate all of this to CB.
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We were one of the firms that got caught by surprise
when the FCC ruled that only 40 channel CB sets
cou ld  be  so ld  a f te r  a  cer ta in  da te ,  We los t
$6,000,000 in one afternoon and we were simply not
prepared for what the FCC had in mind. That taught
me a lesson about having a strong, watchdog in-
dustry trade association in place and watching all
of the various regulatory agencies and Congress
full time. lt is a terrible leeling to read in the morning
paper that you are out of business. We must be
prepared. You must have a voice, and a set of ears,
in Washington. The evening I attended the Board
meeting, I felt that the focus of the meeting tended
to wander lrom time to time. I suspect that the
Board members don't really focus on SPACE activi-
ties and problems on a daily basis, that at the Board
meetings they have to play both catch-up tor know-
ledge and try to reach decisions in a limited time
frame. Perhaps one ol the things that SpACE needs
most right now is more time being spent by mem-
bers of the board, and others with experience and
knowledge to contribute, to the ongoing problems
facing the industry. l'm not so sure you can hold
three or four cram courses in SPACE problems
each year and deal effectively with the problems that
are with us every day of the year."

CSD: I seem to recall you were concerned at the board meet-
ing when it was noted that at one of lhe meetings last
spring they could not put together a quorum.

Maniaci:  "Yes, that bothered mea greatdeal. I  can seewhere
somebody can sl ip up and have scheduling con-
llicts where meeting attendance is simply impossi-
ble. But for less than a quorum to appear, thereby
making the meeting virtually worthless, is not good.
Ithink that every member of the board should have
a designated alternate from either within the same
company or from someplace else and il there are
conflicts ol schedule that cannot be resolved, then
the alternate attends. I would like to think that there
will be no more board meetings without a quorum,
The other thing that concerns me is that the SPACE
Washington stafl have the budget they need to rep-
resent us. ldon't knowenough about Rick Brown or
Fred Finn to pass iudgment on the quality of job
they are doing for us, but I do know that regardless
of who represents us, they must have a reasonable
budget to the iob done. I know that there are always
going to be internal haggles over the budget, that it
will never be as large as the Washington staff would
like. I also know that if we run them too trim and
lean, that we remove some of the incentive lor them
to perform at maximum efficiency at all times and
ultimately that is going to hurt us as an industry. lf I
was on the board I would certainly try to create new
avenues for revenue for the association."

CSD: Last question. Last January at CES in Las Vegas, a
spokesman for your firm said Boman was shooting for a
goal of 10,000 home terminal systems sold and shipped
during the f irst 12 months. You began shipping this past
February. Where are you against that prediction?

Maniaci: "We are six months or half way into that period, and
we are about 40% of the way against the 10,000
terminals. Will we make our expected or projected
goal? Most certainly."

Actually, that was not the last question. We.went off the record for a
period and found ourselves discussing the emerging Japanese posi-
tion in the North American 4 GHz marketplace. Boman's experience in
dealing with Japanese industry probably exceeds that of all other US
TVRO suppliers combined. The Boman auto stereo line of products is
and has been a Japanese product line almost from the beginning. In
those many years of close association with the Japanese firms, Bo-
man has picked up a lot of experience which others will have to learn
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the 'hard' way. We went back on record to discuss where Boman
expects to see Japanese inroads in the American/Canadian 4 GHz
marketplace, and where the dangers are for American manufacturers
and suppliers.

CSD: How do you see the relationship between Japanese
industry and this market?

Maniaci: "What we are going to see, and what none of us are
going to enjoy seeing, is the high level of interest
currently being generated in the orient. For exam-
ple, there is such a strong demand for knowledge
right now that if you or I put your Coop's Digest on
newsstands in Tokyo, I bet 10,000 copies would be
sold the first month! This is an exciting, new indus-
try and the Japanese are really into 'future'technol-

ogy. At the moment there is virtually no knowledge
about this field in Japan. And there is one thing
about the oriental; until he knows exactly what he is
doing, he does not pull the trigger. Now we are
starting to bring products of our own design back
from Japan. Our own experience is typical. We went
to the vendors who have been building auto stereo
products for us for years. We told them how many
pieces we wanted and what we were willing to pay
for that product. They told us they would do it but
frankly admitted they did not expect to make a prof it
initially. I told them not to worry about making a
profit initially, that we would work it out as we al-
ways have. That's all it took; boom, they were in the
business."

CSD: Bulyou had an edgethatothers here may nothave. You
had an existing relationship with a Japanese supplier,
and you went to him. I am more concerned about them
coming here and f iguring out what we are doing, on their
own, and then going back to Japan to design and pro-
duce product.

Maniaci: "That is the frightening part, and that is now start-
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ing to happen. We are getting a sudden influx of
visitors from Japan; people carrying notebooks
and cameras. There is now a high level ol curiousity
about what is happening over here and it is the
nature of the Japanese to take on a client at a loss of
profit basis, but at a gain of knowhow. And they will
go to a fellow like an AVCOM or any good receiver
manufacturer and lure them into the web and build
the product overseas, And then six to twelve
months later he will see his designs coming back
into the United States under one or more new brand
names!"

CSD: That's a ploy for the smaller to medium sized Japanese
firms; true?

Maniaci: "Not totally. The companies that have been solicit-
ing me Include some big names, Firms such as
Panasonic showed up at the winter CES show'
There must have been 30 engineers, each loaded
with a notebook, camera and many had cassette
recorders, You would be pollte to them, finally run
them out ot the booth, and then they would come
back in droves for more information. The Sharp
Corporatlon has visited me; Sony would like to get
into it. Hitachi made a formal, written request to
work with us. Those are the people I don't mind. The
ones that bother me are the smaller Japanese flrms
that are say below the top-1 00 level in Japan. These
are the people who manufacture sewing machines
in 1980, vldeo tape recorders in '81 and '82 and then
bang, they are in the home TVRO terminal business
in 1983! And then in '84, they will be Into dish
washers, They will step in, and then step out, and
they wlll be the ones that will hurt."

CSD: lsn't that exactly what happened with CB? There were
idle production plants in Japan and firms like this
jumped on the CB bandwagon, cranked out product
while the market was good, and then bailed out when it
was flooded with product and the field collapsed?

Maniaci: "Precisely. They will crank out a dozen or more
different lace plate versions of the same product, at
less than good quality and that will hurt the in-
dustrY."

CSD: You are suggesting that we will begin to see many
private label brand receivers, and possibly LNAS, com-
ing here possibly offered by distributors as 'their own'
radio, when in truth the receivers may well end up being
the same radio with a ditferent front panel?

Maniaci: "Many ol the Japanese I have talked with feel that
TVROs will be the next boom. Most of the Japanese
audio manulacturers are showing large deficits
right now. What has happened is that in the Amer-
ican market people are not buying higher priced

home stereo systems. They are buying video
games and video recorders and portable stereo
sets. This means alot ol these factories have idle
production space and idle engiieering time. They
would like to move this space, and time, into de-
signing and building home satellite receiving sys-
tems. To use the word we use in-house, they are
hungry right now. And they will admit it!"

CSD: We have a unique approach to satellite receivers in
North America. We have created a 4 GHz'DBS' indus-
try here but with the possible exception of a small por-
tion of Malaysia, served by Palapa birds (lndonesia),
there is no other place in the world where 4 GHz video
receivers are used by consumers. Not right now any-
how. This has led us to believe that the Japanese will
not get involved in 4 GHz hardware, in the mass quanti-
ties that get their real interest, but rather they will jump
directly to 12 GHz where the real worldwide DBS sys-
tems will function in the latter half of this decade. Are
you saying that you don't share this view, that you think
the Japanese will move into the 4 GHz marketplace?

Maniaci: "Yes, I am. The receivers that you will see trom
them will be designed to work at either, or both,
bands. Basically, the 70 MHz receiver can do both
as I understand it. They tell me that the way they will
approach us is with a 4 GHz front end, or LNC,
dropping the signal to 70 MHz lor a basic both-band
demodulator. They will design the 4 GHz gear lrom
the start as a part ol a 12 GHz package where a
second LNC, working at 12 GHz, will drop the signal
to the previously created 4 GHz system lront end.
Some of the hardware has already been shown to
us, NEC/Alcoa, for example, is going to be a formid-
able firm in this field. I have been shown their de-
velopmental proto-type and they have a 1 986 period
target price point of $375 for a complete 12 GHz
terminal. The bottom line through all of this is that
the dealer and the distributor is going to have to
keep his options open, and run a lean and mean
ship. The changes will continue to come at us wlth
blinding speed and those that survive are going to
have to keep their reflexes quick and their options
open."

The industry will in November be 'one year AB'; or, one year after
Boman. Some will suggest that the Boman entry into the field has
been good for the industry while others with strong personal leelings
will carry the opposite view. Boman has survived the tirst year, and
they show every inclination to be around for all of the second year.
Their impact on the industry has been substantial during year one and
while their market position is likely to increase in 1983, it is unlikely
anything they will do in 1983 will have as much impact on the industry
growth as 'simply being here' had in the lirst year of their participation
in home satellite terminals.

THE ROOTS
OF TVRO
(Part 3)

ABOUT THIS SERIES-
Starting with the August 1982 issue of CSD, we bagan a series

which is re-printing a long-out-of-print analysis of the early devel-
opment of television broadcasting in the United States. This series,
originally researched and published by Bob Cooper in the pages of
GATJ magazine, established 'the record' for a Congress and FCC
which was, in 1975, planning to increase the regulation ol cable
television (vis-a-vis television broadcasters). The original series is
said to have had some measure of success in getting the FCC to
relook at CATV regulation, the end result of which turned out to be far
less rather than far more regulation for cable. We are consuming
valuable CSD page space with this series for one reason;those new
to the TVRO industry cannot grasp the significance of loday's
events without some tutoring in the early history of FCC handling of
television broadcasting in this country.

Late in the summer of 1949, while
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Bridgeport's RCA sponsored UHF was
starting to pile up practieal UHF oper-
ating data and the FCC had a momen-
tary slow down in allocation matters
(although color was going full steam!),
the Television Broadcasters Associa-
tion (TBA) petitioned the Commission
to release for application television al-
locations in 11 markets in the west.
Relying on the 1946 allocations table,
which they apparently still thought
was going to fly, the television broad-
casters asked the Commission to allow
stations to make applications for chan-
nels in Amarillo (S channels were
open), Denver (1 channel), EI Paso (2
channels), Sacramento (3 channels),
Salt Lake City (1 channel), Corpus
Christ i  (3 channels), San Diego (2 chan-
nels), San Francisco (1 channel), Seat-
tle (1 ehannel), Stockton, California (2
channels), and Tacoma (t channel).
TBA said these channels met the co-
channel and adjacent channel require-
ments, and by authorizing their re-
lease "early", many people would be
able to enjoy television while the
freeze ground on. Their arguments
were reasoned, logical, and politically
expedient at the time. This would be
the first television for Amarillo, Den-
ver, El Paso, Sacramento, Corpus
Christi; the balance already had at
least one channel operating. It was,
however, flawed reasoning because it
was based upon the 1945-46 allocations
table. Still, the Commission could, haue
talcen much of the heat of that was
building on themselves had they at
least granted token re.kef for Amarillo,
Denver (which was the largest city in
Senator Johnson's stat'e and the
Iargest trade area in the nation with-
out television when the freeze froze),
EI Paso, Sacramento, and Corpus
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Christi. But the Commission, busily en-
gaged in surveying forests, was not
counting trees at the time, and the mo-
tion died.

After the Commission announced it
was going to open up the UHF chan-
nels, and Bridgeport tests started un-
der RCA's guidance, the FCC had little
to say about the allocation portion of
the freeze for nearly one year.

FCC Commissioner Frieda Hennock
did eome out in mid 1949 and express
her views about the building public
pressure to release sorne chonnels
some plnce for public use:

"I am keenly aware of the intense interest
in the progress of television shared by mem-
bers of the public generelly, and especially
the families contemplating purchase of a tele-
vision set! and by manufacturers and by sta-
tion licensees. But I am &w&re also of the
many problems that exist as to the future
status of black and white and color TV, both
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THESE WERE THE PIONEERS

WRGB-4 Schenectady,
Nov.  '39 (now ch.  6)

WBKB-4 Chicago,  Aug. '40
(now WBBM-2)

WCBS-2 New York, July 
'41
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in the present end the proposed (UHF)
bands, and in the multitude of other ques'
tions which must be solved to insure the fin-
est development of this gre&t new art for as
many people as possible. I feel strongly that
these questions must be carefully deliberated
and thoughtfully answered by the orderly
process of rule making proceedings. lVe are
now in the midst of such proceedings' in
which all interested parties ere being offered
a full opportunity to perticipate, present
their views, end offer technical information. I
feel that we must patiently continue to move
lorward in this orderly m&nner."

As the color hearings ground oD,
many members of the industry grew
impatient with the snail pace progress
of the Commission. Commissioner
Robert F. Jones was the leading
spokesman for holding up all,ocations
until color was settled, and he often

spoke out against statements that fil-
tered to his desk from industry spokes-
men. Dr. Allen B. DuMont found Com-
missioner Jones'attacks hard to stom-
ach:

"I would like to assure the Commissioner
that television broadcasterg end menufactur-
ers alike (who were opposing the continua-
tion of color hearings and the freeze continu-
ation) will reap tremendous benefits from a
re&lly good color television transmission sys-
tem. If there were such a system in exis-
tence, every industry spokesmen would be
camped on the Commission's doorstep urging
and pleading for the imrnediate adoption of
standards."

But the Commission was not mov-
ing. It showed no'interest in providing
even temporary relief on a spot loca-
tion by spot location basis. When all of
the rational arguments failed the pro-

WNBT-4 New York, July'41 WENR-7 Chicago, Oct. '43
(now WLS-7)

WABD-5 New York. Mav'44
(now WNEW-5)
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ponents of some pretty far out systems
began to make their pitches to the
Commission.

One of these was Westinghouse.
Now Westinghouse had been experi-
menting, with the permission of the
Commission, with a program theY
called StratoVisi,on. StratoVision in-
volved the use of converted B-29 gun
ships equipped with sensitive televi-
sion receiving equipment and medium
power VHF and/or UHF transmitting
equipment. By flying a figure 8 pattern
af 25,000 feet above ground, the re-
ceiving equipment picked up regular
TV broadcasts from one or more sta-
tions within a250 mile radius, and then
through the on-board transmitter(s)
rebroadcast the received signals out-
ward on a neu) VHF or UHF channel.
Westinghouse calculated that 14 such
airplanes, flying figure 8 patterns in
precise locations across the country'
would be capable of relaying television
programs from coast to coast, and in
the process provide StratoVision to
ground television reception for approx-
imately 75olo of the People in the
United States. Extensive testing of the
program was done during the freeze
era, and Westinghouse gathered uP
reams of data to support its contention
that StratoVision had a place in the
FCC allocations scheme of things.

When Westinghouse tried some gen-
tle pressure on the Commission to au-
thorize StratoVision on a regular basis,
during the freeze, they were sharply
rebuked by the Commission with the
terse reply that "The 

first obli,gati'on of
this Commission is to prouid,e tele,ui,-
si,on to the metropoWton centers'of this
countrA uthi,ch tod,ay haue no such ser-
uices; then the taral areas wi,ll be con-
s'id,ered." The Westinghouse plan was
primarily promoted on the basis of its

providing television service to rural
areas which were unserved at that
time.

Then there was polycasting, the
brainchild of Raymond E. Wilmotte
and Paul A. De Mars, consulting engi-
neers practicing in Washington, D.C.
Polycasting is best explained in this
way:

"Rather than try to cover e metropolitan or
trade eree with a single high power, tall tow'
er transmitter, the projected coverage areo
would be covered by a number of low power
transmitters. An area with a ten mile radius
could be covered by a 2fi) foot tower end a
2fi) foot antenna with a gain of 20. All trans-
mitters serving a trade aree (i.e. each poly-
easting transmitter) would operate on the
same frequency; the individual transmitters
would be'netted'together to stay exactly on
the same lrequency to reduce objectional in-
terfefence between one onother."

With the polycasting concept, the
high cost of one super power transmit-
ter (the pair was thinking in terms of
6,000,000 watt UHF stations) would be
greater than the equivalent 10 or 15
Iower power polycast stations which
would serve the same couerage region.
Polycasting earned enough interest to
continue to be talked about several
years later, but it neuer was a serious
contender for Commission attention.

Finally, in mid 1951, after the Com-
mission had reached a decision on color
(see separate report here), Chairman
Coy resighted on the allocations prob-
lem. Speaking before the Rocky Moun-
tain Radio Council (early day version
of today's powerful Rocky Mountain
Broadcasters Association) Coy told the
broadcasters:
"Why &re we today in a freeze which has
already halted construction of new television
lacilities lor more than a year &nd a half?

CONTINUED I page 42
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:I€ UNIPOLE STEEL BASE
WITH AZMUTTI ANCHOR

* FEED HORN AND SINGLE
POLE MOUNT

* STMPLE ASSEMBLY & MOUNTING

,IC EASY SHTPPING

{< F.O.B. Hastings, Nebr.

DEATERS VIANTED
HASTINGS MARlfiTIilG

Ph. (1- 800)
In Nebr. U02)

847 WEST
HASTlilGs,

FIRST
NEBR.
68901

228-4007
463- 3598



UR to tzour assets In temporary
plastic satellite antennas ?

Go with the best permanent satelfite
antcnna in the industry.
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HAEtrONIO$ ANtrENINIA

847 West First Street
Hastings, Nebr. 68901
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THERMO COMPRESSION MOLDED The BOMAN SA-3000 is a THER-
M O C O M P R E S S I O N  M O L D E D
Satel l i le  Antenna .  .  .  NO MORE
GRIEF! FEATURES: r  3.0 meter
d iameter  r  8  in ter lock ing l iberg lass
secl ions for  quick,  prec ise assembly
r  Un ique  des ign  a l l ows  fo r  supe r i o r
st ress res is tance to wi thstand ex-
t reme envi ronmental  chanoes
NO MORE GRIEF!

SUPER DISH

$499p.9*

0/lq
MODEL
sR 800
24 Channels
Delent Tuning
Stereo Capabrlity
6 Audio Channels
AFC
Signal Strength Meter
Fine Tuning

Bui l t  in Modulator
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Srereo Inorcaror Lamp \Y tY tY
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O R D E R  W I T H :
A -  100 '  Low No ise  Conver te r  (LNC)
B  -  1 1 0 o  L o w  N o i s e  C o n v e r t e r  ( L N C )
C - Down Converter

50
DIST .  PR ICE

WAYNE,  IN,

100 Pcs $24.95
500 Pcs $19.95

100() Fcs $12.95

EPOXY Painted Cast
Aluminum Feed Horn

FOIAR-MATIC Feed
with Control

The BOMAN
, MODEL

EFH-75
/  c i ranges polanza-

polarity mode instantaneously
thus improving system performance and con-
sumer acceptance.  Epoxy painted cast
a luminum wi ih a l l  hardware.  Step-up your
systems wi th the Boman Electronrc Feed Horn
Mode l  EFH-75 .

$37F9,", {

The BOMAN
MODEL
MWF-6s
feed flange mates
wi th s tandard
commercial LNA 229
f langes,  The feed's  c i rcu lar  guide im-
pedance is matched to the standard
229 wave guide. Average VSWR mea-
sured over the 3.7 to 4.2 band is better
Ihan 1 .2 /1. This means that the ULTRA
-SPEC Microwave Feed contributes
virtually nothing to system noise.
Includes necessary mounting
hardware.
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MODEL LNA.915
LOW NOISE AMPLIFIER

11OO K OR BETTER

BOMAN MICROWAVE AMPLIFIERS are
tested and marked for each guaranteed

parameter before they are released. All
surements are taken with equipment

and maintained in accordance
mili tary standard MIL-C-45662.
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ATTENTION CANADIAN DEALERS:

Do you need a distributor that has ability to supply you with a choice of over 20 or more types of complete

D (

or partial systems - from inventory?

-  E , . t t  I  i a a o  r r l  A n t - a o o r r r i a o o ovcr 2o Makes and Models of Antennas
tallation Material
T.V. Up To 40 ft. x 20 ft.

ln pass these $ $ $ on to the Dealers

rnd Prices
rt Clearing House
vhere In Canada

Vistion ST 19
Manual Control

Under $800 Cdn. All Taxes lncluded

* Have You Registered With Us As A Participant Supporter
For The Newly Proposed Satellite Industry Association of Canada

SAT.CAN INC.
Box 2207, 30941 Peardonville Road

Clearbrook, B.C. V2T 3XB

Featuring A Unique U.H.F. Broadband Down Convertor

(604) 859.3293



Why is Ghannel Master very concerned
...about your reputation with your customers...about
your ability to get service and replacement parts on
satell ite equipment for years to come? ...about the
in-today and out-tomorrow philosophy of many
suppliers in our young industry?

Because
you are!

Because by now you know there is a lot more to a
satellite earth station than a fancy-shaped dish. The
f inal  proof of any instal lat ion is in i ts performance
and long-range rel iabi l i ty.

And performance is what the new Channel Master
Model 6128 satel l i te receiver is al l  about,  with a
threshold of less than 8 dB C/N, 20 dB image re-
jection, and a video dispersion removal rate of greater
than 40 dB. l ts broadband discr iminator provides
cr isp, c lear video. High-grain AFC circui try ensures
drift-free reception. And your customers will have
complete signal control with extra convenience fea-
tures such as:

We need new dealers and
distributors for selected
markets who can special-
ize in this new and grow-
ing industry.  For immedi-
ate consideratio n, contact
Donald Berg by phone or
f i l l  out our coupon and
mail it today.

. Automatic Polarity Switching r Signal Strength
and Fine Tune Meters r  Pr ior i ty or Variable Audio
Tuning r Bui l t - ln Switchable Modulator r  Channel
Scan r LED Digi tal  Channel Display r  Remote Con-
trol (optional) r Stereo Processor (optional)

Add the Channel Master SATSCAN remote antenna
control ler and you have a maximum control  system
that is as easy to operate as the family TV.

Both the Channel Master Model 6128 Receiver and
SATSCAN units are designed to provide your custo-
mers with state-of- the-art  performance, rel iabi l i ty and
control .  Over 400 Channel Master distr ibutor locat ions
can provide you with convenient local assistance and
support  backed up by our 30-man f ield sales force.

Mail This GouponToday!
i-",;;;.;,;;;;;;;,".-;',;l

I
I

Ef lenvilfe, New York 1242A l914l 647-5000

Tell me more about the CM Satellite Sales System

PHONE (  )

Area Code

STATE-  Z IP



COMMUNrcATloNS
5201 BRIDGE ST. FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76103

(817) 451-6601
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F59
CONNECTORS

@o
100 lor s075

RG59
CABLE

$3950
Per 1000'

4 CONDUCTOR
ROTOR CABLE

^/- s2950
{ Per soo'

MATCHING
TRANSFORMER

@
389,,,.

Min.  Qty .  10

2 WAY
SPLITTER

099'"
Min Qty.  10

UG21
TYPE "N'' CONNECTOR
dbr
l[. it

l.frn s 1lD25
l lHl  -  t -
t l t  t j  aoach

[# Min. ery. 1o

CHAPARRAL
SUPER FEED

$241$,

RG213
CABLE

s2g'
Por 100'

+ wEd-[]Ir
I 11 coNcRErEANcHoRs

I lt 
FoR sArELLrrE AN:/dE'llis

t_fi sl,T,

120 'LNA

$34500
Model #DXA-3170

* 2 YEAR WARRANTY *

IN ORDER THAT WE MAY
CONTINUE TO OFFER
THE LOWEST PRICES

POSSIBLE, PLEASE NOTE
THE PAYMENT TERMS ON

THE NEXT PAGE.

WE STOCK
DEXCEL RECEIVERS
AT FACTORY DIRECT

PRICES!

* 2 YEAR WARRANTY *
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designed(di zind'),adj.made or done by design; intended; planned.
Very simply stated, the (actuator) was (designecl)...from the ground up...to be a linear drive system

for (Satellite Earth Station) antennas.
It was not (designeci) to be a garden tractor blade lifter, or a door opener, or a steering gear.
We believe this is most important...because it gives you, the consumer(value engineering)-that's

important because your investment in an earth station is sizeable.-Your components should be (reliable)
and (effective).

The equipment should suit your application best-not someone else's.
(Would you use your LNA rotor to turn chicken on your barbeque?)

O RING SEAL
WEAR BUSHING IN STEEL
WEAR BUSHING
IN ACME GUIDE NUT

3/4"-6 ACME THREAD
DRY FILM LUBRICATED

WEAR BUSHING

ANTI JAM DRIVE NUT
ANTIJAM RING

NEEDLE BEARINGS

SPECIFICATIONS

o Available in 117V AC or 24V DC Units

o 3/4 inch ACME Drive

o Weatherproof NEC NEMA 12 Housing

o Mounts to existing Hour Arm

o Mounts to optional Base Plate

o LESS than 60 second Arc Traverse

o Complete Thrust and Compression Bearings

o Static Bearing Load 2690 lbs. Dynamic 1770 lbs.

o All moving shafts have Teflon Wear Bearings

O ALL UNIIS EQIJIPFED WITH NEW AI{TIJAI\4 CIUTCFI SYSTEM

o Standard Throws 24 inch and 42 inch

o Any length throw on Special order

o Linear Thrust 24 inch unit 3500 lbs.
42 inch unit 1070 lbs.

o Solid state or relay controls

r All units shipped complete with power supply
and controls

o Send for complete specification package

CONTROL BOARD

SAFETY PIN

LOVEJOY ASSEMBLY

1/15 or  1 /10  HP-
A.C. or D.C.
14 GA.  NEMA 12 HOUSING

112' K.O, WATERTIGHT
CORD ENTRANCE

For more information
call or write

'TEL Vl Communications
1307 West Lark Industrial Blvd.

St. Louis, Missouri 63026
314 343-9977
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Principally because of a lack of basic informa-
tion. That inlormation must come in large
part lrom radio (and television) menufactur-
ers. It should be produced as the result of a
consistent year-round progrem of research.
For example, we are now proposing to quin-
tuple the number of television channels by
moving into UHF. Here is a problem involv-
ing the expenditure oI millions of dollars by
the public and the (broadcast) industry. This
part of the spectrum is relatively unexplored
lor television purposes. And yet, in all Amer-
ca, there were only a hall dozen experimentol
UHF TV stations broadcasting programs last
year and they were on the air for limited
periods. Another hall dozen licensees have
carried on propagation studies and other lim-
ited research. A billion dollar industry is no
place lor operation by gues6. lVe cannot af'
ford, and the public will not long permit us, to
plen our radio system on e crisis basis. By
allocating e reesonable amount ol your ener'
gy end your money to such research pro'
grams, you will be helping to assure the sts'
bility of your industry end you willbe serving
the public interest."

Clearly, in 1951, Coy was Preparing
the ground work to keeP his Commis-
sion from being blamed for the by now
long, drawn out freeze. The half dozen
experimental stations he spoke of were
probably fewer than that. OnlY two
stations, both operated by RCA (one
in Bridgeport and one in Washington),
were operating on anYthing like
schedules. Others, many of which
broadcast nothing more exciting than
test patterns, stayed on the air for a
few months, and then only a few hours
per day, as various manufacturers
worked out bugs in their equipment
they were then developing for. UHF.

There was a popular theory running
loose in that era, and it was echoed in
subtlp, terms on numerous occasions in
public by Dr. Allen DuMont. Dr.

DuMont didn't say it quite this waY,
but others did:

*It had become apparent' as e&rly as late
1948, or shortly after the lreeze wes put into
effect, that the 12 VHF channels would not
provide adequate 'room' for television ser-
vice for all ol the n&tion. Anyone with a map
of the United States and a compass (see Dia-
gram 3 here) could draw his own coverage
rings of the full number of VHF channels
available, even under the 1945-46 close'
spaced seperations, and come to that conclu-
sion. UHF w&s & possible solution, but no one
knew anything about UHF. The Commission
insisted that before it authorize UHF opera-
tion that somebody go out and find out some-
thing about it; the Commission end especiaUy
Chairman Coy had no desire to be embar'
rassed all over &gein.

The equipment m&nufecturers! in p&rticu-
lar RCA, pleaded for adequate time to'prove
the worth of UHF'; end Chairman Coy
bought the argument. V9hat RCA really
meant was 'give us time to develop UHF
transmitterg, UHF &ntennag, and UHF re-
ceivers for the marketplace'.

The Commission MAY have struck a bar-
gain with RCA; only they would be allowed
to experiment seriously with UHF (i.e. no
other applications for serious testing would
be authorized), in return for which the Com-
mission would speed up the color TV metter'
as & means of diverting attention from the
allocations problem.

RCA figured they would win in both cases;
become the leader in UHF and win the color
prize at the same time. Unfor{unately the
color hearings proved a disaster to them,
when the compatibility problem for existing
black and white receivers never gained the
importance RCA figured it would. Going into
the color hearings, RCA figured CBS would
die early simply because their colorcasts
were not capable of being received in black
and white on existing receivers. lVhen that
ergument lailed to develop proPerly, RCA
felt they had been stabbed in the back by the
Commission.

SERIES CONTINUES i November
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lntroducing the lafesf ln Safe llite Technology

THE NEW

sR-I
RECEIVER

tIS$:nAt lrlirllrliH

ffiW
l i 0

. rt$xrx"*l+l6 t'tWgl l"ax s'n. r

FEATURING
n PUSH BUTTON QUARTZ SYNTHESIZED TUNING - automat ical ly  locks

i n to  t he  channe l  -  no  f i ne  t un ing !
DUAL CONVERSION -  no  s igna l  rad ia t ion .
100o LOW NOISE CONVERTER - standard feature.
AUTOMATIC AUDIO SCAN TUNE -  scans  un t i l  i t  f  inds  a  subcar r ie r  in  use .
AUTOMATIC POLARITY CIRCUITRY -  wi th the addi t ion of  most  automat ic
polar i ty  rotors,  polar i ty  change becomes push but ton.
BUILT lN  MODULATOR -  channe ls  3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  o r  6  ava i lab le .
OPTIONAL REMOTE CONTROL -  p lugs  in to  any  wa l l  ou t le t  and a l lows
you complete contro l  f  rom any room -  turns the receiver on or  of f  ,  changes
channe l ,  changes po la r i t y  and changes subcar r ie r  -  a l l  w i th  the  push o f
a but ton.
EASY INSTALLATION -  uses only RG 59 cable between the LNC-down
converter  and the receiver.

t r  COMPETITIVELY PRICED -  and the tatest satel l i te technology!

ta l.vieur of Texas, lrtG.
SATELLITE TELEVISION SYSTEMS

tr
tr
I
tr

tr
tr

tr

15304 Midway Road Dallas, Texas 75234 214/934-9126
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LETTER FROM A CONGRESSMAN-Recentty 
a very hotly debated bill introduced by Colorado Con-

gre..."n fi. wiin diei in the House Energy and Commerce Com-
iiittee fnat bill, HR5158, was designed to create an entirely new 'ball

gi."' tor cabie and telephone systems. The ripples from the bill
iossiblv would have been still coming ashore twenty years lrom now'
'-inJuiiiOi"o 

because Wirth withdlew it trom consideration during
the bill's'mark-up'phase. That is where final amendments and ques-
iio;;;; consiairdo, and a bill gets its final polish before heading for
the floor ot the House.

Death of the bill is largely given to Congressman.T,om Corcoran
of the 1Sth District in lllinois. eorcoran nit-picked the bill during marr-
up and finally Wirth and other supporters withdrew the bill for this
sesslon.

Congt"satan Corcoran is new to most telecommunication
mattersJbut he is apparently no novice in the field' Still before Con-
oress is'the Waxmah Bill which would create huge monetary fines for
ise or mis-use of private TVRO systems. Recently industry person
J"t"" l. Renwtik of Ottawa, lllinois met with Congress1ql C.or-
cJrin, anO discussed the pending HA4727 (Waxman bill)' Fo,llowing
Gt discussion, Corcoran put hiJthoughts concerning this bill into.a
letter to Renwick. We shaie that letter with you here so that you will
hive additional material to work with when discussing HR4727 with
your own Congressman.
Dear Jim:

Good to see you in the parade in Ottawa on Friendship Day'
lnfoimation from ihe Society of Private and Commercial Earth Sta-
tions, provided at my request by its lawyer, Fred Finn' has recently
beenreceived,andsinceourdiscussionofcongressionalactivitythat
miy attect dish owners I have obtained a copy of the transcript of the
onty nearing held since 1980 on the major relevant bill and an author-
itative revieiv of that proposal. After reviewing this material' I assure
you that I view that measure as an overreaction to the problem and
will oppose legislation which does not fairly and caretully treat users
of satellite receiving dishes.

Clearly, unauthbrized descrambling of signals,. usually trans-
mitted on normal television channels thorugh "subscription tele-

vision" services, should be illegal. Those using decoders without
p"Ving toi th" service can be easily identified as in.violation of the law
i''rifri ue."use they possess them; SPACE rightly notes that most
otn5r'metfroOs of pioiecting signals would require invasions of pri-

u""V to determine wheth6r signals were being ."pirated"' While
..tdtUting signals involves a cost at the transmission and receiving
ends and hay cause a reduction in audio or visual reception quality'
it i. tn" .i.pf6tt te"n. of signal protection'. I am concerned, though'
that entertainment programming may be denied to rural and other

f"t.ont who are wittin! to pay ior it because.transmittgrs of scram-
bl"d ptogt"tting refule to authorize decoding to all who properly
reouest to clo so.

Scrambling may be less advantageous to. program transmitters if
there exists a-syst6m of royalties paid by dish owners' The invasion
of orivacv consideration would be diminished under such a system
iinl" tnd." having paid their fee would not be suspect ot pqattlg
.igr"r;. ihL royalf loub be paid at the point of first sale, as SPACE

recommends,orannually(thelatterwouldmoreaccuratelyretlectthe
u"rr" Jt iignits but woJld likely fail to encompass all dish owners)'-- 

in" ptit"ction of signals bi modifying the copyright laws would
aqain subiect dish users to potential invasions of privacyto determine.
ui"rtftotileo use. Similarly, the blanket authorization of reception ot
sionals bv transmitters lriithout payment would entail privacy .in-
;;.il; i6 be enforced, and it would not protect users by requiring
that signals may be received upon payment.

This latter aipect of the issue relates to the freedom of access to
iOeas, LmOoOled in tne First Amendment' Congress could, as the
autnoi ot the report from the Congressional Research Service (a

rtrOy "- of the Library of Congress) noted, provide "that senders
of srjch programming over the airwaves must authorize the public to
i"*i"" !r.i' signals'upon payment of a reasonable.tee'" lmposing
that requirement on transmitters could place a burden of proof on
transmiiters to show they oftered their service should legal action be
ialen, or lt could be a cohdition for being licensed to transmit the sort
J pio'gtamming that dishes can intercept. While i am.concerend that
tn,i pri,p"tty rilfrts of transmitters could be unduly intringed by.in-
iuOiiior'is teiistition in this respect, it seems possible that an equita-
irr" i"q;r#"nt of permitting reception upon compensation can be
oeuefobeO, and thai would be of great benetit to those who cannot
otherwise access the new broadcasting services'

ihe subject of the November 1 7, 1 981 , hearing by the Slbcom'
mittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection and Finance
(oitne nouse Energy and Commerce Committee, on which I serve)
iu". " oirr iponsore-ti by Congressman Henry Waxman (D-Los An-
gJiri, H.a.'+227 (97th bongress). lt-would increase.the penalties Jor
iiot"tion. of Section 605 oi the 1934 Communications Act' which
prohibits the reception and use of certain non-broadcast trans-
hrissions. lt is debaiable whether Section 605 protects entertainment
programming of the kind provided by therrew tech.nologies' ls recep-
iioriof entertainment programs "use"? Though H'A' 4727 does not
addressthisquestion,co-ngressiona|considerationoftheIegis|ation
"orfO giu" lawyers for transimitters "legislative history" that they could
use in"prosecriting dish owners, because the discussion ol penalties
woufA 

'entaif 
what-"use" means. This approach is thus a back-door

r""n. ot ctranging the scope of Section 605, and I will oppose such
indirect changds ii our laws' lt may be of interest to you, Jim'.that
section 605 ioes not provide protection to subscription television
providers since that is a broadcast service'

So, H.R. 4727 is, in my view, a poorly-crafted solution to whatever
leqitimate concerns the tiansmitters have about unauthorized recep-
it"ri bt dish us"rs, and it does not address the interests of dish
o*no'. in obtaining the variety of programs available only through
use of parabolic r6ceivers. I assure you, Jim, that I will use my
position as a member of the Energy and Commerce Committee'
iniorgn which any legislation in this area normally must pass for
reviei, to ensure'thailegislation atfecting dish owners is the least
onerous on dish users within the bounds ol equity'

Just before you and I talked about this tor the first time, Jim' I
became involved, as you may know, in telecommunications legis-
lation to reform our telephone and related laws. After spending more
than 50 hours studying the controversial, 130-page bill that was
before our committee, itook a very active role in exposing the little-

INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

C O R R E S P O N D E N C E ,  N O T E S ,
REBUTTALS AND

C H A R G E S  .  .  .
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HIoHFRONTICR
CORPORRTION

Distributor
Thonks to our mony deolers qnd thonks
to our vendors for o record seoson.

AMERICAN ANTENNA INDUSTRIES
ARUNTA ENGINEERING
CALIFORNIA AMPLIFIER
CHANNEL MASTER
COMTECH DATA PRODUCTS
DEXCEL
EARTH TERMTNALS (WASHBURN)
HOUSTON SATELLITE SYSTEMS
KAYJAY
LOWRANCE
MICRO-SCAN
MICRO-WAVE ASSOCIATES
NEC
POWER CONSULTANTS
UNITED SATETLITE SYSTEMS
VIDARE

Collfor up to dote prices on your component or systemrequirements - you'll be pleosonily surprisedl

HIGH FRONTIER CORPORATION
2230 E. Indion School Rd. phoenix, Arizono gSO{6

(602) 954.6008
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known and ill-advised provisions that I felt deserved attention. After
many days of playing a leading part in demanding that the bill be
scruiinized by the Committee, its sponsor withdrew it. That experi-
ence in communications policymaking has elevated greatly my famil-
iarity of that Jield of federal law and has given me some prominence
in the eyes of those inside and outside of Congress on it. As well, I
probably will serve on the Telecommunications Subcommittee in the
next Congress, which begins in 1983, should I be serving in Con-
gress then. Thus, the dual assets of having developed some respect
in communications policy and most likely serving as a senior member
of the basic communications oanel of the House should help me
defend the interests of dish owners and vendors.

It does not seem that Congress will soon act on matters atfecting
dish users, Jim, but I trust that you will leel more contident having my
response. I look forward to working with you and SPACE in this
regard, and please let me know should you wish to discuss this or any
other matter of mutual interest at any time.

SincerelY,
Tom Corcoran
RePresentative in Congress

Early WS Levels
liook the following relative readings on WESTAFI 5 shortly after

it assumed operation. Readings are on my 10' dish, ESR-24 receiver

and an Amplica 120 LNA.
Transponder

1
2

I

1 1

Signal Level
1  1  . 3 / . 8
10.7
1 0 . 5
1 0 . 0

ample opportunities, with services moving about the birds as
tney Oo, ior independent dealers to rent out a rig (on or off a
traile0 to local cable firms to help them get by until their new'
perminent installation is ready. In that respect (now.that our mind
has shifted into gear!) here are some more possibilities: lf Don
King ls going to pipe a light or other event around the country'
tell louicable tirhs you can provide them with.a rental dish lor
F4 (host don't have F4 antennas), or whatever other 'odd' bird as
King may be up on. Many cable systems won't play with King
beciuseihey d'on't want to invest in another dish. You can help
them out, foi a fee! Next, if the Canadian / USA bridge finally
does get built this coming winter, there will be ample stuff on
ANIK which cable firms will want to sample. Offer to rent them a
dlsh for a week or a month so they can evaluate the ANIK pro-
grams. It you live in an area where the local ABC affiliate has to
pay big bucks to get the ABC services carried to his studio on
ieriestiiat microwive, ofterto set up a'test'system for him on D3
(TR13). I know of a couple of ABC afliliates that spend $200 to

ilOO ier day to get their ABC teeds' With about 70olo of the

schecjub now on 03, TRt3, they would be delighted to see how
they can save big bucks. A month's rental of a dish should
convince them. Watch for those trickling-out Low Power TV
grants. lf one gets approved in your area, ofler to-help them get

6n the air in a hurry by putting in a rental dish for them until they
get their own. Lastly, find out if any ol your local TV stations are
planning to add any of the Wold programs this lall (Entertainment
ionight, Merv, etc.). They could be hung up waiting for delivery
on their big monster antenna' You could rent them a smaller one
to get them going sooner. Remember, they can sell hundreds to
tho=usands o.-f buCks in local spots into a show like that, daily, and
they are losing bucks every day they have to wait tor installation
of their big dishes!

FINDING BARKER
A company mentioned in one of your earliest issues is of interest to

me. Could yoir fretp us contact David Barker ol GHz Engineering?
Ernest A. Bach
74920 Bonego Drive
Palm Desert, Ca. 92260

Barker, who writes for CSD on a lrequent basis, can be con-
tacted through the good offices of KLM (see advertisement, inside
back cover, this issue of CSD).

RUSH/PLEASE/TODAY!
In your August 1 982 issue of CSD, page 50, you lalk about a ten

watt trinsmitter available for VHF or UHF which sells for $500. Who is
the manufacturer?

M. Rejean Mathieu
660, 131ieme Ave.
C.P. 1601 , Senneterre
Quebec JOY 2MO
Canada

Try Tom O'Hara at PC Electronics.2522 Paxson Lane, Arca'

For comparison, here in central Kansas, my hotter transponders
on F3R are 3 (11.0) ,7 (10.7)  and 11 (10.3) .  Hope i t  he lps.

Dick Shogren
Home Cable, Inc'
Salina, Kansas 67401

For your part of the country, W5 should be hotter than that
but only ny a tittte bit (reference F3R). One thing we did notice in
your reidings, provided, tor all 24 of the F3R transponders ls
ihat you havi a iiramatic, almost straight'line reduction in signal
levei(relative), indicated on your ESR-24 mete!,from the low end
(TRs i, z, 3) io the high end (TRs 22, 23, 24). This tells us that il
you are noticing difleiences in reception quality with your termi-
iral (i.e. the higher numbered transponders are indeed pooret pic--
tures), that yoir 'system' has a low end peak / high end roll off'
The iirst pt- ce wd'o look would be the teed. Next item under
susplcion is the LNA (gain not flat across the full band). Finally'
perhaps the receiver itself is peaked on the low end. lt is possible
io nave gradually lower meter readings across the band (high or
low end[ withou:t having reduced picture quality that corre'
sponds io the meter readings; that merely means- your metering
circult is non-linear. How-ver, in that particular receiver, it
sounds more llke a system problem than a metering problem'
Check it out!

BTCO Gets Help
Just to show ihat a Blg Time Cable Operator and a TVRO dealer

can co-exist together, here is a picture of our trailer 3 meter rig whictl
we recently renited to Comcast Corp. of Paducah to handle the WOR
transition. They were installing, late in July, an SA 5 meter antenna
for WOR et al bver on W5, and they needed a dish to fill in until that
new dish was installed. We rented them a dish, an LNA and hardline
to run into their building where they hooked up to their regular WOR
receiver. In the background is their 7 meter F3R antenna' We have a
good relationship with the local cable company because we are not
6nly into TVROa, but we also do all phases of electronics including
soJnd, video, MATV and so on. We are not a lhreat since most of our
TVRO business is outside of the cable service area.

George H. Cumbee
Rowton TV and Sound CorP.
Paducah, KY.42001

Boy, we missed that one! You are right, George; there are CONTINUED / Page 50
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TWO NEW STEREO SATELTITE RECEIVERS FRO'VI DELTA

LOWRANCE Remote Control. Arm
chair control for your Lowrance System
7 can be obtained with an ootional
remote control unit, which has detent
tuning and separate fine tune.

3Si* $7e

LOWRANCEThe System 7 Receiver has every important feature
you've ever looked for in a satellite receiver; attractive styling, de-
tent tuning, matrix stereo, signal strength indication, A.F.C.,
video invert, built-in modulator, weatherproof downconverter, op-
tional remote control, and optional rack mount. Lowrance has
made improvements in each feature then put them all together in
one system. Finally, they've added the kind of quality control that
means genuine reliabil i ty.

8ftf- $8Bo

I T LOWRANCE
h ELECTRONICS. INC.

ARUNTA ENGINEERING The Interceotor 416 Stereo
Television Satellite Receiver comes with features like
detent channel tuning, LNA polarity switch, A.F.C.,
matrix/discrete stereo, dynamic noise reduction and
Canadian filtering. Beautifully designed and easy to
oPerate' DEALER ;r r;63i* $895

TE
rn(eior ac

=Iqs.rl

b " r!g*
$375

:$q{s{aq
ssP-316

E ! '

ssP-314 .  .  . $495

' Solid State lC Circuitry lor reliability and long life
' Built-in AFC lor drifl lrso slereo reception
' Fully tunable from 5.3mHz to 8.5mHz
' Loop.through composite video interface
' Multiplex slereo indicalor lighl
' Singls or Dual subcarrler demodulation
' Matrix or Discrele output

FEATURES -
' Narrow or Wide lF devialion selection
' Dynamic range expansion circuil decodes compressed

transmissions (SSP.316 Only)
' Hi Filter €liminales Canadian Jingle
' Twin cenlei tuning melers
* Automatic Volume Compensation
' Dynamic Noiso Reduction inlegrated circuitry (SSP.316

OnlY)

24 Channel Multi-Home Systems available as low as $1,200. each home.

Dtaln\ 5l:Ear: f l f I
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ANY\[AY
YOU IOOK
AT ITOOO
ADM HASYOUR

ANTENNA!
AND YOUR TVRO SYSTEM- Rapid delivery

on ADM's supe.r-;t[ i#t l t  foot polar mount

anten na (i ncl udes ;;ilid 99.1t'qlL9d 
pol ar iza-

t ion rotation sysl;; 'aJwell !) '  PIY-s' 
packages

are available tor 
".. i .pf 

i , i" systems including

LNA, 24 channli 
'i '"""loit 

receiver and

cabl ing.  Why wai i in a long l ine when you can

g"t indU.st, todaY!

A SUPER TVRO ANTENNASYSTEM. High

quality panelized?;i l ; ' ' "  l1 lgot 
dish and

steel pol ar mou ni IO' tqytSi ghs€pproxi mate-

lv 200 pounos, tn-ouni ZO? poul'9t'' Precision

designed, 9asy"'iriiallatioh' 
zi'nc chromate

base primed and'h-t;;?ttt yl ' ]" top f inish'

The rotating te; i l i i inoaidl Easilv shipped

and instarreo' CnJicJ openings for dealers

and dist r ibutors '

[ntEnna
ii;u;Ii"pmsnt &
manuf ictur ing, lnc

P 0  Box  1178

Poplar Bluff, Mo' 63901

(1-31 4-785-sg8B)
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AVCOM intuoduces
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ArcOVI

AVCOM
OF VIRGI N IA I NCORPORATED

NEW HiSh Performance Receivers!
COM.2 O' A/C,OM OUALITY, VALUE AND VERSATILITY

. Comprehensive Remote Control-
Always at your fingertips

. Hideaway Electronic Chassis

. Tunable Audio with wide &
nanow IF switch

. Scantune

. Remote Downconvener coM-2
ffi&i*"'lryrrry

ArcOM BLOCK DOWNCONVERTER SYSTEM
For Cost-Effective Multi-Channel Installations

coM-65
Semi-Agile Receiver

with Unique
Group ChannelSelector

coM-66
with Detented

ChannelSelector

Evet@g you need
for your complete
Satellite Earth Station

BDC-60

\S: See Your
>/rcOil4 dealer

COMMERCIAL QUALITY
DOUBLE CONVERSION
HIGH SMBILITY
COMPATIBLE

with SAs 6650 system
FLEXIBLE DOWNCONVERTER-

Use any degree & brand LNA
Rack Mount. standard

People fue Asking . . .
LNC us. LNAlDownconuerter?

1. The separate downconverter allows use
of any noise temperature and brand LNA,
resulting in easy system upgrade and repairs.
2. With an LNA/Downconverter, additional
receivers can be added for system expansion.
3. The tunable oscillator in an LNC is
exposed to extreme temperature changes at
the focal point of the dish. Result-a
tendency to extreme drift.
4. When the "L" in your LNC fails, you're
up the creek!

Inquiries Invited 500 Research Road . Richmond , VA 23236. 804/79+2SOO
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dla, Callfornla 91006. PC offers VHF channels on high band plus
some of the lower UHF TV channels with ten watts Peak pedestal
power output. They have varlous optlons Includlng DC powerlng
(13.81, raci mountlng, one or two channel (switching) transmitters
and some'speclal'fiequencies as well. They won't sell to state'
slde people who lntend to use thelr products wlthin FCC llcense
jurlsillalon reglons UNLESS the buyer ls an amateur radio oper'
Ltor and orders the gear In the 420-450 MHz 'ham' band' They
also manufacture tuneable down converters that outPut on VHF
channels 24, lor the 420-450 MHz band. We have two unlts
runnlng full tlme, and have had only mlnor problems. The prlce ls
certalnly rlght!
FAR OUT

lf there is an area where somebody needs to be doing some good'
basic hardware design work, it is with a complete'TV System Control
Integrator.' Come on now; a guy shells out $15K for 'The Best" but
winds up miserable because he is not a jet airplane pilot or a recording
engineer! All of those buttons and dials scare him to death. These
guys are 65 years old and they just wanna watch TV!- - 

| read with interest the concept of televising directly back from a Mt'
Everest expedition, in CSD, and may end up in the middle.of a US
network deal. But I have already tound that the Canadians involved
cannot grasp the significance of 'live' versus even a five minute delay'
It seemi the goverrtment of Nepal is not fond of flying up live to Intelsat
from the Katmandu Hilton. Censorship? Editing? Who knows! Butthe
ditference to me is astounding. There is no US network interest at all if
it is not llve otf the mountain. I really had a laugh when some guys here
in NYC picked up the story from CSD and tried to sell it to one of the
network SPORTS departments. I think these are the same guys that
'program' Max Robinson!' 

Finally, to share some of my experiences with trying to sell NBC

and CBS on using some of the Ghorizont stutf. We have been demon-
strating direct Ghbrizont reception right here in the canyons of NYC for
more than a year. NBC was hilarious. VP of news funows his brow (he
knows somethlng is being otfered here . . . squeems out'how many
program / minutes a year do you think we could count on this for???');
he wants me to tell him how they should use live Russian TV in news
department! Oh well, this was NBC, number four of the top three
networks, which for a year now has been living off of the kudos of its
great programming innovation of last year; the football game without
innouncers which went down in the history books as the great NBC
'Deaf and Dumb'football game!

At CBS the meeting was more enlightened. CBS actually met
'heavily' over it. In the end, they decided that the facility (including the
press banage and prestige) would have jeopardized the effectiveness
of their Moscow correspondent(s). An intelligent consideration. So, in
the end, they got their Miami man to get access to Ghorizont through
Bob Behar's facility, and they saw fit to forego the PR aspect.

Ken Schatfer
The Ken Schatfer GrouP
330 West 42nd Street
New York, NY 10036

Kenny asked me to make hls entire multl page letter 'otf the
record.'Couldn't do lt Kenny; too much good stufi ln there' KS 18
one ol our Industry's truly unlque talents, havlng come up
through the 'ranks' as number one publlclst for Allce Cooper, Jlml
Hendrlx, an Inventor who among other thlngs created the audlo
deck tlme compresslon machlne that allows radlo statlons to
compress 67 second commerclals Into 60 seconds, and on and
on and on. Someday gome smart TVRO semlnar / show person
wlll engage Kenny to do about 60 mlnutes of hls hllallous one
man "Hbw I Saved The World" routlne. See you ln Atlanta, Kenny'

TRANSPONDER
WATCH

RECENT REPORTS
OF ACTIVITY ON

DOMESTIC /  INTERNATIONAL
SATELLITES

Send your  repor ls  lo  CSD Transponder  Wi i l ( r l r  i r  O Uox l ( )081)8  I  I

L a u d e r d a l e .  F L  3 3 3 1 0  F o r  l a l e  n e w s .  c a l l  \ ' 1 0 ! ) )  i  r ' 1  ( ) l r ( ) ' r

SIZE of the pot will determine how soon, and which' pPTiLm.
service supplieri start to adopt more friendly attitude with SMATV-

folks. lf size of 'legal' SMATV industry is under 100'000, don't expect
much from Showtime, HBO et al. But when the number of subscribers
out there that COULD sign up through a single, organized SMATV
effort reach subslantial size, then and only then will the big time
ooerators'come around.'

AFTER the initial rush to file for DBS satellite service, the two most
significant firms with prior satellite operations experience now say
they will 'wait and see.'Western Union, RCA both indicate now that
while they consider their applications important, they expect to adopt
slow course before rushing into construclion of 1 2 GHz birds. Western
Union says itwillwait until itsees some hard ordersfor 12 GHz service
before it rushes to expand satellite base. RCA, meanwhile, indicates
that it may well wait until atter 1983 Regional Administrative Radio
Conlerence, to be held to determine which nations will receive 12GHz
allocation spots above the equator.

HARDWARE lor 12 GHz is starting to be announced. At August
SPACE convention Japan's DX-Antenna Company displayed 12GHz
terminal system, claims to have produced 1,000 units so far. M / A
GOM, meanwhile, has announced 3 meter antenna, a pair of LNC
units, and package of four receivers for under $1 0,000.

FIRST 12 GHz satellite construction permits have been issued.
Comsat received first 'CP' and RCA will build pair of Comsat birds.
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System will eventually consist of four operational birds in orbit. Only
C-omsat appears to have both engineering and funding put together'
Many othei applicants have good intentions but lack finalized funding
to olice ordeisfor 12 GHz birds. lt will alltake time, and best estimates
stiil point to 1985 (late) for first operational US 12 GHz bird.

CANADA's ANIK C flight scheduled for July 1983 will apparently
be first 12 GHz bird operating with regular DBS service. Best present
estimates suggest October 1 983 start up for up to 10 channels on Anik
C by United Satellite Television.

FCG action to open up Intelsat birds for DBS service, meanwhile,
adds additional element to picture' FCC wants to allow users of
Intelsat to access the bird directly, without forcing them to go through
Comsat. Commission also appears in favor of allowing direct-users to
own and operate terminals; something Comsat does not allow at
oresent time. Present V series birds have limited 12 GHz abilities'
could be contigured (by ground control) to deliver some 'spotbeam' 12
GHz service in limited areas, but only by cutting back on some other
services.

REAL interest in SMATV may take place with the launching oI 12
GHz DBS service(s). Virtuallyall of the earlyentrants planning 1 2 GHz
DBS say they want to serve multiple dwellings with master antennas'
Prospect for new, greatly enlarged MATV industry served largely by
DBS birds looms on the horizon. Primary problem at this point in time
is the apparent lack of diversified programming services planned for
DBS; a subject CSD will visit in the December issue.

PBS programming on WESTAR 4 has been cut back and may be
cut back iurther. EduCational folks have cut a deal with satellite uplink
packager Bonneville Satellite Corporation (BSC on 9q!ellite color bar
io1 tolafe over some use of transponder 23. PBS cut backs in
tunding, real and forecast, have educational network scurrying about
bokinj for ways to stay afloat. Reagan administratiott is basically in
favor ol suspending, in time, all federal lunding for PBS.

TWO BIRD parabolic is being pushed by Hughes Communica-
tions. You take i standard dish of 15 foot size or larger and retrofit a
special Hughes feed. The feed looks not at the center of the dish' but
rither slightly lett and right of center with two separate scalar type

mechanisms. The result is each of two birds, separated by up to 4
degrees in space, ends up with use of a part of the dish surface.
Greater bird to bird spacing results in antenna system etficiency
losses which are intolerable. 'Loss'of system with two birds spaced at
4 degrees is in vicinity of 0.5 to 1.0 dB over same dish with a single
feed, bore-sighted on the single bird. Hughes has special reason for
announcing the feed system; they will launch Hughes Galaxy Bird to
135 west mid '83, and it will replace F1 . New Galaxy bird will become
large supplier of new cable TV programming and Hughes hopes cable
system operators will retrofit existing dishes with their feed so cable
fiims can and will have access to both FSR (1 31 ) and Galaxy 1 (135).

lF WTBS weak signal level is bothering you, hold on. Common
Carrier SSS has announced it is packaging flve new'Music In The Air'
audio services which will be added to WTBS in sub-carrier format.
Services will be packaged by John Doremus, best known for his 'ln

Wholesale Dealer
Price Roll-Back

r-$u0
r0-$Iss
25-$I4s

Includes motor, couplinqs, mounling brackets, ond

instructions. Quantity drscounts ovailable'

YOUR ANTENNA TACK

THE SPACE-VU il
East-West Hands-On Locator

Relay operated,
fuse protected,
motor control unit
specilicaliy designed
for the Retro Fit Kit
and ADM Retro Drive.

Wholesale Dealer Price:
$7s.00
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Flioht' taped music system packages on malor commercial airlines'
inituitiil i"*ices wiil consist of (i) country and western' (2) Broad-
wav/Hollvwood show tunes, (3) bib band sounds, (4) comedy and (5)

i'iG rio.in" 50's and oo's. Eain alditional sub-carrier can cause the

"iol" ."tii"t to orop uy from 0.5 to 0.75 dB at your location' lt five

rotrnoi rif," too muih tb you, SSS would like to eventually have as

."ny ". 40 (!) separate audio service channels available'
innraggAN tbgal service coming. United Video (common carrter

tor Wdr'linas asxei Fcc for permission to.serv-ereveral points in

6"rion""'n, legally, via F3R whiie SSS has asked FCC for permisston

to ..t" terminal in Dominican Republic with WTBS service' FCC

"oo.""O concept of international use ol US domestic satellites last

NTu"moer, requires applicants to first obtain permission in country
where service will be used' then bring that permission plus tentative
aoreement with US common carriei to Commission for approval'

These are first to get that far in papeMork snarl'
ffl Cl-Sg Vou riissed it, sateilite operators are now approved for

outright sale oJ transponders under specilied cirpumstances' ano

.ubj;.t to FCC periodic review. Arguments have..been lloating in

i"tdLfit" industry for several years, since Hughe-s first.announced it

would 'sell' rather than leaseirent transponders' Commission approv-

"f *u"i wav for WU, RCA, Hughes and others to raise virtually all of

tnJ iasn they need ,in f ront' to dLsign, build and launch new satellites

into service.
OAK continues to push their Orion encryption system Company

r"."ttfy forecast that by end of 1982, "7Oo/" ol the expected 40'000

""rtn i,jtti*f. in use in North America will be in private hands" Oak

has no better handle on how many private terminals there may' or may

noi Oe, tnan anyone else at this point. Their 28,000 estimate ( 70 x

40,000) is ProbablY low.-' 
nNbffign uuoutd-be-poticy maker addressing security of satellite

siqnals forecasts "pirating of satellite signals will cost cable com-

oinies more than $i Oo,oOb,oOo by end of 1982" Writing in a security

buUfrcation, author wants 'national policy makers' (i e' Congress) to

tddr"..  issue. Hundred mil l ion dol lar (per annum) number is absurd

since at $100 per terminal (program rights fees) this would require

999,880 operating private terminals in place!- 
iillor.rwtDE press conferences are now possible, using ser-

vices of new PressNet service. Company charges $32'500 for uplink

from one of ten US cities, provides downlinks at 9 other sites' and

two-way audio inter-connect so that subject can be questioned from

locations spread coast to coast'
cOASi TO GOAST radio paging service is being put together

using National public Radio (NpRfreceive-only sites. westar bird will

ptouide national coverage, allowing individual pager-users to be
ireached' in any of 200'mlrket areasr nationwide Local paging firms

wil l  handle terrestr ial end.
RKO General Radio has ioined ABC, CBS and NBC radio net-

works on Satcom F1. RKO his 150 atfiliates nationwide and S/A is

supplying their 3 meter terminals' Ultimate home ol radio nets through

nCA not"naifeO down since F1 spot at 135 west will become Galaxy 1

SATETTITETVSPECIAT
3O minutes in length..

*Features
. lllustrated News ' Editorials
. Product tntroduction ' Personality Sketches
. HowTo's ' Orbit Magazine Features
. Installation Tips ' The Law and You
. FeaturePieces ' ProductEvaluation

R*
SCHEDULD
Westar IV TR l2
Westar lV TK5
Westar IV TRJ
Westar IV TRJ
Westar IV TR5
Westar IV TRJ

O c t , 2 l
Nov.4
Nov. 18
Dec.2
Dec. 16
Dec.5O

5 - 5:5O EDT+*
5 - 5:50 ESTI*
5 - 5:50 EST+*
5 - 5:5O EST**
5 - 5:5O EST**
5 - 5:5O EST|t

SFGitllbl3
5665 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Call UsToday
Toll Free: 800-292.3661

Program sponsored by Satellite TV Specialists

* Be prepared for video taPing
*'Repeat(7 -7:3OEDT)
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) spot within 12 months.

. SBS attempt to lease out some of its spare 12 GHz transponders
for interim DBS, or whatever, has apparenily failed. Originally SBS
offered six transponders for use;one has been taken bv GiE Satellite.
Three of these have now been withdrawn from the market, leading to
speculation that they may be on a reserved status for some unnamed
customer.

UNISPACE '82 meeting in Austria drew dozens of technical and
political papers for consideration. One report of interest: it is forecast
that for next twenty years there will be continued expansion of geosta_
tionary/Clarke orbit belt. Saturation of belt, on woridwide basis. at 4.
12 and 20 GHz is not anticipated prior to the yeat ZOO4 or so. Ot the
1 26 satellites launched since 1 963, 76k have been for communtca_
tions.

. SelecTV planning to expand network from 6/g hours per day to 24
hours per day on transponder l B, Westar 4, before end oi fall. S-ervice
is iargely for STV stations nationwide, but also serves some MDS,
CATV and SMATV firms. SelecTV has had some Droblems in oast.
continues to upl ink from Gene Autry owned Oklahoma City uptinf
connected wilh STV operator there. programming on SelecTV gener_
ally gets high ratings, schedule in even short day format has feitured
50 or more movies per month plus late night (midnight eastern) ,hard
R' package for adult viewing.

. SIN may have legal problems with FCC and others, notably Jus-
tice Department. Network uses lransponders on W4, programs iarge-
ly to Spanish language television stations nationwide plus handful of
cable firms. Charges include that SIN controls group of terrestrial TV
stations in US and that SIN is majority owned by powerful Mexican
Televisa broadcast group. FCC rules preclude F-Cb licensed broad-
cast stations from foreign ownership or control, require elaborate
disclosures even for minoritv ownershio.

ALCOA/NEC joint entry ihto t Z GHz DBS market is gaining speed
and interest. Dishes wil l  be stamped aluminum (what els!t t  trom O.O to
2 meters in size and el l ipt ical in shape rather than parabolic. The 0.6
meter dish, 12 GHz LNC and receiver demod has a target price, in
quantity, of $350 while the larger 2 meter system has a taiget price of

$8gg.oo

$500. Descrambler and installation is extra; probably in $100 range.
First out will be the 2 meter size packages, aimei at the interim
medium power DBS birds (20-50 watt) and the projected delivery
dates are slightly ahead of the mid '93 target for the first DBS test
service on ANIK C. Oh yes, England's Steve Birki l l  was scheduled in
the US in mid-September, as a guest of Alcoa/NEC.

A PAIR of 13 meter earth terminals, for both upl ink and downlink
purposes, will be installed by GTE Internationai Systems in rural
Colombia. Terminals will provide lelephone, telex and video services
including US television to Americans living at the El Cenejon coal
mining project operated by Esso Inter-Am6rica and the Coiombian
government.

ANIK D may surprise some people. The new 24 channel Canadian
bird should be operating on station at 104.S west as Vou read this with
11.5 watts per channel. That works out to 3.4S dB more per channel

Antenn? Co.-
Dlstrlbuted by
Satel l i te TVSpecial ists
5665 South State Street
Salt Lake Clty, Utah 841O2

Callustoday TOLLFRDE
800.292-5661

|I UlU

I

SEEWIIATYOUTE
BEENMISSING
The Fullview
An out of this world dish
at down to earth prices.
WIIY BUY A FULLVIEWANTENNA?
f ) EASYTO INSTALL. can b€ instalted by two men in about one nour2', SUPERTOR CONSTRUCTTON.- th€ sai"ri", O".ign not ln,y __n, *ryInstallaUon, but easyop€railon and hlgh perfo'mance
5) wtLL tNCREASE youir inlcs _ conrrri"r', pr.r"i'ilelitractive see_

through mesh and are dlscoverlng ttre supeilorengineertng ofa mesfrdlsh over a solld dlsh
PROFITABLE - our low cost means higher profits for you

Yet, with all of nullview,s features, the most remarkable feztu re is
its price - only $899 wlth polarotor.

Fullview
Satellite

with Polarotor
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t,

than older style Westar and Anik and Satcom birds and about 0.5 dB
hotter than the ANIK B bird; if all are fully saturated. D is expected to
take allof thetratficovertrom ANIK B (CBS North, TR1 1;CBC French,
TR15; CBC English, TR19 plus network feeds on TR7), and, trom the
duo fl ights of ANIK 2 and 3 (BCTV, TR1; CHCH, TR7;TGTV, TR15;
CBC French, TR23). This is a dual polari$ bird (Canada's first)' Bird
launched successfully in August. Prime contractor, Canadian firm
Spar Aerospace, has torecast that inspite of higher power, ANIK D will
not have expansive coverage found with present ANIK birds. We'll
see.

SPACE has been asked to provide a 'loaner terminal' to allow
National Public Radio to conduct a year long experiment using the
uplink facilities of United Video, through WGN sub'carrier. The termi-
nal would receive the NPR SCA channel uplinked from Washington
via Westar, at the WGN uplink site near Frankfort, lllinois. United
would then convert the special 65 hour per week programming, in-
tended for people who cannot read well enough to handle newspapers
and magazines, to a WGN sub-carrier for re-transmission to around
20 'test' cable sites. Service will consist of specialized news for the
handicapped, covering items trom national newspapers, magazines
and news letters.

SHOWTIME has sold 'again'. This time, 50% owner Viacom has
bought out 507o owner Group W (Westinghouse). Back in 1978,
Viacom sold 50% to TelePrompter for about $10,500,000. Tele-
Prompter later became part of Group W Cable operations, and Show-
time 50o/o came with deal. Several unofficial reasons given for sale,
including Group W's displeasure with Showtime management's deci'
sion to run 'hard B' material. Group W was not managing Showtime,
Viacom was. Group W is backing the new Disney and Nashville
channels, due up within the next six months and they may have
decided Emmanuel wouldn't go well on the same 'billboard' with
Mickey Mouse and Dolly Parton.

GROWTH of OTS-2 test service of a couple of hours of English TV
programming per night continues. Latest to add service, ten units of
RGA Cable in Switzerland. They acquired Ku band units from Califor-
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RECENT OBSERVATIONS

Regularily scheduled satellite service listings.are found in Chan-
nel Gulde, Satelllte Week and SatGulde. Satellite use patterns, for
non-scheduled services, found here are for the purpose of assisting
new satellite installers and installations in pinpointing likely sources
for unknown reception. Non-scheduled services change transpon-
ders and birds on short notice, or no notice at all, and thus must be
re-visited each month.
Comstal D3/87 West - ABC continues to feed network program-
ming for CT and ET areas 6AM to 10AM (ET), 11AM to 4:30PM (ET)'
6PM to 11PM. 11:30PM to past 1AM, TR13. CBS expanding use of
TR17 for similar feeds.
Westar W3/91 West - CNN Rome and other European feeds'
inward bound, noted TRs (1PM ET). CBS sports noted TR5
weekends, as well as TR1 1. Good Morning America feeds recently
TR21. San Francisco uplinks recently TR23.
Westar W4i99 West - Bird slowly becoming video work horse for
Westar system with heavy weekend use for football and baseball
sporting dvents. ET zone Today Show noted many mornings TR11
0-9AMJ, preceded by 'Early Today' 6AM. Seattle uplink baseball
noted TRs. CBS late nigfrt programming noted TR1 1 some days. CBS
Hollywood feeds noted TR9. Houston baseball noted TR2' ITNA west
coait regional news exchange noted 7PM weekdays, T811. ABC
football noted TRg, 11 Saturdays. ABC World News Tonight noted
TRs 2 (double hop), 9 and 20 some days 6:30PM, but on 20' only,
reliably. SIN evening news package noted TR9 6PM (ET). CBS 60
Minutes noted TR1 1 1OPM Sundays.
ANIK D/l04.5 West- New horizontal and vertical (dual pole) opera-
tion scheduled here prior to your receipt of this issue ot GSD' Virtually
all present video service on ANIK B (109 west) and ANIK 2/3 (dual
birds) at 114 west scheduled to move here with activation ot new
generation satellite. Peak transponder power is 1 1 .5 watts resulting in
substantial improvement from ANIK 2/3 service levels, slight increase
from ANIK B levels.

CONTINUED / trom page 3

refrained since we were in mixed company. Lindsay, and John whom
I have not yet met, are obviously strong, young men who can take
rigors of undeveloped areas without flinching. The obvious desire not
to have your arm eaten, aside, it should be evident to others who
might be tempted to leave the comparative peace and solitude of an
American sub-division to rapse around the South Pacific that this
would be no "Cook's Tour." I'd hate to receive a post card from a
reader printed in block letters that read "Just to let you know that
lam now learning to print with my left arm, havlng lost my right
arm last week while demonstrating satellite TV in Malaysla ' ' ."

STIATV NUMBERS
There is a real tug of war going on between recent advocates of

direct satellite reception and re'distribution of program services, via
master antenna systems, and programmers. With the apparent will-
ingness of at leasi The ilovle Channel to deal with hotel and motel
sy-stems through SMATV operators (see report, this issue ot GSD)'
the gauntlet m-ay finally be on the ground to oth€r premium service
proglammers sdch as HBO, ShoMime and Spotlight. lt all boils down
to'numbers.l

All premium service programmers have a common interest; mak'
ing money. To make money, they have to get their service into the
hands of paying viewers. And they have to do this in an economic
manner. To ilate, serving 1 or 10 or 100 outlets per TVRO installation
has not been worth the headaches that are associated with keeping
track of who is out there. But the development of one or two SMATV
trade groups is going to change all of that.

Premium service programmers have no desire to pass up willing'
paying, customers. But ihey have learned to deal 'in bulk' through
indir iaOte affiliates, and they will have to see a similar format for
SMATV before they will openly court SMATV connections. That's
where the newly emerging trade associations come in.

It is a number gam-e. lhere ls some 'magic number' which will
attract the positive interest of HBO and Showtime. That number could
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be 50,000 subscribers, 250,000 subscribers or 500,000 subscribers.
Or anyplace in between. When the day anives when one single man
can sit down with affiliation chiefs at HBO or Showtime and 'offer' a
single batch of subscribers, large enough to attract the premium
programmers, the race will finally be over. And that brings us back to
the newly emerging SMATV trade groups.

The Natlonal Satelllte Cable Assoclatlon seems to recognize
this fact. SPACE, new in the SMATV biz, may not have grasped it yet.
NSCA is working diligently on getting more and more existing SMATV
operators to affiliate or join with il. Each new operator brings new
outlets served into the fold. And the numbers continue to build. One
suspects there are ongoing, perhaps quiet, contacts going on be'
tween NSCA and the premium programming folks. When the'critical
mass'is broached, the dike will break and the impasse will be over'

But only for those SMATV operators who are able to deal with the
premium service folks through some master atfiliation contract. That
says that if you are in SMATV, or planning to get into SMATV, it would
be wise to lmmedlately loin up with either or both of the SMATV
groups. The dues are small, but the rewards ahead are large. An
'army' is being recruited. The larger the'army'of SMATV-connected
viewers, the more ditficult it is going to be for HBO, Showtime and
Spotllight to ignore the marketplace.

This analysis, of course, overlboks the very real problems which
the present premium service folks have in dealing with any TV distri'
bution system that does not represent itself to be a cable television
system. That's the other side of the coin. Cable TV has made the
present premium service suppliers the successes they are. lt wields
a very large stick and that stick is constantly poised at the neck ot the
premium supplier folks. The threat is that if premium folks start to
serve SMATV folks (which cable folks feel is akin to serving the
devil!), the cable family will rise up in arms against the premium
service folks. Four years ago that would have been unthinkable;
dropping HBO would have been a disaster. But now there are strong,
competitive juices flowing between the premium folks and one of
them will make the move first to SMATV service. But, again, only
when and if there are significant 'bulk' numbers available to them. So

the 'cable political problem' will eventually turn out to be a non-
problem. And once one of the premium lolks makes the jump, most
of the rest will follow. lt all boils down to numbers. Subscriber num-
bers, and, monthly revenue numbers.

Bottom line? Stay on top of the development of the SMAW trade
groups. Get Inyolved, join them, and pay your dues. This investment
will come back to you many times over in the years ahead.

AIIUSING REACNON
On page 40 of CSD for August there appeared a brief, seven line

report that said that Don King's Satellite Entertainment Network was
interested in getting in touch with downlink affiliates who would be in
a position to wheel up to a location and provide per-event feeds for
a fee. We all know King is the impressario of boxing these days, and
most everything he touches turns to golden cash. Naturally most
people would like a chunk ol that gold.

Our report gave King's office telephone number and sure enough
a'few' people read that report and called that number. Apparently,
King's office was not ready for what happened. They tell me that
more than 200 calls came in from the CSD seven line mention!

The first call we received was from a young lady who was very
uptight about the report. She represented Klng, and she wanted to
know where we got the story and who authorized us to publish it.
Carol Graba, running our office, had no knowledge of the background
on this one so the call waited until I was in Fort Lauderdale. That was
several days after the first call to CSD, and in the interim, King's office
called CSD several more times. Each call was increasingly hostile; I
suspect the direct result of the increasing number ol calls they were
getting daily.

When I returned the call, lwas told that'unless you clear storles
wfth us, you have no rlght to publlsh reports on Klng's actlv-
Itles.' I did a quick education job on freedom of the press and the
young lady asked me to hold on. She ran to get a VP of King's group
and he started all over on me. His first point was that King never
wanted individual downlink affiliates, only cable affiliates. I begged
his pardon but I had heard King say, on the pre-fight feed, lhat he
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wanted everyone who could make his programming available to be
a part of his team. The VP chap then said he could pull his videotape
and review what King said, and I said .OK, so wlil 1., There was a
pregnant silence on the other end, and then he said .,OK, that's two
strlkes agalnst you. Flrst of all you admlt you watched the event
wlthout our authorlzatton, and now you 

-admit 
you taped lt!!!".

I laughed and said I didn't need his authorization to watch it or
tape it. He immediately came unglued. After he had vented on me I
patiently explained that my point of interception was outslde of the
Uniled States, in a country which does not have any communication
type treaties with the United States, and in a country that has not
ratified the Belgium Satellite Copyright Accord of 1075. He didn't
understand.

"Look, In Sacramento, Calltornla they have a local trafflc law
!t"!-*V9 you cannot turn rlght on a reil llght. But In Stockton,
9allfornla, turnlng rlght on red ls OK; they have no such law. li
I am In Stockton and lturn rlght on red, have I broken the law In
Sacramento?".

Now he understood. In his earlier ventings he was threatening to
haul me. into courtlor illegally watching their tiansmission and ittegitty
taping. it. I knew he was probably mostly upset because they hai
recorded more than 200 telephone calls from people they did not
understand, and his threats were a direct reaction to that fiustration
more than any concern he had about me watching a King fight some-
place.
_ Regardless of what King did say in the pre{ight hype, Don King
Enterprises now says that they are not yei read-y to ibcept individ--
ual.downlink operators for their fights. I think that is poor plinning on
their pad. Here they had a golden opportunity to build one heck-of a
card file on many (if not most) of the people inthe downlink business,
and they blew it. Someday they will wish they had those names and
addresses. l'll accommodate them. But it will cost them a full page ad
in CSD to make that announcement!
THE LEMON PROBLEM

There was an unfortunate incident at the Omaha SPACE show. lt
involved a dealer who claims he had tried to get satisfaction from a

manufacturer of TVRO receivers, but failing that satisfaction he de-
cided to take matters into his own hands. lt happened this way.
_ The dealer (Jerry Brandt of La Grange Satellite TV Systems, La
Grange, Mo.) had purchased a pairof TeleOom Industries receivers at
the Omaha show in the summer of 1 981 . The dealer says he could not
get decent pictures on the receivers so when he attended the STTI
show in Fort Worth in March he went back to the TeleCom booth and
asked for help. They told him to return the units to the plant and they
would be 'upgraded free.' He sent them back.

When they were returned to him, he also received an invoice for
$100 with the notation that one of the two receivers was damaged.
Jerry Brandt was bothered by the 'damage claim' since the receivers
had never been used; only taken out of the original factory cartons for
testing on his bench. lt was when he found them to be pooi performers
that he had contacted the factory for help, and received the'return
them for a free upgrading' commitment. He offered to pay half of the
charge and they accepted.

Then three weeks prlor to the Omaha show, Jerry Brandt sold
one of the two receivers. This was the first time he had re-opened the
boxes, and he found that the receiver which he had paid to be fixed
was still not operating. He opened the other box and tried out that
receiver. The pictures were, he relates, "filled with sparklies,'and he
ended up placing a Drake receiver in the system. He then decided to
take the two receivers back to Omaha, almost a year from the time
when this episode began.

As Jerry relates what happened next, Teleoom refused to refund
his money, or repair the units. On a system operating in the Teleoom
booth, the unit played 'poorly,'according to Brandt. He says he was
told "tough luck."

What followed is the incident I mentioned. Brandt took the two
units to the front of the Omaha exhibit area, by the front door. There he
hand lettered a sign which offered the two units for sale. Brandt
relates:"When I left thelr booth, I told them that I was golng to sell the

recelvers slnce I wouldn't get them to work properly. They
qulpped to me'That is what you are supposed to dowith theml;.
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So I went out into the hallway and set the receivers down wlth
a sign on them. The sign said 'Two Pieces of Crap for Sale /
BesIOffer.' I wanted to use another word tor crap, but being a
nice person, I decided not to do that."
What'followed Brandt's setting up shop in the hallway didn't sur-

prise him.' "The fellows from TeleCom got all upset. I was threatened not
only by them, but also by SPACE members^w-ho-were puttlng
on ihe show.'This bothered me since lfelt SPACE should be
representing everyone, not iust those (such as TeleOom) who
paid the most."
brandt goes on to tell me that he is'tired of being used as a guinea

pig' by maiufacturing companies. He tells us he has a pair of dishes
irdm i' wett known firm that he could not sell because of manufacturing
defects. He also has, he says, three other receivers which he calls
'state of the art junk.' He figures he has $6,000 or so invested in 'junk'

and he is mad. He doesn't intend to take this anymore.
Jerry suggests a TVRO receiver'shoot out'; similar to the antenna

tests which have been put on in the past year. He figures that we go
into a show, spot some iypical type of dish installation, and then allow
anyone who wants to bring a receiver by to plop it down for some quick
comparison testing. He is really asking for somebody at (the) (a) show
to sanction such an event and oversee the testing.

It was my intentlon to have iust such a receiver comparison
testing program at the November Provo Retreat' I would provide the
signa6 through any of several dishes and anyone who wanted to
l,t-glC (etc.) riceivei comparisons would be welcome to hang receiver
equipment'on the end of my feedline. We'd do monitor side by side
comparison tests, and measure video signal to noise ratio with some
test equipment.

fnir6 is no reason why such a session should not be put together
at any show. All it takes is a dish supplier willing to lend you a feed off
his dish. and some minor coordination to get people to bring their
receivers by. lf I were doing it, I would start off with a known, high
quality receiver which I would leave on the dish full time on one side of
i I e1z 'split'; and then use that as a standard against which all other

receivers tested would be compared. Anyone that wants to put
together that type of informal, ad-hoc comparison period at the forth-
cohing Atlanta STTI show later this month will Qertainly have my
support. However, lacklng a contlolled environment, I would cau-
tion all who might be part of this that quickie direct comparisons are
often not conclusive so don't expect to 'grade' the whole industry in
this manner. In fact, CSD will not publlsh the results since we know
such a testing program would lack sufficient'control factors'to make
the results iron clad and universally applicable.

Testing of receivers aside, how do you handle a 'lemon'? Jerry
Brandt did what others in different fields of endeavor have done
previously. I remember a Ford Torino parked at some considerable
exoense bn a trailer in front of the Oklahoma City Regional Otfice for
Ford Motor Company tor several months straight' some years ago.
The display was attractive, even if the Torino had been repainted to
resembie the world's largest 'lemon.' The trailer it was parked on cost
more than the Torino and the fellow who parked it, as a protest against
Ford, probably spent $500 in professional signs detailing his plight.
Ford didn't budge; the trailer sat there for at least two months, day in
and day out, and the fellow had to hire somebody to keep feeding
dimes ihto the Oklahoma City parking meters so it could stay there' I
felt sorry for him.

I feei sorry for Jerry Brandt. And everyone else who has been stuck
with equipment that doesn't work, or cannot work well enough to justify
resale. Ejut I think the real problem here is buyer awareness. And
manufacturer willingness to guarantee performance.

Jerry apparentiy left the two TeleCom units in their boxes for
months after he took delivery. Mlstake number one. Always open up
every box and test every unit within a few days of its anival. Waiting
weeis or months won't help your case when you go back to the
supplier. Then after he sent them back for repair, he waited another
lorij period of time before opening the boxes to re-discover he still had
a pioblem. I won't repeat my suggestion again.

TeleOom, since they are getting it here, has never impressed me
very much. They sent me back to Provo from Washington, DC with
one of their receiver packages in the spring of 1 981 . They sent only the
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demodulator (although they said the unit was complete); I  had to f igure
out my own down converter. The pictures with a down converter I
provided were dismal. I told them this at the next show. Then at the
Fort Wofth show, they packed me up with another package; this one
included a down converter. Humphries and I tr ied i t  out one day and
after five minutes of messing with it dropped it into a huge pile of
similar gear. l t  just did not produce useful pictures down here in the
fringe area region. I relayed to them that they would be better otf if I
didn't  wri te a review on i t

In their defense, I  have spoken with dealers who tel l  me their units
provide good value and good pictures. Jerry Brandt's experience is
apparently far from a universal problem for TeleOom so I cannot lump
them into the Rohner class based upon what I  have been able to learn.
Sti l l ,  there is at least one lesson here for al l  of us.

lf you look at the data sheets which receiver manufacturers
supply, there is often no mention of receiver performance. What the
data sheet should tel l  you is that i f  you have a certain CNR (carr ier to
noise rat io), they guarantee that you wil l  have a certain SNR (video
signal to noise rat io). For example, an 1 1 dB CNR ought to produce at
least a 48 dB SNR. l t  should not be dit f icult  for a receiver manufacturer
to warrant such numbers. l f  they don't  know, or cannot tel l  you what
this basic performance cri teria wil l  be, then you have your f ir l t  indica-
t ion that you are deal ing with a f irm that lacks some of their enqineer-
ing marbles.

More important, i f  they tel l  you that a certain CNR wil l  produce a
certain SNR, then you have two things going for you:

1 ) You have something which you can use to compare the per-
formance of one receiver to any other receiver on the market,
ano,

2) You have something which can be measured, even in the f ield,
and by that measurement you can quickly tel l  whether you
have gotten a ' lemon' or not.

In effect, you have something in the 'hard number family, to base
your complaint on. Simply stat ing "this receiver has too many spark-
l ies" is not a defensible posit ion. The manufacturer knows that, and
he' l l  eat you up.

I don't  know what i t  wi l l  take to get ALL of the receiver manufactur-
ers to universal ly adopt this simple measurement approach, and to get
that information onto data sheets (and into advertisements). But l!o
know that i f  dealers and distr ibutors start demanding this sort of ,hard
numbers' BEFORE they buy product, that wi l l  do more to get the
manufacturers to adopt this practice than anything else thai might
happen.

Now before Clyde Washburn or somebody else of that family
jumps on me for this suggestion, let me also note that there ts more to
the picture qual i ty game than CNR and the SNR it  produces. lF
bandwidth, the use ol pseudo-threshold extension, whether we are
measuring color bars ( i .e. a ful ly modulated transponder) or a view of
an ocean scene (a l ightly modulated transponder) al l  enter into the
measurement scheme. I  think we could probably write suff icient
guidel ines so that everyone would play i t  straight, but for now the f irst
step is to simply get receiver suppliers to be wil l ing to warrant, in
writ ing, just what their receiver wi l l  do. A CNR versui SNR compari-
son, lor say color bars, would be a fantastic first steo

Now, let us suppose that inspite of tremendous pressure from
dealers many of the manuf acturers st i l l  ref use to put this data into their
data sheets and advert ising. Then what? Well ,  then we sit  down and
plan a carelul ly control led measuring session at a future trade show.
We bring in some professional people with the very best test equip-
ment and we turn them loose measuring each and every receiver
which any dealer attending the show brings by. And then we pubtish
the results.

I hate to see it happen that way. I would much rather see the
manufacturers agree to provide this data, without any hanky-panky,
on their own. But I  have to side with the dealers on this one. ldon't  l ike
seeing Jerry Brandt and the thousands of other dealers stuck with
equipment which performs badly. The industry is growing up and i t  is
t ime we started acting l ike grown ups. l ' l l  be happy to talk with you
about this in Atlanta, so come prepared with your facts. Emotionalism
we don't need. We have had enough of that already.

P.S. Oh yes. TeleOom would certainlV make me ieel better about
them if they would settle their differences with Jerrv Brandt!
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RECEIVER Performance

Wandering about the aisleways of a trade show, such as the
recent SPACE exposition in Omaha, one overhears frequent remarks
about receiver performance and picture quality. Clearly some people

are not sure what it is they should be looking for, on the picture tube'
from receivers on display.

"The best" receiver does not exist. There is no single' 'best'

receiver for all situations. What works best for me, in the 'fringe service
area' we have here in the Caribbean, may not be the 'best' receiver
package for you in St. Louis. There are several reasons why this is
Irue.

The two most important factors aftecting receiver performance are
received signal levels lrom the satellite, and, the transmission para-

meters of the transmitted signal. As a group we tend to concentrate on
the received signal levels and largely overlook the transmission para-

meter variations.
Every receiver has something cal led a'threshold. 'This is the point

where the received signal strength (or level) lrom the satellite' plus the
receiver sensitivity, inier-act to produce a picture that is largely free of
noise; or sparklies, You can measure the threshold of a receiver, given

suitable test equipment. lt you don't have an electronics background'
think of the threshold as a wall in front ol you. Any signals sufficiently
strong to 'stand up' tall over the top of the wall will be seen by you'

Those that are the same height as the 'wall' will be barely visible along
the top of the wall. Those that are'too short" not strong enough' will be
hidden from view by the wall.

Only the 'wall' is more of a picket fence. Even when the signal is
shorter than the fence, you can see parts of it through the gaps

between the fence boards. You can move yourself around to get a
better look through the openings between the'pickets" but no matter
what you do a lult view of the signal behind the fence is impossible
since some of your view is blocked by the picket boards. A clear view is
possible only when you somehow increase the height ol the signals

itheir strenginl to above the top of the fence, or, reduce the height of
the fence.

You increase the height of the signals by making them stronger.

This usually means making the receive antenna larger. You reduce
the height of the fence by reducing the threshold oJ the receiver.

Most people do not have a very good eye for..iudging received
picture quality. This only comes from years of experience, and know-
ing what to look for. The television picture is an amazing display; it
literally wants you to know what is good, or bad, with it. All of the clues
are there tor you to see and what remains is for you to be smart
enough, or experienced enough, to interpret what you see.

For most ot us, the threshold is a fixed number. The height of the
fence is established by the receiver design and although we can 'play'

with that number by varying the noise figure (a threshold of its own) of
the LNA, tor the most part we operate with LNA noise temperatures in
such a narrow, limited 'range' that we are not going to make a substan-
tial change in the system threshold no matter what we do with the LNA.

Threshold is directly related to satellite signal strenglh levels. A
higher threshold simply means that we must also have a higher
satellite signal level if we are going to see acceptable pictures. A lower
threshold means we can still get acceptable signal levels even when
the satellite signals are weaker.

Threshold is typically not related to the actual video technical
oarameters. That is. noise aside. the finite measurements one can
perform on a video signal (video level, sync waveform, color burst
level, video bandwidth, and so on) to determine the overall 'quality'of

the video has very little to do with threshold. Threshold is established
or determined by he way the front end of the receiver (the 4GHz
section) is put together and tuned. Video quality, on the other hand,
depends upon the care and expertise the designer and builder puts
inlo the 70 MHz lF and the demodulalor and the video ampli f ier
portions of the receiver.

A receiver wilh a higher threshold may be inadequate for use in a
weak signal area, but it may also have such superb engineering in the
70 MHz lF, video demodulator and video ampli f ier that the video
quality of its pictures will be far better than the video quality of a
receiver that exhibits superior sensitivity.

Many system installers select a receiver on the basis of its sensitiv-
ity, ignoring video quality as a separate, not always related, para-
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meter. Listening to aisle talk in Omaha. i t  became clear to me that
many people m jstakenly bel ieve that i f  a receiver has qood sensit ivi tv.
that is al l  that matters. The receiver sensit ivi ty threshold problem is
made more dif f lcul l  to comprehend or judge. separate from video
quali ty, when there is a constant tug of war going on within the rndustry
to use smaller, and smaller, TVRO antennas. Since system sensit ivi ty
depends upon a combination of receiver threshold performance. LNA
noise f igure and antenna performance (size being a sub part of
anlenna performance), the push has been on makinq the antennas
smaller and constani ly expecting more out of the receiver. This has
resulted in many receiver suppliers spending their design t ime on
improving receiver threshold while spending very I i t t le t ime on the
back end of the receiver where video quali ty is establ ished,

We noted in the opening paragraph that there is no such thinq as a
best receiver for every appl icat ion. The best, most sensit ive ( l6west
threshold) receivers are today not necessari ly the same recetvers that
olfer the best, highest qual i ty video performance. And the reverse is
even more true; i .e. those that offer best video quali tv are certainlv not
those with the best low-threshold performance.

Short ly after the Omaha SPACE show I found Ed Grotsky ol
Arunta Engineering (Phoenix) and David Barker of KLM/GHz En-
gineering on Provo with me. Ed brought with him a pair ol Arunta.s
latest receivers: The Interceptor 4i 6. One had a 36 MHz lF bandwidth
and another had a 28 MHz lF bandwidth. David Barker had a new KLM
SkyEye 4 receiver.

Bolh receivers have a relat ively new ,gadget in them. l t  is cal led a'Saw Fi l ter, Now a saw f i l ter is a sectionbr part tnat is designed into
the receiver at the lF: 70 MHz. The lF is the port ion of the receiver
where a major part of the receiver's gain is establ ished. This is also
where the receiver designer designs in the f j l ter circuits which al lows
the receiver to tune in a single TV transponder at a t ime, ignoring (or' f i l ter ing' out) those that are nearby. We have carr ied severat art icles
recently describing receiver f i l ter technology, and there nave oeen
some arguments between engineers as to just how you go about
designing a70 MHz lF ' f i l ter '  to get the best performance out of the
receiver.

ARUNTA'S GROTSKY wir ing up one Interceptor receiver pack-
age behind a stack of WIV AVCOM receivers.

One of the rules of receiver design is that you can improve the
picture's video signal to noise rat io (the relat ionshio between received
s igna l  and rece iver  c rea ted  no ise)  by  mak ing  the  lF 'sharper , 'o r  more
narrow. That tel ls you'to make the 70 MHz lF as narrow' as possible.
Unfortunately, there is a counler rule that must be considered as well ,
l f  you make the lF bandwidth (determined bv the bandwidth of the
filter) too narrow, you miss some of the picture 'intelligence' or in-
formation being transmitted. You can check a.similaisituation bv
switching your satellite receiver audio between 'narrow' and ,wide' (if
your receiver is so equipped). When a man is talking the voice sounds
natural in both positions. But when you have a woman with a higher
pitched voice, or music, being transmitted, the sound is ,tinny' in the
narrow position, but 'full' in the wide position. In the narrow position
you lose all of the higher audio frequencies.
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^, Th: same.thing happens wath a picture. lf the picture goes
through an lF that is too narrow, some oi the picture information'gets
left behind. lt never makes it to the screen. you can see this in an
extreme case by noting that the color is ,washed out'; or even totally
missing. The color information, in a sense, is much like the hioh
portions.of audio; they travel to your picture tube along the ,edges'"of
the receiver's lF bandwidth and are apt to be lost whenthe receiver lF
bandwidth narrows up so much that they can't make it past the last few
receiver stages to the picture tube.

However, while most everyone can detect the loss of color or a
reduction in color, not as many apparently know how to look at apicture and see a loss in picture ,detail.' picture detail can also be
called crispness. lt is that ditficull to pin down parameter that seoa_
rates a 'studio/network monitor' quality picture from a ,home recep_
tion/rabbit ear antenna'quality picture, An extremely narrow lF band_
width will pass a picture that you can watch, but the;icture will have a'smeared'or washed out appearance. you can sniear a picture onpurpose by making the lF bandwidth too narrow, or you can use aboul
ten cents worth of parts in the video amplifier to do the same thing.
Some of today's satellite receivers smearihe picture on purpose. Wh-y
would somebody do that? Well, if you ,smear it, the smear causes the
sharp black and white sparklies to ,blend' inlo the background. you
are trading otf a loss of picture crispness and detail tor an apparent
reduction in sparklies. lt is a cheap ten cent fix to a problem which the
receiver designer should have lackled in the front end where the
sparklie level is established, by the threshold performance of the
receiver.

Listening to people wandering about the Omaha aislewavs it was
amusing and even upsetting to lislen to reactions to different iictures.You ca1 spot a neophyte very quickly; they immediateiy tag a
smeared, no sparklie picture as igood,' ahd a ciisp picture wiin soine
sparklies as 'not so good.

Long before the most recent interest in receiver video quality
surfaced, Clyde Washburn of Earth Terminals was preaching wid6
bandwidth lF's and high video quatity. One ot the mainstays oiEartn
Terminal advertising for some months now has been a wavetorm
monitor photograph displaying something called VITS Sin, pulse. I'm
sure Clyde includes this color display in Earth Terminal advertising
because he wants that one person in 1OO in the industry who knowi
what VITS Sin2 Pulse measurement is to be aware tliat the video
coming out of an Earth Terminal receiver is of wide band quality.
- Way back in the beginning of this we noted that there are iwo
factors affecting receiver perlormance; the signal revel of the satellite,
and the transrnission parameters of the sigrial beino transmitted.

The FCC (and other national and internltional re-gulatory bodies)
largely ignore the enforcement of ,recommended'traismission para_
meters. To be sure, they do suggest transmission characteristics to
lhe providers of satellite transmission services, but nobody at the
commission is rearry sure they have the regar right to Insist bn strict
adherence to these parameters. Furthermore, th6y know for a fact that
they do not have the money nor the manpoweito monitor satellite
transmissions for adherence to their suggested parameters. So we
end up with no-lwo-alike transmissions.
. One of the most annoying ditferences one finds is the bandwidth of
the transmitted video. In the rules, transmissions are to be limited to a
36 MHz uplink bandwidth. That meansthat99.9%orso otthe informa_
tion transmitteg b.y. tle uplink station shall be confined to, or kept
within, a band that is 36 MHz wide. The FCC has this ,rule' because
they don't want SPOTLIGHT on TR4 transmitting such a wide signal
that some of their transmission reaks into the adjicent channers used
by PTL. (TR2) and WTBS (TR6). But there is a big ditference betwen
specifying how 'wide' a signal can be, and, how-narrow it can be.

Most uplink transmitters adjust their bandwidth with an up{ront
modulation / deviation control. Virtually anyone with access to the
uplink station can twist on that knob anh tn6 bandwidth of the trans_
mission will change accordingly. There is a meter on the front of the
transmitter.which conesponds to that control, aniC it is a simple matter
to took at the meter and read out the bandwidth being useo as you
twist on the knob.

Way back when TVRO receivers were being first offered to cable
firms, somebody figured out that if you nanow up the lF of the receiver
just a little (from the recommended 36 MHz bandwidth that corres-
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ponds to the maximum bandwidth a transmitter is supposed to
occupy), the receiver's performance could be improved. That began
the'if a little narrower is good'then'a little more narrow is better' race
that typified the CATV TVRO field in the years 1977 ,78 and 79. After
reducing receiver lF bandwidths to as low as 22 MHa most of the
cable receivers ended up in the 30 MHz wide lF region where they are
found today. Like most things in life, they had to go 'too far' before they
realized they had passed the point of optimized performance, and
come back a ways.

Through all of this the hapless uplink operators wondered just how
wide they should set their own transmitters. In the middle of the night
during February of 1978 PTL ran a series of tests with several of the
receiver manufacturers. The receiver people stacked up their receiv-
ers with varying amounts of bandwidth; from 36 down to 20 MHz. Then
PTL cranked up and down, with a color bar pattern modulating their
transmitter, on the bandwidth. Several of the'name' receiver manu-
facturers sat in their resoective labs and evaluated the real world
performance of each receiver with varying amounts of transmission
bandwidth. No two engineers participating could agree on the results
obtained and PTL went back to a nominal 36 MHz uplink bandwidth'
and the receiver engineers went back to playing with receiver band-
widths again.

Today, in the home field, there are two schools of engineering
thought; make the receiver lF bandwidth as narrow as you can without
sacrificing video quality. Or, design for maximum video fidelity and
toss the sparklie elimination problem squarely back in the hands of the
installer.

The guys that are selling reduced bandwidth receivers accept the
tact that the typical installer is going to try to squeeze by with the
smallest antenna he can install, and still have performance which the
customer will buy. The guys espousing maximum video bandwidth are
telllng the installer'you may have to go to a larger antenna to get rid of
the sparklies, but when you do this you will have a picture with
definition that will knock your eyes out!'

The fact is that given present known technology, you cannol have
high definition, superb detail video with a wide bandwidth unless you
have more signal to the receiver to make up for the wider bandwidth.
And you only get that crisp, high detail picture when you make full use
of all of the transmitted bandwidth.

Yes. the transmitted bandwidth varies from transponder to trans-
ponder. For many years HBO (and then Showtime) were the perfec-
tionists in this field, taking great care to transmit a full 36 MHz wide
signal all of the time. You can spot those that use less than a full 36
MHz bandwidth by tuning through the channels with a receiver that is
known to be less than 36 MHz wide (an AVCOM, for example) and
carefully watching the signal level meter and the picture tube. lf the
picture looks uncommonly good, but the signal level meter reads
lower than other nearby transponders, chances are you have landed
on a transponder that does not use the full bandwidth. The meter
reads lower than you think it should (based upon picture quality)
because not all of the transponder is being used. The picture looks
uncommonly good because the bandwidth of the transmitted signal'fits' into the nanowed-up bandwidth of your narrower-than-36 re-
ceiver.

When Barker and Grotsky were here, we did some comparative
testing between the 28 MHz wide and the 36 MHz wide Arunta
receivers, and the new SkyEye 4. All three receivers use the new saw
filters in the lF. The advantage of the saw filter is it has almost perfect
filtering characteristics. You can design it to be as wide, or narrow as
you wish, and there is no tuning of the filters. They snap or plug into the
receiver and 'bingo'the receiver has the bandwidth of the filter. Most
or all other filters have three or more adjustments which the alignment
technician has to tweeKon to get right. This means that with traditional
lF systems, no two receiver lF's are totally alike since the technician
doing the alignment has multiple adjustments to make and he never
makes them in exactly the same way twice. Saw filters are widely used
in some TV receivers, high dollar CATV processors and modulators.
The recent price drop for saw filters (to under $10 each in quantity)
made them affordable for TVRO receivers.

You can tell when a signal occupies more 'space' than the lF
affords to it; the edges of a color bar pattern tend to smear between
colors. And letters supered over moving or static video have 'soft'
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rather than 'sharp' edges. In effect, the picture has low definit ion.
The Arunta Interceptor with the 36 MHz wide lF had outstanding

color transit ion (edge) definit ion. This was easi ly the best looking
video I had ever seen here in the Turks and Caicos lslands. There is a
quali f icat ion to that; none of our signals are strong enough that we
could el iminate the last of the salt  and pepper (sparkl ies). We came
close on some of the F4 signals, but not quite, there. The 28 MHz wide
lF took care of the sparkl ies, and the video was st i l l  good. But you
could see the reduced bandwidth when you compared the two receiv-
ers side by side on identical monitors.

The KLM SkyEye 4 also did an excel lent job. In fact, i t  had fewer
sparkl ies than either of the Arunta receivers, with only sl ightly less
color-edge definition than the 28 MHz Arunta. Of the three receivers
compared, it had the best consumer level picture and it came nearest
to matching the sensitivity of the AVCOM / Washburn receivers we
use dai ly here.

The TVRO receiver marketplace is in a bit  of a turmoil  r ight now,
and the intel l igent dealer wi l l  do well  to pay more attention to knowing
and understanding the difference between a receiver that produces
sparkl ie free but degraded video, and a receiver that produces high
delinit ion video picture (although i t  may require a larger antenna or
better LNA to el iminate the last of the sparkl ies). Many, probably most,
of your customers wil l  be pleased with the former qual i ty. Some, a few
perhaps, wi l l  opt for the extremely high defint ion only possible with a
careful ly designed, ful l- transponder-width receiver. Any customer
who wants to watch his satellite video on a large screen, projection
television receiver wil l  appreciate the dif ference between a'narrowed-
lF / optimized' receiver designed for sparkl ie el imination, and a receiv-
er designed to display the ful l  range ot the wideband FM video being
transmitted. But the customer wil l  only have the opportunity to enjoy
that added advantage i f  the dealer knows i t  is avai lable, and points out
the 'optional '  benefi ts avai lable with a step-up receiver system.

BOMAN In The Buff
There is an interview piece in this issue which I approached with

considerable trepidation. I titled the piece 'The TVRO lndustry / One
Year After Boman,'

Boman is presently one of our largest advertisers. In almost any
magazine in the world today, that would signal some special consid-
eration for Boman, from the publisher. Those who know me at all
know that I am not influenced by advertising; or a lack thereof. In fact,
in our past August issue I reported on a problem which a TVRO
dealer alleged he had had with Boman advertising, in CSD. I came
down hard on Boman for what I perceived to be slippery advertising
practices.

Boman's ooint man is Bob Maniaci: coroorate President. He re-
ports to someone named Boman. Maniaci admits in the interview
appearing in this issue thal Boman has made some mistakes. One of
the mistakes they did not make, Bob feels, is entering the TVRO
selling world. He is about as 'high' or positive on this industry as
anyone can be.

Boman has riled many of the old line innovators in the field. They
have freely (as Maniaci admits) copied products. In particular, their
automatic polarization control system raised a real stink in Omaha at
the SPACE show because it was priced approximately $90 (at distrib-
ulor quantity) lower than the Polarotor from Chaparral. I have never
seen Taylor Howard as mad as I saw him in Omaha. Bob Taggart
was not mad; he was livid. Both complained to me that not only had
Boman lifted their producl design, but Boman also lifted a photograph
of the Chapanal Polarotor to use in Boman literature describing thelr
version of this product. l'll let Chaparral and Boman sort that one out,
in or out of court as my be appropriate. Maniaci explains how the
mis-use of the photo may have occurred, if indeed it did, in the
interview. But that is all smoke. The real bottom line in this issue is,
as Maniaci explains in the interview, the question of fair profit. Mani-
aci claims Boman can produce a standard scalAr type feed (the kind
Chapanal sells) for under $5 each; including the shipping carton. He
also claims Boman can make the fancier automated version for
around $28 each:which Boman now sells to distributors for as low as
$49.50. Bob Maniaci believes Boman is getting a bad rap from indus-
try suppliers whom they compete with because (as Maniaci states)
"they have been caught wlth thelr hand in the cookie jar."
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SATELLITE
TELEVISIc IN

SYSTEMS

A carefu l ly  designed and manufactured top of  the
l ine 1 1 '  Parabol ic  Dish antenna wi th what  we th ink
the heaviest  polar  mount  wi th bui l t  in  or  adjustable
Decl inat ion.  Every ef for t  has been made to insure
proper per formance of  th is  antenna wi th the cus-
tomer 's  in terest  in  mind.

il$fff;tffit'.,
D I S T R I B U T O RA N U F A C T U R E R S
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I wanted the Boman interview to explore Boman's reflections on
the growth of the industry, and the growth of Boman, during the six
months they have been shipping into the industry. Boman first ap'
peared at the Anaheim SBOC show last November. They did not
begin shipping until this past February. Each month the latest Boman
advertisement sends shivers up and down the back of competitors'
I could probably pick up an extra thou a month if I cared (or dared)
to reveal Boman's "next month advertised pricing" ln advance' to
their competitors. Even having a two week lead on the appearance
of Boman's latest price cuts would give some of their competitors
time to adjust. l'm not that hungry, or unethical, or stupid to engage
in such a practice. In fact, now I make it a practice to have someone
@ver up the prices in Boman's ad before I revlew it lor content. I
really don't want to know what they are until the magazine is off the
presses. lt is much easier to deal with my industry lriends in that
interim two weeks between paste up, and mailing, if I can say "Hey'

I don't know what the prlces are!".
Boman is shaking things up. The industrywill survive, and Boman

may well become a dominant leader in this field. Those who stand off
to the side urinating on Boman are doing nothing creative except
perhaps emptying their bladders. Boman is not, I suggest, jusl anoth-
er bunch of guys promlslng to shake up an industry. They are a
bunch of guys who are yanking and tearing at the young, not yet well
established roots of this industry. They intend to see that their own
roots go down deeply enough that the next plateau ol entrants into
the industry don't do the same thing to them that they are doing to
those who preceded Boman into the field. I think we'll all remember
Boman for many years to come, regardless of what happens in the
next 12 months.

A lair amount of my discussion with Bob Maniaci was 'off the
record'; because he shared with me details of their next two proctuct
development levels. The first level will be on display, with plenty ol
fanfare, in Atlanta late this month at the STTI show. But that is getting
ahead of the story, and into the interview proper. lf you want to start
off your month wondering how you may be coping with your particular
segmsnt of the business in 1 983, turn now to page 1 t here and see
what makes Bob Maniaci and Boman 'run.'

SEE THE FUTURE and Gag
I really detest people who stand before some type ot forum and

bore you with their prognostications of how the future will be. I guess
I have trouble with forecasting the future because I am too busy living
and coping with the present. I do admit a weakness for the past,
especially when I believe I see some instruction there for what may
happen again in the future.

I therefore take with a grain of salt somebody telling me that by
2000 (or whenever) "every home in America will have a small dish on
it, pointed to the great data bank in the sky." Good grief; every home
does not have a radio, or television, or a telephone, or running water!

But I do like to steer Taylor Howard into a conversation about his
perception of the future world, with dozens of in-view operating sat-
ellites, because he has that unique background of being both a
scientist and an educator. I especially like Taylor's pointed comment
that everything we are doing today, all of the battles we are involved
in today, and the insurmountable problems we face today won't
amount to a hill ot beans (or a line in a history book) twenty years from
now.

Taylor ls dead rlght.
His point is that regardless of how universal satellite to home

delivery (or two-way satellite to home / home to satellite) services
may become, the world as we now know it wlll be radically altered
by the revolulion we are all now experiencing. None of us can say
with anything more than imagined accuracy just how our world will be
changed. All of us can say that it will be changed; substantially.

The only uncertainty remaining is the degree of change, or alter-
ation, that satellites will ultimately contribute to the generations that
follow us.

I calculate that I may be around another 31 years or so; provided
I am not the victim of one of the frequent Fort Lauderdale to Provo (or
reverse) D/H-18 plane flights that I ride at least monthly. Just when
I think 31 years is quite a spell, I recgll exactly what I was doing, and
what the stage of television broadcasting was 31 years back. lt was
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Lowest Prices!

We wil l  meet or beat al l  others
Cal l  and Gompare

ANTENNA: 1Oy2 and 12 ft.
Hastings aluminum petal on
superb polar mount. Best buy
on the market!

RECEIVERS; Gillaspie, Auto-
tech 550, Drake, Sky Eye lV
Sat-tec at Best Prices.

Total Systems from

$r 599

2303 Twin Lakes Orive
Bainbridge. Georiga
31717
(91 2) 246-6790

for dishes up to 13 ft .

In  Canada
€69 Credituiew
RRO Mississauga. Ont
Ontario. L5M5285
(416) 826-8066
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ANNOUNCING O O O

the TVRO Event of 1982

THE
SATELLITE
IIITERI'IATIOIIAL
BUSINESS
COI'IFEREI'ICE
Atlanta, Georgia - October 29r 30 and 31

BY POPULAR DEMAND from both registrants and exhibitors, the Ninth Satellite Television
Technology Seminar / Trade Show will be held at the Dunfey-Atlanta Hotel in Atlanta, Georgia, on
October  29,30 and 31,  1982.

JUSTAS YOU SAW at the STTTrade Show in FortWorth in March, theAtlanta event(abbreviated to"SlBCO") will once again bring to one meeting place all of the leading TVRO manufacturers, distributors
and dealers plus hundreds of earriest, eager businessmen wanting to enterthis vital, growing business.
You wil l  see 1OO'plus exhibits of al l  the latest TVRO equipment, 60-plus satel l i te antennas of every
descript ion.

lN ADDITION, there will be three days of hard-hitting private terminaltraining for newcomers to this
f ield. Once again, TVRO industry leader and Coop's Satel l i te Digest publisher, Bob Cooper, Jr.,  wil lbe
master-of-ceremonies and director of seminar training. Lecture attendees will again receive the STT"Gold Seal" Certificate of Educational Achievement for attending these sessions.

FOR FULL INFORMATION On exhibiting or attending this outstanding STT satellite system event,
contact Rick Schneringer at STT, P. O. Box G, Arcadia, OK 73007. Telephone 1-800-654-9276. (in
Oklahoma, call 405/396-257 4l
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SEE US AT THE BIG SHOW IN
ATLANTA DURING OCTOBER OF
T H I S  Y E A R * o c r o B E R  2 9 - 3  1 , 1  9 8 2

lll a n u.fac tur e r / Im p o r te r / D is tr ib uto r

IK  ELGf |  ' " t t * ' oT 'oNAt

I L 6395 McDonough Drive
r - Norcross,Georgia 30093

Phone 404-447-9450
Outside Georgia WATS
1-800-241-8189

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR LATEST
BROCHURE AND PRICES.

just 31 years ago now that AT&T connected the west coast of Amer-
ica to the east coast, with terrestrial microwave relay. lt was just 31
years ago now that San Francisco and Los Angeles got'plugged into'
the east coast (largely New York City based) 'television grid.' That
connection probably was every bit as important to the development
of America, in the years that followed, as was the driving of the
Golden Spike on the first railroad, to connect the two coasts almost
precisely 100 years earlier. Both acts set into motion the next level of
'homogenizing' America.

lf none of this makes any sense to you, you probably also cannot
appreciate the impact worldwide satellite interconnection may have
in the next 30 years. Or sooner, since we seem to be living in a
speeded up world these days.

So it probably is not important to worry about how, precisely, the
world will change because satellites exist and affect us all. That will
all sort itself out, a piece at a time, as the years unfold. But it is
important to recognize that the roots of change are happening right
now, at a furious pace. You are a part of one of the great evolutionary
revolulions in the history of mankind. Know that, and respect the part
you are playing in that revolution. The impact of what we are doing,
each in our own small way, may ultimately even change the dietary
habits of Papua New Guinea'out back' natives. When they discover
how big their world really is, through a village community satellite
terminal, they will possibly stop eating their neighbor's arms. Of
course it could go the other way just as easily.

Perhaps with inter-continental satellite hook ups some yet to be
born cable-satellite channel will strive to beat out the 200 competitive
channels available by staging the 'First Annual Papua New Guinea
Arm Eating Contest.' It it catches on, major world networks, also yet
to be born, will battle to acquire worldvision rights. Meat tenderizer
firms will stand in line to buy up the 60 second spots at world dollar
prices. The residual product rights would be huge; plastic model
arms, T shirts portraying the winning 'mouth, '  and the losing arm .. .
the list is endless. And you have seen the future, and possibly
gagged. Welcome to the 21st century!

THE CASE ol 100 Degree LNAs
Along about the middle of August, or after the SPACE show in

Omaha, a strange thing began to happen in the LNA marketplace'
Numerous distributors found themselves selling more 100 degree
LNAs than 120s. Now if the distributors reporting this were serving
dealers in New England or off-shore, this might make some sense'
But no, the distributors who found this happening were distributors
who sell nationally, and there was a sudden increase in demand for
100s by users even in places like Oklahoma and Kansas (where' as
one diitributor quipped "A pie plate and a piece of chewing gum

works!").
This has caused (up to press time) something ol a shortage for 1 00

degree units, and some are now forecasting that the day of the 120
unii being'standard' may be gone forever. Perhaps the reason for all
ol this is ihe narrowing ot tne price margin between a 100 and a 1 20.
You can compare the cunent difference by looking at any ol several
ads in this issue. l'll tell you this; one way to narrow the margin
between 1 20s and 1 00s even further is to keep on buying the 1 00s in
oreference to 120s!

At least that is the way it should work.
You can always tell when there is a high yield of 100 degree units'

out of proportion to the 120s. You start receiving 100s when your

order 120s. That also tells you that the sale on 120s is going pretty
good and the supplies are running short.

There is something a little strange about a field where three 'boxes'

roll down the production line to a final test station, and one of them
checks out at i 20, one at 1 00 and one at 90. After they are tested and
stamped and put into boxes, they all go out the door at different
prices. Yet they have the same parts in them, the same alignment
iime, and the sime costs. lt is like Chevrolet waiting until they started
the engine at the end of the production line before they stamped
"lmpala," "Malibu" or "Corvette" on the nameplate!You can imagine
how long the American public would put up with that nonsense.

So keep on buying those 1 00s and pretty soon the manufacturers
will have warehouseslilled with 1 20s. lt will be interesting to see if they
decide to recycle them as "Biscaynes" (remember the Biscayne???)
or simply come back with a huge price cut on 'old style 120's' for us.
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Same Day Shipment

Leaders in the Satel l i te Earth Stat ion Industry!

Dealer inquir ies invited. Highly competit ive prices.

Million $ Inaentory

DRAKE
KLM
GILLASPIE
SAT.TEC
FREEDOM
AVANTEK
CHAPARRAL
ALLIANCE
CALIFORNIA
TWEEKER

I SH,ARP i

1

I
I

ATLANTA
Horne of T,V.R,O.

From "S.A."  The Most
From: KELGO
The Most Econom
Complete 10 '
inc lud ing Elect ron

#7590
Now in Stock

f{ame Brands

1 0 ' - 1 3 ' D i s h e s
Polar Mounts
Feed Horns
Rotors
Receivers
L .N .A . ' s
Cable
Connectors

AMP Modulators
Splitters-Blocks
lsolators





SAT.TEC''R2B
The leader in low cosl TVRO

The RzB,the most highly integrated receiver on the market today!

Sat-tec
The name you know FIRST!

. FIRST Low Cost Receiver
o FIRST Volume Production
. FIRST With Off-Shelf Delivery
. FIRST To Ship the Innovative Divide

Bv 2 PLL
. FIRST With ChannelLock AFC

The Sat-tec R2B receiver is our latest full
feature receiver, tailored to commercial
equipment specifications at a price you can
afford. the R2B's single board construction
eliminates problematic interconnections and

Sat-tec Sysfems
div. Ramsey Electronics, \nc.,2575 Baird Rd., Penfield, NY 14526, 716-586-3950

innovative utilization of all components
results in a reliable and proven design.
Operation is simple-a single tuning knob
does it all, and our unique Channel-Lock
AFC keeps the tuning sharp and accurate.
A new feature is our variable audio tuning
to give you complete selection of all
subcarriers-without the use of additional
plug-ins or devices. This, together with the
R2B's fullfrequency coverage makes it truly
compatible with alldomestic and inter-
national satellites.

For superior value as wellas lowest
system cost, the choice is but one-the
R2B! See your dealer today or write to us
direct.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency range:

Audio range:

Threshold:

IF bandwidth:

3.6-4.3 GHZ tunable
5.2-7.6 MHZ tunable

8db CNR
30 MHz for full fidelity video

LNA power: 15 volts regulated for up to 2 LNAs
Outputs: Standard one volt audio and video.

compatible with VCRs, monitors and modulators
Optional: BC 1 RF modulator kit, tunable channels

3-6 with sound
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